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1. INTRODUCTION
Teledyne Continental Motors (TCM), under contract to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), is conducting a program to
j	 establish and demonstrate the technology necessary to safely reduce gen-
eral aviation piston engine exhaust emissions with minimum adverse effects
on cost, weight, fuel economy, and performance. The emissions must be
reduced sufficiently to meet the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
1980 Emission Standards as published in the Federal Register of July 17,
1973. Current aircraft piston engines are generally operated at "Full	 .0-
Rich" mixture setting for other than cruise conditions and, as such, dis-
charge exhaust emissions that are high in unburned hydrocarbons (HC) and
carbon monoxide (CO). Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) are within the EPA limits.
Although emphasizing emission reduction, the NASA program has a
secondary objective of reducing the fuel consumption of these engines.
This contract is intended to provide a screening and assessment of prom-
ising emission reduction concepts that afford good fuel economy. It is
also intended to provide for the preliminal-y design and development of
those promising concepts mutually agreed ;tpon. These concepts will then
go through final design, fabrication, and integration with a prototype
engine(s). Verification testing will then be performed at the TCM facility.
This report discusses the results of completing Task II, "Screen-
ing Analysis and Selection of Three Emission Reduction Concepts", that
was conducted from February to June of 1976.
A systems analysis study and a decision-making procedure were
used by TCM to evaluate, trade off, and rank the candidate concepts from
a list of 14 alternatives. Cost, emissions, and 13 other design criteria
considerations were defined and traded off against each candidate co cept
to establish its merit and emission reduction usefulness. A computer
program (1) was used to assist the evaluators in making the final choice
of three concepts.
Many automotive concepts were investigated in this study, and it
is important to note that the aircraft piston engine emission test cycle
is considerably different from the automotive test cycles. For this
reason any conclusions mach in this study can only be applied to aircraft
piston engines.
1
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2.	 SUMMARY
The objectives of Task II were to conduct a screening analysis on
a minimum of 10 promising concepts and select three concepts for further
development. The approach used to fulfill the objectives was fivefold:
• Select a preliminary list of concepts
• Conduct a detailed literature search
• Contact firms for additional data i
• Define criteria and method of evaluation
• Rank concepts based on a consistent set of weighted T
cost-effectiveness criteria.
Steps 1 through 3 of the approach produced a list of fourteen concepts	 r
which were investig .tted during the remainder of Task II.	 The promising
concepts are listed in order of general category:
• Stratified Charge Combustion Chambers:
-	 Honda Compound Vortex Controlled Combustion
-	 Texaco Controlled Combustion System
-	 Ford Programmed Combustion
• Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber
• Diesel Combustion Chambers:
--	 Four-Stroke, Open Chamber
-	 Two-Stroke, McCulloch
• Variable Camshaft Timing i
• Improved Fuel Injection Systems
• Ultrasonic Fuel_ Atomization - Autotronics System i
• Thermal Fuel Vaporization - Ethyl TFS
• Ignition Systems:
-	 Multiple Spark Discharge
-	 Variable Timing
k
• Hydrogen Enrichment
• Air Injections
.	 i
2 ^
t
f	 '•
Step 4 was accomplished by selecting and defining the decision factors
I	 (criteria). The criteria chosen in the evaluation of the concepts were:
• Cost	 • Integration
• Reliability	 • Producibility
• Safety	 • Fuel Economy
• Technology	 • Weight and Size
• Performance	 • Maintainability and	 Maintenance
j	 • Cooling	 • Emissions
• Adaptability	 • Operational Characteristics.
• Materials
i
Each decision factor was further defined by listing specific questions
which were used in evaluating each concept.
The ranking of the concepts, Step 5, was accomplished with a com-
puter program that aids a decision maker in arriving at consistent deci-
sious under conditions of both certainty and uncertainty. The model
assists in obtaining consistent rankings of the decision criteria and of
the concepts relative to each of the criteria. The emphasis coefficients
assigned to each criterion, the merit scores assigned to each concept
relative to each criterion, and the associated uncertainties determined
the overall merit coefficient for each concept. These merit coefficients
defined the conce pt ranking which was used as a guide in the final selec-
tion of the three concepts. The overall concept preference analysis is
summarized below:
CONCEPT
	
BANKI
Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber 	 1
Improved Fuel Injection System
	
2
Air Injection	 3
..'	 Multiple Spark Discharge Ignition System 	 4
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, Autotronics	 5
Variable Timing Ignition System	 6
Thermal Fuel Vaporization, Ethyl	 7
Hydrogen Enrichment, JPL 	 8
Texaco CCS	 9
'.	 Two-Stroke Diesel, McCulloch	 10
Ford PKOCO
	
l2.
Variable Camshaft Timing	 12
Honda CVCC	 13
Four-Stroke Diesel, Open Chamber	 14
The ranking of each concept relative to the most important criterion,
emissions, reveals the dramatic effect the remaining criteria had on the
overall preference analysis:
CONCEPT RANK
Hydrogen Enrichment, JPL 1
Honda CVCC 2
Improved Fuel Injection System 3
Air Injection 4
Texaco CCS 5
Ford PROCO 6
Two-Stroke Diesel, McCulloch 7
Four-Stroke Diesel, Open Chamber 8
Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber 9
Variable Camshaft Timing 10
Thermal Fuel Vaporization, Ethyl 11
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, Autotronic 12
Variable Timing Ignition System 13
Multiple Spark Discharge Ignition System 3.+
Only two of the top five emission concepts ranked in the top five overall
preference analysis:
	
Improved Fuel Injection System and Air Injection.
An Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber, ranking ninth on the emisslnn
scale, was the top overall preference.
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results of the concept--criteria tradeoff analysis,
the following three concepts are recommended to NASA for approval and
F	 further development:
e improved Fuel Injection Systemi
a Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber
a Variable Timing Ignition System.
Air Injection, the third ranked overall preference concept, is recom-
mended as an alternate concept for NASA consideration.
The fourth ranked concept, Multiple Spark Discharge Ignition
j	 System, and the fifth ranked concept, Ultrasonic fuel Atomization, were
i
	
	 bypassed as recommendations partly because of NASA contracts presently
investigating these concepts. Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization was considered
more applicable to carbuLetted engines than individual cylinder fuel--
injected engines. A Multiple Spark Discharge Ignition System was con-
sidered less important than a system that provides an ignition spark
regulated as a function of engine speed and load.
An Improved Fuel Injection System will consist of a timed, air-
flow sensitive system capable of supplying fuel at moderate pressure to
the injectors. A timed, moderate fuel pressure system is required to
ensure a fuel mist with adequate cylinder distribution as opposed to the
present continuous flow, lots pressure system. An airflow-sensitive sys-
tem is required to maintain the desired fuel-air ratio, which will control
the emission levels, and together with proper cylinder distribution, pro-
vide better engine transient response.
Throughout this study exhaust emissions were compared to the
TCM IO-520-D engine operating at the lean fuel flow limit of the model
specification.	 This fuel schedule was chosen as representative of a
high volume production engine operating at the leanest fuel-air ratios
recommended.	 Exhaust emission values quoted herein reflect minimum pro-
jected levels and no tolerance band is inferred.	 An Improved Fuel Injec-
tion System has the potential for reducing HC by 43%, CO by 29%, and
._ increasing NOx by 93%. 	 These emission potentials result in absolute
emission levels of 55%, 90%, and 58% of the EPA standard for HC, CO, and
- NOx, respectively.
i	 e An Improved Fuel Injection System capable of maintaining lean
fuel--air ratios cannot operate effectively for all engine applications
because of possible cylinder head overheating.	 Operating at leaner than
'	 = present fuel-air ratios requires a combustion chamber design capable of
withstanding greater heat loads. 	 Methods of obtaining an Improved Cooling
7i
Combustion Chamber are:
3	 f
a	 Cooling fin redesign
a	 Exhaust port liners
i
i
a	 Exhaust port coatings.
! f
iAn Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber will not significantly
affect HC emissions; however, a 16% decrease in CO and a 47% increase
r^Iin NOx were projected for the concept which resulted in emission levels
of 106%, 95%, and 44% of the EPA standard for CO, HC, and NOx, respec-
tively. The changes resulted through improved cooling during climb and
takeoff, which allows leaner fuel-air ratios while maintaining engine ^	
^4power.
A Variable Timing Ignition System can provide improved engine
acceleration characteristics while operating at leaner than present fuel-
air ratios in idle, taxi, and approach modes. Light Load operation in
the idle and taxi modes will become smoother by retarding the spark, while
vacuum advancing the spark in the cruise range will enhance lean mixture
burning. A centrifugal advance would be required to compensate for changes
in engine speed under constant manifold pressure.
Use of a Variable Timing Ignition System will not significantly
reduce exhaust emissions relative to the aircraft emission cycle; however,
the ability to provide variable ignition in idle, taxi, and approach modes
.ai11 decrease the acceleration problem associated with leaning these modes.
Potential leaning benefits would result in emission reductions of 11% for
HC and 8% for CO, and an increase of 17% for NOx.
Air Injection was chosen as an alternate concept since after-
treatment of the exhaust products does not attack the fundamental source
of the problem, i.e., excessively rich fuel-air ratios. The potential
of Air Injection, however, cannot be denied. Reductions of 33% for HC
and 23% for CO, and an increase of 13% for NOx are projected for this
concept.
The adaptability of all four concepts provides a means for many
possible integrated emission reduction packages, as shown in the sketch
on the following page. An Improved Fuel Injection System, an improved
Cooling Combustion Chamber, and a Variable Timing Ignition System com-
plement each other in reducing emissions by overcoming the associated
problems of operating at leaner than present fuel-air ratios. An exhuast
port liner coupled with Air Injection ;provides a means of after-treatment
of the exhaust products, ensures a cooler cylinder head, and suggests
leaner fuel--air ratio operation.
The primary and alternate proposed concepts offer extremely prom-
ising combinations for a safe and versatile emission reduction package.
l
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4. LITERATURE SEARCH
As partial fulfillment of Task II (Screening Analysis) as defined
in the Technical Work Plan (2), TCM conducted a literature search through
five main sources:
• SAE - Technical paper search
• NASA/Lewis - RECON key word search
• NTIS - Published searches
•	 NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center - RECON key word
search
•	 References - Published references from technical $
papers were searched for additional reports.
3
Although the literature search, per se, is complete, new technical publi ..
cations will be searched through the remainder of the contract for infor-
mation and data pertaining to the chosen concepts.	 Conclusions from the
completed literature search can be summarized as follows:
•	 No new concepts for reducing exhaust emissions were
found, compared to the candidate concepts in the RFP
or the 10 selected concepts in the original work plan.
•	 Minimal data were available for detailed modal analysis
r
(most of the published data were in the form of grams/
mile, dilute data, and/or low power conditions).
•	 Minimal data were available for supporting evaluation
of the concepts on the basis of the criteria presented
in Section 6.
.	 f 	 _
•	 Additional data were required to evaluate certain con-
•	
i	 g
cepts on the basis of emissions. _..
Based on the results of the above search., TCM contacted firms
considered to be experts in their respective fields to obtain raw emis-
sions data for analysis on the aircraft cycle as well as any other perti-
nent information on the promising concepts. The firms contacted were:
a4
FIRM
Autotronic Controls
Corporation
Bendix Corporation
Borg-Warner Corporation
Chrysler Corporation
Environmental Protection
Agency
Ethyl Corporation
Ford Motor Company
Honda American Motor
Company
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
McCulloch Corporation
NASA - Lewis Research
Center
CONCEPT
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization
Multiple Spark Discharge System
Electronic Fuel Injection
Electronic Fuel Injection
Variable Tinning Ignition System
General Emissions Data
Thermal Fuel Vaporization
Stratified Charge - (Ford PROCO)
Stratified Charge _ (Honda CVCC)
Hydrogen Enrichment
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization
Diesel, Two-Stroke
General Emissions Data
N
Ricardo & Company Engineers 	 General Emissions Data
Southwest Research	 Diesel, Four-Stroke; Stratified
Institute (SWRI)
	
	
Charge -(Honda CVCC, Ford PROCO,
and Texaco CCS)
Texaco, Incorporated	 Stratified Charge - (Texaco CCS)
Toyota Motor Company 	 Lean-Burn with Turbulence Generat-
ing Pot
White Engines, Incorporated	 Diesel, Four-Stroke
A typical data request form is presented in Figure 1.
Emissions data in the required form were received for the follow-
ing concepts:
c
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CONCEPT
Diesel, Two-Stroke
Diesel, Four-Stroke Open
Chamber
Ford PROCO
Honda CVCC
Texaco CCS :
Operation on Gasoline
Operation on Diesel Fuel
Thermal Fuel Vaporization
i,	
f i
r	 LA
SOURCE
McCulloch Corporation
SWRI
SWRI
SWRI
Texaco, Inc., and SWRI
SWRI
Ethyl Corporation
l!,
i
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These analyses were based on the assumption that emissions from
a particular combustion chamber are functions of operating conditions
(speed, load, and mixture strength) and not application. That is, emis-
sions from an automotive engine are valid for the aircraft emission cycle
provided the emissions data were obtained at operational conditions speci-
fied for the respective aircraft cycle modes. The Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory (3) employed a similar approach for hydrogen enrichment studies in
which specific emissions data from a Chevrolet 350 CID V-8 automotive
engine cperating at ultra-lean equivalence ratios were used to predict
aircraft engine emissions at the same mixture strength. The automotive
engine specific emissions data correlated well with similar data from a
TCM IO-520-D engine at mutual equivalence ratios.
These raw emissions data were input to the TCM Aircraft Cycle
Emissions Deck to determine mode and total cycle specific emissions. The
input data and computer program results of those analyses are presented
in Appendix A along with the assumptions that were required for analysis
on the seven-mode cycle. The calculation procedure for these analyses
and the definition of the seven-mode cycle are presented in Appendix B.
Where raw emissions data were not available, concepts were
evaluated by analyzing their impact on emissions as applied to the IO-520-D
engine. The 10-520-D engine operating at the lean fuel flow limit of the
model specification was chosen as representative of a high-volume produc-
tion engine.
i
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5. CONCEPT DEFINITIONS AND EMISSION RESULTS
In accordance with the contract, a preliminary screening of prom- ;:
ising concepts for reducing exhaust emissions and improving engine specific
fuel consumption was submitted to NASA for approval.
N
Approval was granted to study the following concepts in further
detail:
e Stratified Charge Combustion Chambers
	
I '	 e Improved Cooling Combustion Chambers
l._	 s Diesel Combustion Chambers
s Variable Camshaft Timing
• Improved Fuel Injection Systems
	
^^	 • Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization
• Thermal Fuel Vaporization
• Improved Ignition Systems
• Hydrogen Enrichment
	
r	 s Air Injection.
The first step in the analysis was to define in greater detail
each concept as it applies to this study and to establish emission levels.
The basic concepts analyzed in this task are detailed in Sections 5.2
through 5.11 by general category. Emission values quoted for the concepts
	
L1	reflect minimum projected levels and no attempt has been made to establishtolerance bands. Since exhaust emissions levels for some concepts were
based on their predicted impact on the emissions from the TCM IO-520-D
engine, definitions of that engine and its emission characteristics are
provided in Section 5.1.
5.1
	 TCM IO-520-D ENGINE
The IO-520-D is an air-cooled, 520 CID, horizontally opposed,
naturally aspirated, six-cylinder aircraft engine featuring fuel- injection
and rated at 300 horsepower. The engine is representative of current high-
volume production engines.
	
!	 Under FAA-NAFEC Contract No. DOT FA74NA-1091, TCM has conducted
extensive IO-520-D testing to establish the effects of lean operation on
exhaust emissions and safety limits. The testing resulted in categoriza-
tion of emission data by three separate fuel system schedules: Baseline,
Case 1, and Case 2. Figure 2 presents the fuel-air equivalence ratio for
each fuel schedule as a function of power. Modal power points are also
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shown for reference. Baseline is defined as the average fuel flow rate
established by the fuel system production tolerance band when operated
with the mixture control at the full rich position. Case 1 is defined
sF
certificate. Case 2 is defined as the fuel flow rate corresponding to
the leanest fuel-air ratio obtainable before a safety limit occurred with
the engine operating on a test stand. The engine test stand installation
incorporated the same constant speed propeller as would normally be used
on the airframe configuration. Safety limits which developed during test-
ing were cylinder head overheating or inadequate acceleration from a given
mode of operation and were defined as "uninstalled f0 safety limits.
The general trend in mixture strength (i.e., richer at low power,
leaner at the mid-power range, and richer at maximum power) is typical of
all TCM fuel-injected engines that have been evaluated. This trend may
be rationalized by considering the present fuel injection system design.
Rich mixtures are required at the low power idle -taxi regime to provide
adequate fuel distribution to all cylinders and to ensure adequate engine
transient response (acceleration). Since the IO-520-D fuel system is not
temperature compensating, the fuel flow required for the idle -taxi modes
is dependent on the fuel-air ratio required for cold day operation. As
the induction air temperature increases, the resultant fuel--air ratio
enriches. Leaner mixtures are acceptable and desirable in the mid-power
range where fuel distribution is good and cylinder head temperatures are
well within the limits. Richer mixtures are required at high power points
for cylinder head cooling and detonation suppression. The Federal Avia-
tion Administration requires that the minimum certified fuel-flow rate be
at least 10% above the fuel flow rate at which detonation occurs. Note
the mixture .strength schedule trend with respect to Baseline, Case 1,
and Case 2 fuel schedules. A wider equivalence ratio band exists between
each fuel schedule at low power and this band decreases to a minimum at
maximum power. This is due to the larger tolerance band associated with
controlling low fuel flow rates. This trend is typical of all TCM engines
that have been evaluated.
Figure 3 presents the IO-520-D emission levels in percent of the
EPA standard as a function of time -weighted fuel-air equivalence ratio,
^tw. Time-weighted fuel.-air equivalence ratio is defined as the summa-
tion of the product of modal time and the modal equivalence ratio divided
by the total cycle time. In equation form:
7
Ti
i=1
^tw
	 27.3
where
Ti - time in mode i, minutes
^i - equivalence ratio in mode i.
E
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Time-weighted equivalence ratio provides a means of establishing Baseline,
Case 1, and Case 2 emission levels as a function of a common reference for
each pollutant. The results of leaning can therefore be quickly recognised.
As expected, leaning the engine resulted in a decrease for carbon monoxide
(CO) and hydrocarbons (HC), while the oxides of nitrogen (NOx) increase.
The Baseline mixture schedule resulted in a 
^tw of 1,43 with CO and HC
above the standard and NOx well below the limit. Decreases of 34% for CO
and 19% for HC were observed when the engine was leaned to a ^tw of 1.23
(Case 1), and NOx increased 118% but remained considerably below the limit.
Case 2, ^tw of 1.12, resulted in levels for all three pollutants below the
EPA standards with decreases from Case 1 of 34% for CO and 37% for HC.
NOx increased by 83%. From Figure 3, an estimated band of time-weighted
fuel-air equivalence ratios which meet all of the EPA standards can be
determined. This total band ranges from a O tw of 1.02 to 1.16; however,
when Case 2 is considered (uninstalled safety limits), this band is reduced
to a 0tw range of 1.12 to 1.16, which results in a +1.75% tolerance band
on fuel-air ratio for the complete seven--mode cycle.
Figure 4 represents the effect of modal equivalence ratio on CO,
HC, and NOx for the IO-520--D engine. The figure illustrates the pollutant
percent of EPA standard as a function of modal equivalence ratio decrease
from Case 1. The curve clearly shows the effects of each mode on the total
cycle emission level as the modes are leaned beyond the lean limit of the
engine model specification. Case 1 was chosen as the starting point from
which the leaning was referenced since leaning beyond Case 1 is mandatory
to reduce CO and HC to values below the EPA standard, Figure 3.
Each modal curve has been identified with symbols which locate
two important points of reference, Case 2, and the stoichiometric fuel-
air ratio. The closed symbols represent the reduction in modal equivalence
ratio required to provide a stoichiometric mixture and the corresponding
emission level for the cycle. The flagged symbols represent the reduction
in modal equivalence ratio required to lean to the uninstalled modal safety
limit. Dashed lines represent extrapolations of available data.
Significant information can be derived from these curves, such
as the effect of modal leaning on CO. For example, if only the climb
mode was leaned to Case 2 (fir = 0.07 decrease from Case 1) the CO percent
of EPA standard would drop from 124 to 107%, or a delta reduction of 17%.
Any combination of modal leaning can be predicted by summing the individual
modal delta reductions. To .-)btain the absolute emission Level the sum is
subtracted from the Case 1 value.
The above test results established emissions levels for the 10--
520-D engine as a function of fuel mixture strength and are the basis for
determining the minimum projected emission levels for various concepts
described in this report.
x
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5.2
	 STRATIFIED CHARGE COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
{{i
Charge stratification is the generation of a significant spatial {
variation of fuel-air ratio in the combustion chamber at time of ignition
and during at least a portion of the progressive burning process.
The object of the strata is Co provide a fuel-rich environment .4
near the point(s) of ignition and progressively leaner zones as the flame
front traverses the combustion region.	 This formation promotes the estab-
lishment of the flame kernel and a strong flame front that can easily
traverse the leaner fuel-air zones.	 The result is more nearly complete
combustion of an overall lean mixture (generally stoichiometric or leaner)
with attendant low pollutant emission levels and improved fuel economy.
The two main classifications for stratified charge engines are
prechamber engines and open-chamber engines. 	 The former is characterized
by a mechanically divided combustion chamber with the individual chamber
sections connected by an orifice.	 The latter engines obtain the spatial
fuel-air ratio variation through coordination of direct fuel injection and
dynamic air motion.	 The three stratified charge concepts investigated
were., 3
5.2.1	 Honda Compound 'Vortex Controlled Combustion (CVCC)
}
The CVCC, Figure 5, is a prechamber stratified charge engine with
a "compound" carburetor and third valve in the prechamber. During the
intake stroke the "compound" carburetor supplies a fuel-rich mixture to
the prechamber via the auxiliary valve and a leaner-Chan-stoichiometric
mixture to the main chamber through the main intake valve. A prechamber
spark plug initiates ignition in the fuel--rich prechamber mixture. The
resulting prechamber pressure forces burning gases through the connecting
orifice into the main chamber where a mixture of intermediate richness
has formed as a result of proper geometry and proportioning of air and
fuel. This "mixture cloud" (4) is ignited by the flame initiated in the
auxiliary chamber and ensures positive combustion of the lean mixture in
the main chamber. Raw emission data (5) received for the Honda CVCC were
based on operation with the standard exhaust system. This system did not
include a catalytic converter or a thermal reactor, per se. The exhaust
manifold was designed with an inner liner. Figure 5', to increase exhaust
gas residence time and provide an intake manifold "hot spot". Therefore
some benefits of HC and CO oxidation and thermal fuel vaporization are
inherent in the data. The data were evaluated on the aircraft seven-mode
emission cycle, and emissions were well below EPA limits despite a time-
weighted equivalence ratio slightly rich of stoichiometric (1.01). These
favorable emission levels resulted in an emission ranking of second for
the Honda CVCC, Table I.
The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons
which further characterized the Honda CVCC:	 i
4
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I^ PROS
t  e Good Specific Fuel ConsumptionJ
• Stable Combustion Assured
• Good Operational Characteristics
_^	 a Low Octane Fuel Requirements
• Low Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
CONS
• Possible Cooling Problems
• Hardware Complexity
• High Surface Area-to-Volume Ratio
• High Rate of Pressure Rise at Rich Mixtures
• Implementation Problems
• Increased Weight
• Expensive
• Increased Maintenance.
5.2.2 Ford Programmed Combustion System (PROCO)
The PROCO, Figure 6, is an open-chamber stratified charge engine
which relies on the coordination of directly injected fuel into circum-
ferentially swirling air to stratify the fuel -air mixture.
The intake port is shaped to impart a high-rate (th.ee to five
times crankshaft speed) circumferential swirl to the incoming air. The
swirling air charge is compressed at a high compression ratio (^`11:1) into
the cup-shaped combustion chamber. The chamber is located concentrically
in the piston with about 65% squish area. Fuel is directly injected into
the cylinder during the compression stroke in a soft, low-penetrating, wide-
angle, conical spray which results in a rich mixture at the center, sur-
rounded by a leaner mixture and excess air (6). Combustion progresses
rapidly in the rich mixture around the spark plug, which is located either
near the bore centerline or just above the spray. The toroidal mixture
resulting from the squish action plus the intake swirl promotes flame
travel as combustion spreads out of the rich region into the leaner regions.
Air motion tends to homogenize the mixture and promote nearly complete
combustion as the swirling charge expands from the piston cup into the
cylinder space during the expansion stroke. Air throttling is utilized
for part-load fuel-air control..
The Ford PROCO emission dtta (5) evaluated on the aircraft emis-
sion seven-made cycle indicated bigh nitric oxide emissions (322 over EPA
limit) at a relatively lean 0.5 time-weighted equivalence ratio. Hydro-
carbons and carbon monoxide at less than 10% EPA standard were typical
of lean operation. The high nitric oxide emissions resulted in the PROOD
being ranked sixth in the emission ranking.
[ _]
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The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons which
further characterized the Ford PROCO:
PROS a
•	 Low HC and CO Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle.
•	 Good Specific Fuel Consumption
CONS {
•	 Octane Sensitive .
•	 Not Easily Turbocharged
•	 Implementation Problems
•	 Air Throttling Required for Low Emissions
•	 High NOx Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
•	 Expensive.
A
5.2.3	 Texaco Controlled Combustion System (TCCS)
The '"ACS (7, 8), Figure 7, is an open-chamber stratified charge
engine which encompasses direct fuel injection, air swirl, and positive s	 `
ignition.
Suitably shaped intake passages and combustion chamber impart a
high rate (up to ten times crankshaft speed) circumferential swirl to the 7
normally unthrottled air charge.	 Fuel is injected directly into the
cylinder late in the compression stroke to establish a flame front imme-
diately downstream from the nozzle.	 A combustible mixture is supplied to
the stabilized flame through continued injection and is burned as rapidly a
as it is formed.	 Part load fuel-air ratio is maintained by fuel injection
duration and quantity.
Three sets of raw emission data (5) from two TCCS equipped engines f
were evaluated on TCM's version of the aircraft emissions seven-mode cycle.
The resulting ti-e-weighted equivalence ratios were essentially the same
in all three instances.
	
In two cases the engines were operated on gaso-
line while the third case was for diesel fuel operation. 	 Nitric oxide
emissions were comparable for all three cases and exceeded EPA limits by
up to 38%. i
Carbon monoxide emissions were also similar for all three czses and
k
were well below EPA standard.	 Hydrocarbons were well below EPA standards
but not as consistent as NOx or CO, varying from 12% to 58% of the EPA ;	 a
limit.	 The high NOx level forced the TCCS concept into fifth position for
the emission ranking, one position above the Ford PROCO.
i
The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons which ;a
further characterized the Texaco CCS:
t
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PROS
• Limited Air Throttling Requirements
• Low Octane Fuel Requirements
• Multi-Fuel Capability with Comparablc Performance and Emissions
• Easily Turbocharged
• Good Specific Fuel Consumption
• Good Starting Characteristics
• Low Wall Quenching Potential
• Low HC and CO Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
CONS
• Incomplete Air Utilization
• Limited Speed Range
• Implementation Problems
• Poor Performance
• Expensive
• High NOx Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle.
5.3	 IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
F
Improved Cooling Combustion Chambers entail modifications or
redesign of the cylinder head/combustion chamber to improve cooling charac-
teristics and thereby allowing leaner fuel-air operation and, in some
cases, increased 11C/CO oxidation.
TCM has evaluated the effect of lean operation on exhaust emis-
sions for the IO-520-D, Figures 3 and 4. That information was used to
predict exhaust emissions by realizing that improved cooling during climb
and takeoff will permit leaner fuel-air ratios while maintaining engine
power. For idle, taxi, and approach modes, Case I was used because of
inadequate acceleration at Case 2 which improved cooling techniques would
not affect. For takeoff and climb modes, Case 2 was used because excessive
cylinder head temperature is the limiting factor with current cooling
characteristics. Figure 4 indicates that this modal leaning results in a
CO decrease of 20% of the EPA standard and an NOx increase of 14% of the
EPA standard. The resulting absolute levels of CO and NOx were 106% and
and 44% of the EPA standard, respectively. Hydrocarbon emissions were not
significantly affected, Table I. Candidate improvements for improving
combustion chamber cooling are described in Sections 5.3.1 through 5.3.3.
5.3.1 Redesigned Cylinder Head Cooling Fins
This concept will encompass a detailed thermal analysis to ascer-
tain the required fin geometry (size, shape, separation, etc.) for increased
heat dissipation in the cylinder head. The basic redesign problem involves
only heat transfer characteristics of the extended surface and hardware
considerations (cost, weight, available space, pressure drop, etc.), and,
as such, no information was expected or obtained through the emission-type
literature that was researched. Detailed NACA reports are available, how-
ever, for establishing the effects of fin geometry.
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The following Pros and Cons for redesigned cylinder head cooling
fins were utilized in assessing Improved Cooling Combustion Chambers:
PROS
• Allows Leaner Operation in Certain Modes
• Versatile - One Basic Configuration for All Applications
• Minimal Weight Penalty
• No Increased Maintenance Requirements
• No Performance Penalty
• No Effect on operational Characteristics
• Relatively Inexpensive
CONS
• Implementation Problems
• No Fuel Economy Benefits
• Complex Heat Transfer Analysis Required.
5.3.2 Exhaust Port Coatings
This cooling technique requires evaluation of various ceramics to
determine their benefit as low thermal conductors. The emission reduc-
tion potential would be gained through leaner operation, which is possible
only if the exhaust heat can be retained in the exhaust gases rather than
transferred to the cylinder head. The literature provided minimal infor-
mation on the subject since most research is being directed toward exhaust
port liners rather than coatings.
The following Pros and Cons for exhaust port coatings were considered
in evaluating Improved Cooling Combustion Chambers:
X.	 PROS
• Allows Leaner Operation In Certain Modes
• Minimal Hardware Change
• Relatively Inexpensive
• No Effect on Operational Characteristics
• Relative Ease of Implementation
E	
• Simple
• Minimal Weight Penalty
• No Performance Penalty
CONS
• Subject to Damage from Expansion and Contraction of Cylinder Head
• Brittle - Subject to Mechanical, Shock Damage
• No Fuel Economy Benefits.
18
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• Allows Leaner Operation in Certain Modes
• Proven Concept
• Provides Air Injection and Valve Cooling Potential
• Minimal Weight Penalty
• No Increased Maintenance Requirements
• No Performance Penalty
• No Effect on Operational Characteristics
• Relatively Inexpensive
• Simple
CONS .
• Implementation Problems
• No Fuel Economy Benefits.
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5.3.3 Exhaust Port Liners
This concept requires the assessment of materials and geometry
that offer low thermal conductance, durability, ease of installation,
and good gas flow characteristics with reasonable cost and weight.
The basic concept, figure 8, has been tested in automotive
engines ( 9) with significant cooling effects, Figure 9. A liner with
low thermal conductivity in conjunction with the enclosed (small free-
convection currents) air space provides excellent insulation against the
flow of exhaust heat to the cylinder head. An additional merit of the
liner is its versatility, i.e., the potential for adding an air injection
feature that will maintain good cooling potential while increasing IBC and
CO oxidation in the exhaus%. A typical scheme is presented in Figure 10.
Cooling air is pumped through the nozzle into the space behind the liner
which is film cooled as the air flows to the openings at the valve and
into the exhaust gas stream.
TCM has proved the cooling potential of the proposed method during
testing of a similar concept for air cooling exhaust valves, Figure 11.
In this case cooling air was pumped to the plenum at the valve guide
sleeve and through the four passages between the outer surface of the
valve guide and the inner surface of the valve guide sleeve for disper-
sion over the valve neck. The extent of valve cooling is indicated by
the substantial decrease in neck temperature presented as a function of
cooling air flow in Figure 12. Cylinder head temperatures were monitored
during the testing, and decreases on the order of 5° to 10°F were observed
at the normal thermocouple head location.
The following Pros and Cons for the exhaust port liners were
employed in evaluating Improved Cooling Combustion Chambers:
PROS
C -
5.4	 DIESEL COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
5
4I
Since the principles of compression ignition (diesel) are well
established and understood, a detailed explanation is omitted. The diesel
combustion chamber concepts investigated are described in Sections 5.4.1
and 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Four-Stroke Open Chamber Diesel
This concept, Figure 13, is characterized by high pressure fuel
injection through a multiple orifice directly into the clearance space or
chamber between the piston and cylinder head. Intake valve shrouding or
intake port design is utilized to impart swirl to the unthrottled air
charge. This air swirl moves the unsprayed air into the fuel spray. Small
clearance volume induces high turbulence as the gases are forced out of
the small clearances and agitates the mixture. The combustion is com-
p ression initiated and results in high temperatures and high pressures
which necessitate more stringent structural considerations than the spark
ignition counterpart with attendant cost, weight, and size implications.
only the open chamber concept was considered due to margiry i cool-
ing potential for a prechamber configuration in which the combustion process
has relatively high fluid friction and heat transfer losses.
Data from three four-stroke open chamber diesels (5, 10) were
evaluated on the aircraft emission seven-mode cycle. Data from one engine,
a Datsun, is suspect due to the extremely low NOx emissions. Nitric oxides
for the other two cases exceed EPA!. limits by up to 90%. This high level
resulted from the high peak temperatures incurred in diesels, even though
equilibrium considerations suggest very low production for such lean opera-
tion, i.e., 0.3 time weighted equivalence ratio. Carbon monoxide and HC
were well below EPA standards for all three cases.
The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons which
further characterize the Four-Stroke Open Chamber Diesel:
PROS
• Low HC and CO Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
• Low Fuel Costs
• Good Fuel Economy
• No Air Throttling Requirements
• Easily Turbocharged
CONS
• High NOx Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
• Poor Performance
• Limited Speed Range
i
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• Hard Starting
• Exhaust Smell. and Smoke
• Expensive
• Implementation Problems
• Noisy
• Heavy.
5.4.2 Two-Stroke Diesel, McCulloch
t._
	
	 This concept is a turbocharged engine combining the two-stroke
cycle with the diesel principle of operation.. The existing prototype for
which emission data were obtained is a radial configuration; however, the
basic concept could be applied to horizontally opposed cylinder arrange-
{	 ments. A unique combustion chamber design ( 11, 12), Figure 14, is utilized
to produce low peak pressures (1,100 psi) relative to the four-stroke diesel
(1,600 to 2,000 psi). A portion of the chamber called the "poker" is
attached to the piston. The upper face of the poker is part of a toroid
and has five or more equally spaced vertical slots about its cylindrical
{{ €	 periphery. The cylinder head recess has a cylindrical lower section and
t._ an upper end which is one-half a toroid. The combustion process occurs
in two stages. The first stage occurs during compression when the com-
pressed air in the outer ring between the cylinder head and the outer top
j edge of the piston is forced through the vertical slots in the poker into
the toroidal part of the chamber. Violent circular motion is imparted to
the air in the toroid which tears the fringe from the injected fuel spray
(8 deg BTDC), mixes it with the heated air, and ignites it. As the pis-
ton reaches TDC the gas flow reverses direction because of high toroid
pressure and because the fuel spray core has reached the poker slots.
The second combustion stage begins as the heated air carries the fuel
spray core down the slot and into the space above the piston, incurring
high turbulence as it does so. Fuel atomization and thorough fuel-air
mixing occur as regulated burning takes place until the fuel injection is
terminated. The burning mixture emerges from the slots and into the quench
area, the purpose of which is to slow the burning rate and hold the mix-
ture temperature down to minimize NOx formation. This technique is
reflected in the low NOx emission (54% EPA standard) compared to that of
conventional four-stroke open chamber diesels (up to 190% of the EPA
standard). This quenching may also account for the high HC emissions
i	 which exceed the EPA standard by 40%, whereas HC emissions for conven-
tional four-stroke open chamber diesels was 535 below the EPA limit.
The CO emission at 10% of the EPA limit was representative of lean opera-
tion, 0.32 time -weighted equivalence ratio. The high HC emission forced the
McCulloch two-stroke diesel into seventh position in tht emission ranking,
which is just above the four-stroke diesel concept. It should be noted
that the HC level is conservative since full power data were not avail-
able and the rated power was reduced accordingly. Hydrocarbons should
decrease for the higher speed /load conditions.
21
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The Pros and Cons inherent in such a design are summarised below:
PROS	 l
s High Power /Weight Ratio
• Good SFC
• Multi-Fuel Capability
• Aircraft Configuration Prototype Built and Tested
• Low Peak Pressures
• Low CO and NOx Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
• Good Starting Characteristics
• No Air Throttling Requirements
® Less Exhaust Smoke Than Conventional Diesels
	 g
• Quieter Than Conventional Diesels
CONS
..a
• Unproven Durability 	 ^..._
• High HC Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
• Turbocharging Required
• Radial Configuration Not Readily Adaptable to Conventional Aircraft
• Expensive.
5.5	 VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING
l
Variable Camshaft Timing was conceptually envisioned as a multi-
piece camshaft, Figure 15, capable of rotating the intake cams relative
to the exhaust cams. The purpose of this variability is to provide optimum
valve overlap (a measure of time the intake and exhaust valves are open
	 #
simultaneously) for all speed ranges. At low engine speeds low valve
overlap is desired for good idle quality and HC control, while greater
valve overlap is required at higher engine speed for efficient breathing.
In evaluating variable camshaft timing, a general design concept
(13) was assumed. The design has a central actuating member translatable
along the camshaft axis of rotation. The angular position of the intake
cams relative to the exhaust cams can be altered without affecting the
exhaust cams by sliding the central member in and out as a function of
engine speed. It was assumed that such a design would fit within standard
engine camshaft spaces without major engine modifications. The literature
search (14) revealed that rotating the intake cam rather than the exhaust
cam was the more efficient means of reducing emissions by varying valve
overlap.
The emission reduction feature of variable camshaft timing is
twofold. First, hydrocarbons (and fuel consumption) may be decreased at
low engine speeds by retarding the intake valve opening relative to the
exhaust valve closure. This eliminates much incoming charge "short
i
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circuiting", i.e., being exhausted during the intake stroke. Second, NOx
and HC reductions as well as good breathing can be provided at high engine
a	 speeds by increasing valve overlap, e.g., advancing the intake cams rela-
tive to the exhaust cams. In this case, the difference between exhaust
FJ backpressure and intake manifold pressure forces some of the exhaust gases to reverse direction and flow back into the combustion chamber and intake
manifold. These residual exhaust gases dilute the incoming charge and
curb NOx formation by limiting peak combustion temperature. This process
is known as internal exhaust gas recirculation. The exhaust gases may be
selectively recirculated because of exhaust gas stratification (14, 15)
to effect a reduction in HC. Exhaust gas stratification means that the
exhaust gases highest in HC are adjacent to the combustion chamber walls
(quench gases). Since these gases are the last portion of the exhaust
gases to leave the cylinder, they comprise a large portion of the exhaust
i	 gases retained for charge dilution. Carbon monoxide effects in either
j	 case are minimal.
Emission predictions for variable camshaft timing were based
on Tiara 6-285-B data for idle, taxi, and approach modes and on IO-520-D
Case 1 data for climb and takeoff. ^iara data were considered representa-
tive of HC emissions that could be expected on the IO-520-D for low valve
overlap in low speed modes. This is due to higher engine speeds of a
geared engine in these modes and because of the comparatively low Tiara
valve overlap. The Tiara emission data were taken at IO-520-D fuel-air
ratios for the respective modes and corrected for flow rate differences.
No exhaust emission reduction benefits from exhaust gas recirculation were
assumed for the IO-520-D because the design point for valve overlap is at
high engine speed, i.e., large valve overlap already exists on the I0-520-D
and no increase in internal exhaust gas recirculation would be expected
from variable camshaft timing as defined here.
Consistent with the literature (13, 14), CO remained essentially
unchanged from the standard engine value, exceeding the EPA limit by 27%,
and was the determining factor in Variable Camshaft Timing being ranked
tenth. Hydrocarbons were reduced by 49% of the EPA standard (from 97%
j	 to 48%) relative to the standard engine. Nitric oxide emissions remained
essentially unchanged at 33% of the EPA standard.
The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons which
further characterized Variable Camshaft Timing:
PROS
• Minimal Hardware Change
e Minimal Weight Penalty
x	 • Improved Performance
a Reduced HC Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
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CONS
• Complex Mechanism
• Little Effect on CO and NOx for Aircraft Emission Cycle
• Unproven Design.
5.6
	
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS
An Improved Fuel Injection System will mechanically provide moder-
ate high pressure fuel flow (100 to 200 psi) meterod as a function of
engine air flow by monitoring and responding to intake manifold pressure,
temperature, and engine speed. The system will be timed to supply a fuel
mist to each intake valve as it opens. Cylinder mixture formation will
be improved through the use of pintle nozzles, Figure 16, which will pro-
mote better fuel atomization than the current continuous flow nozzle used
by TCM, Figure 17. Such a system will result in a more homogeneous fuel-
air mixture within each cylinder and decrease cylinder--to-cylinder fuel-
air ratio variation, provided an even air distribution is supplied by the
intake manifold. This will allow leaner operation without the attendant
operational problems with carburetted or conventional (low pressure) fuel
injection systems while providing the fuel-air ratio necessary to maintain
low exhaust emissions at all load conditions.
A system manufactured by Simmonds Precision Products, Inc. (16)
which meets all the above requirements was utilized for evaluation of the
concept based on the cost- effectiveness criteria. In this system, a multi -
plunger, axial-driven pump rotates a wobble plate, Figure 18. An oil-
operated servo system responding to manifold pressure and temperature
varies the stroke of the hump. fuel distribution from the individual
plungers to the designated injection nozzle is coordinated by a valving
mechanism which permits each plunger to deliver fuel to two different
cylinders on alternate crankshaft revolutions. This is necessary on this
particular unit because the pump is driven at engine crankshaft speeds in
order to inject over a 180-degree period. On a six-cylinder engine, for
instance, each of three plungers supplies fuel to two different cylinders.
For the purpose of predicting exhaust emissions for operation with
such a system, the fuel-air ratios that could be maintained for the seven-
mode aircraft cycle were defined as a time-weighted equivalence ratio
range of 1.03 to 1.13. Exhaust emission reductions were based on the
IO-520-D engine, Figure 3, resulting in absolute emission levels of 55%,
90%, and 58% of the EPA standard for HC, CO, and NOx, respectively, and
in an emission ranking of third for the Improved Fuel Injection System.
The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons which
further characterized an Improved Fuel Injection System:
i
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PROS
3
• Less Cylinder-To-Cylinder Fuel-Air Ratio Variation
:	
• Versatile, i.e., One Design for All Applications
• Improved Engine Response
• Better Specific Fuel Consumption
• Minimal Weight Penalty
..^
	
• Air Flow Sensitive Fuel flow
• Timed Fuel Flow, i.e., No Fuel Accumulation
' I	 Between Intake Strokes
• Increased Fuel Atomization
• Low Emissions for Aircraf^. Emission Cycle
CONS
• Expensive
• Close Manufacturing Tolerances Required
• Possible Cylinder Head Cooling Problems.
5.7
	 ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION
This concept achieves good fuel atomization, i.e., breaking fuel
down to small droplet diameter, over a wide range of operating conditions
by separating the fuel-air metering requirements from the atomization
requirement. Better atomization provides a more homogeneous fuel-air
mixture for delivery to the cylinders and decreases cylinder-to-cylinder
fuel--air ratio variations which extends lean-burn capability. Various
weans are available for providing segregated fuel atomization, some of
which claim an order-of-magnitude reduction in fuel droplet diameter.
Some systems employ mechanical agitation of an ultrasonic driver mounted
in the carburetor throat. The principle of operation is similar to spray-
ing a liquid on the diaphragm of an operating compression type hi-fi
"tweeter" (17). The transducers used for this application may be a magne-
tostrictive type or a piezoelectric type driven at frequencies from 20 to
40 kHz into a half horn.
No raw emission data were obtained for ultrasonic fuel atomization.
To rank the concept for emissions relative to the other thirteen concepts
it was assumed to have the same emission reduction potential as Thermal
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Fuel Vaporization (Section 5.8). This approach was taken because both
concepts have essentially the same end result, i.e., homogeneous fuel-air
mixture with decreased cylinder--to-cylinder fuel-air ratio variation. The
predicted emission levels are presented in Table I and result in a rating
of 12 for Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, one position below Thermal Fuel
Vaporization. The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons
which further characterized Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization:
PROS
• Increased Fuel Atomization Over a Wide Range of
Operating Conditions
• Reduced HC Emissions for Aircraft Cycle
• Function Independent of Ambient Temperature
• Fail-safe
• Better Starting Characteristics
• Relatively Inexpensive
CONS
• Possible Power Requirements
• Primarily for Carburetted Applications
• Implementation Problems
r Possible Increased Frontal Area
• No Effect on CO and NOx Emissions for Aircraft
Emission Cycle
5.8
	
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION
This concept promotes a more uniform fuel-air mixture through
utilization of waste exhaust heat. The Ethyl Corporation version of the
concept, termed the Turbulent Flow System (TFS) (9) was considered a
typical Thermal Fuel Vaporization system for the purposes of Task II.
The system, designed for Carburetted applications, includes a specially
designed intake manifold called the Turbulent Flow Manifold (TFM). The
purpose of this manifold is to utilize exhaust heat, increased mixing
length, and a turbulence generating geometry to provide better fuel-air
mixture preparation. The result has been some direct extension of the
lean limit, but, more important, it has helped to ensure that all
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cylinders consistently receive a fuel- -air charge that is richer than the
lean limit at time of ignition. This improves the poor operational char-
acteristics generally associated with lean mixtures. An additional claim
for the TFM is alleviation of cycle-to-cycle fuel-air ratio variation by
delivering the above homogeneous mixture into a plenum at low velocity so
that the tank will be filled uniformly and evenly withdrawn by the individ-
ual cylinders. This prevents the formation of large unstable vortices in
the intake manifold which collapse in random fashion under certain condi-
tions.
The TFM illustrated in Figure 19 is for water -cooled applications;
however, exhaust gases could serve as the heating media for air-cooled
engines. The mixing tube extends beneath the primary barrel(s) of the
carburetor and terminates in the conditioning chamber. The conditioning
chamber is located beneath the plane of the intake manifold with exit
tubes leading from the top of the conditioning chamber to the floor of
the intake manifold. Portions of the conditioning chamber exterior are
heated by engine coolant (or exhaust gas for air-cooled applications).
This inherent increase in mixing length provides much better fuel-air
mixing of the two jets set up downstream of the throttle plate by increas-
ing time for expansion and Formation of one stream. Lips on the walls
above the primary mixing tube aid in the single jet formation but also
reentrain any liquid fuel which might collect on the walls. The TEi with
its 180-degree change in direction in the conditioning chamber collects
large fuel droplets in the conditioning chamber and vaporizes them with
heat.
Raw emissions data from two engines, an American 350 CID V-8 and
a European 121 CID I-4, were obtained from Ethyl Corporation and eval-
uated on the aircraft emissions seven -mode cycle. The results were incon-
sistent for the two engines. The results for the American V-8 seemed
more reasonable because of the predictable insignificant effect on NOx,
whereas for the European four -cylinder the NOx was reduced by almost 60%.
For that reason, the results of the American V-8 data analysis were used
for ranking the TFM emission reduction potential relative to the other
concepts. As expected, only HC emissions were reduced (39%) with the
addition of the TFM, which resulted in Thermal Fuel Vaporization being
ranked eleventh for the emission ranking.
The Pros and Cons associated with Thermal Fuel Vaporization are;
PROS
• Less Cylinder-to--Cylinder Fuel--Air Ratio Variations
• Increased Intake System Fuel and Air Turbulence
• No Power Requirements
• Relatively Inexpensive
• Durable
• Reduced HC Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
• Improved Lean Operation Characteristics
• Fail-safe
• Low HC Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
E	
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CONS
• Primarily for Carburetted Applications
e Possible Increased Frontal Area
• Implementation Problems
• No Effect on CO and NOx Emissions for Aircraft Emission
Cycle.
5.9	 IMPROVED IGNITION SYSTEMS
Conventional aircraft piston engine ignition systems employ fixed
timing and single-spark firing. Two potential improvements for existing
systems, therefore, are multiple-spark firing and spark timing variability.
Representative systems capable of providing these improvements are pre-
sented in Sections 5.9.1 and 5.9.2.
5.9.1 Multiple Spark Discharge Ignition
This concept was envisioned as a high-energy, capacitive-discharge
ignition system capable of providing a series of ignition sparks with fast
voltage rise time °hrough 20 degrees of crankshaft rotation. The principle
of operation is that ignition (particularly of a lean mixture) is more
likely to occur if a series of high-energy, fast-rise sparks over some
time interval is applied to the mixture rather than a single slow-rise
spark of decreasing magnitude, for less time, Figure 20. A typical sys- 	 3
tem is manufactured by Autotronic Controls Corporation for automobile
applications but could be adapted to aircraft systems. This particular,
system was considered for the purpose of evaluating the Multiple Spark
Discharge Ignition concept.
The literature search (18) indicated that lean misfire limit
extension over conventional ignition systems is the primary benefit of
the concept. The improvement was found to decrease for increasing load.
No emission reduction capability was demonstrated over a sizeable range
of fuel-air ratios except for HC emissions which differed beyond the point
of incipient misfire. For the purpose of ranking Multiple Spark Discharge
Ignition rased on emission reduction potential this theory was adhered 	 }
to, i.e., emissions would not be affected for a given fuel-air ratio above
the lean limit of a conventional system. I0-520-D Case 1 emission levels
were assumed to be the standard. As a result, the Multiple Spark Discharge
Ignition System was ranked last, Table I.
The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons which
further characterized the Multiple Spark Discharge Ignition System:
^ .d
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PROS
• Improved Ignition Under All Operating Conditions
• Better Starting Characteristics
• Relatively Easily Implemented
• Minimal Weight Penalty
• Relatively Inexpensive
CONS
•	 Possible Radio Frequency Interference
! •	 No Emission Reduction Potential Has Been Demonstrated.
5.9.2	 Variable Timing Ignition
w, A Variable Timing Ignition System would employ methods of advancing
and retarding spark timing as a function of speed/load conditions such as
the conventional automotive centrifugal /vacuum system.	 Spark timing vari-
ability would improve transient operation and reduce incipient lean fuel-
air limits imposed by acceleration problems. 	 The effect of ignition timing
on the Tiara 6-285-B lean misfire limit is presented in Figure 21.
...f Estimated leaning potential on the I0-520-D resulted in CO, HC, and
NOx emissions of 116%, 852, and 35% of EPA standards, respectively. 	 These
►` levels were predicated on Variable Timing Ignition improving transient
operation at idle, taxi, and approach modes since IO-520 -D "safety butt-
lines" at these modes were established as inadequate acceleration. 	 The
quantity of improvement was defined as that required to alleviate acceler-
ation problems at the richest fuel--air ratio at which transient problems
-= were encountered during lean-out testing of the uninstalled engine.. 	 This
method resulted in fuel -air ratios richer than existing "safety butt-lines"
but leaner than best power fuel--air ratios (Case 1) for the above modes.
l	 ! Best power (Case 1) fuel-air ratios were used for climb and takeoff modes.
The resultant exhaust emissions are considered conservative because at the
fuel--air ratios chosen only transient hesitation was noted rather than
j complete response failure.	 Variable Timing Ignition should easily pro-
vide at least the minimum improvement required for satisfactory transient
operation at the above conditions.
Additional benefits from a vacuum advance would be smoother oper-
ation at light loads while maintaining or improving, the lean mixture
combustion in the cruise range. 	 The former effect could be realized
through spark retardation relative to the latter case, which requires
early spark timing to compensate for the slow burning characteristics of
lean fuel-air mixtures. 	 A centrifugal (speed) advance would be required
lto compensate the initial flame speed for changes in engine speed.
The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons which
further characterized the Variable Timing Ignition concept:
29
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PROS	
t
• Extended Lean Misfire Limit
• Improved Acceleration
• Improved Fuel Economy
• Improved Light Load Operation 	 !
• Reduced !1C and CO Emissions
• Relatively Inexpensive
• Relatively Easily Implemented	 ?
CONS
7'j
• Increased NOx Emissions
• Ignition System Size Increase.
5.10	 HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT
Hydrogen Enrichment is the process of mixing hydrogen with normal
gasoline (or other hydrocarbon fuel.) to form a fuel mixture with the lean
flammability limit extended to ultralean fuel-air ratios. Ultralean oper-
ation results in higher thermal efficiencies, hence lower fuel consumption,
and low exhaust emissions that accompany lean operation in the fuel-air
range possible. For the purposes of evaluating the Concept in Task II,
the system proposed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (3) was considered typical.
The proposed system reportedly requires relatively small modifications to
aircraft engines (3) but high turbulence valves, combustion chamber shape,
spark plug location, high energy ignition, and camshaft timing might
require consideration to obtain maximum benefit from ultralean operation
(17).
Safety and logistics problems which could be associated with such
a concept are reduced substantially by catalytically generating the hydro-
gen from the gasoline on the aircraft as the engine requires it rather
than storing gaseous or liquid hydrogen on board. Integration of a hydro-
gen generator with a turbocharged fuel injected aircraft piston engine
is illustrated schematically in the simplified flow diagram of Figure 22.
Conventional operation without hydrogen enrichment is denoted by solid
lines, whereas the dashed lines indicate the additional requirements (plus
the generator and heat exchanger) for Hydrogen Enrichment. For the latter
mode of operation, some of the fuel and compressed air are diverted to the
generator where they are heated, mixed, and passed into a hot catalyst bed
where partial oxidation decomposes the mixture to form a hydrogen-rich
product gas. (At input fuel flow rates of less than 18 lbm/hr, the vari-
ation of hydrogen produced is reported to be very nearly linear with fuel
input with approximately 8.5 lbm of fuel consumed to generate 1.0 lbm of
hydrogen.) To avoid thermal distress in the air induction system and
maintain high volumetric efficiency, the product gas is passed through an
air/gas heat exchanger to reduce the temperature of the product gas prior
to engine induction. No raw emissions data were available for determining
the exhaust emission reduction potential for an airct'aft piston engine
utilizing Hydrogen Enrichment. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (3) predicted
emission characteristics for a standard aircraft engine utilizing Hydrogen
Enrichment. The predictions were based on the assumption that the corre-
lations of indicated specific emission production with equivalence ratio
are valid. The data base utilized in generating these representations at
richer equivalence ratios ( >1.1) was for a TCM 10-520-D engine. Data for
}	 ultralean operation were obtained by JPL for a 350 CID V-8 engine operating
with both straight gasoline and mixtures of gasoline and hydrogen-rich
gases from a hydrogen generator. Reasonable coalescence occurred where
the data sets joined. Hydrogen Enrichment emission levels for Task II were
determined through the use of the above ultralean data and IO-520-D data.
Idle, taxi, and approach modes emission rates (lbm pollutant/indi-
cated horsepower-hr) were defined by JPL data at 0.6 equivalence ratio.
The corresponding values of indicated horsepower were calculated from known
brake horsepower and friction horsepower characteristics for the IO-520--D
engine. Hydrogen Enrichment was assumed nonoperational at climb and take-
off in order to maintain engine power. Emission levels for climb and
takeoff were taken directly from IO-520-D data for Case 1 (best power).
The method is outlined in Tables II and III. Applying Hydrogen Enrichment
;._.^	 to the I0-520-D engine produced CO, HC, and NOx levels of 68%, 43%, and
30% of the EPA standards, respectively, and resulted in Hydrogen Enrichment
being ranked first for emission reduction potential, Table I. The litera-
ture search produced the following Pros and Cons which further characterized
Hydrogen Enrichment.
	
y	 PROS
e Ultralean Operation
j	 e Improved Fuel Economy
e Low Emissions for Aircraft Emission Cycle
CONS
e Increased Weight
e Added Complexity
e Increased Engine Nacelle
e Costly
e Performance Penalty.
1r
f	 ' 5.11	 AIR INJECTION
Air Injection is an exhaust after-treatment concept that promotes
secondary oxidation of incompletely oxidized carbonaceous species, CO and
HC. The process is accomplished by adding supplementary air to the exhaust
gases to provide an oxidizing environment. The conceptual design considered
for the purposes of Task II evaluation included an engine-driven pump and
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associated hardware, including tubing necessary to inject secondary air
through injection nozzles located in the exhaust port of each cylinder.
The feasibility of the concept is well-proven and has had widespread use
in cont-rolling automotive emissions. TCM demonstrated the exhaust gas
thermal effects of air injection during Tiara 6-320 testing of an air-
cooled exhaust valve concept, Figure 11. Thermocouples measuring exhaust
gas temperatures at the port exits and at the turbocharger inlet indicated
that the oxidation reaction occurred between those locations. The typical
data for a particular engine fuel-air ratio (fuel flow) are presented in
Figure 23 over the range of cooling air flows considered. The air flow
actually reduces the exhaust gas temperature at the port exit, indicating
that little or no oxidation has occurred up to that point. The turbo-
charger inlet gas temperature increases, however, indicating that the
reaction has occurred or is occurring at that point. At leaner engine
fuel-air ratios where lower levels of HC and CO emissions would be pre-
dicted, the turbocharger inlet temperature leveled off at the higher
cooling air flows and showed indications of decreasing. This indicated
that essentially complete oxidation had occurred and further Air Injection
would only reduce the exhaust gas temperature.
Bendix Corporation (19) evaluated the emission reduction potential
of Air injection on a TCM 0-200 engine. The results of that analysis were
converted to terms that express the change in each pollutant per quantity
of air injected as a function of equivalence ratio by the following:
II
(Pollutant)  JAir - L:Pollutant ) ^No Airl
%A(Pollutant) 	
_	 (Pollutant} i No Air
Air Injected-O a Air injection Flow Rate/Engine Air Flow
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where ^ is equivalence ratio and subscript i designates pollutant HC, CO,
or Nox. These effects were applied to IO-520-D Case 1 (best power)
emission data at the appropriate time -weighted equivalence ratio, assum-
ing an Air Injection flow rate equal to 20% of the engine inlet air flow
rate. A rate of 20Z was selected on the basis of minimum Air Injection
flow rate necessary to meet EPA standards for all three pollutants at
reasonable pump size and power requirements. The results, Table I, placed
Air Injection fourth in the emission ranking.
The literature search produced the following Pros and Cons which
further characterized Air Injection:
• I
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PROS
• Simple
• Fail-safe
• Easily Implemented
• Low Maintenance
• Inexpensive
• Minimal Weight Penalty
• Proven Concept
• Reduced HC and CO For Aircraft Emission Cycle
CONS
• Power Requirements
• High Temperatures
• Possible Increased NOx Emissions
5.12	 EMISSION RESULTS
Figure 24 represents the emission levels for the concepts evalu-
ated using raw emissions data. Shown for reference are the emission levels
for the 10-520
-D Case 1 and two automotive engines, a conventional high-
production Chevrolet 350 CIA V-8 engine and a high -performance BMW 121
CID 1-4 engine. The Chevrolet engine was a 1975 model without a catalytic
converter, exhaust gas recirculation, or secondary air injection. The
BMW engine was a 1973 model lacking the same pollution control devices.
Neither engine met the EPA aircraft emission standard. While CO and HC
were within the limits, the oxides of nitrogen were well over ' -hp
 allowable
emissions, as compared to 30%
 of the allowable emissions for the 10-520-D
engine.
Graphical representation of engine emissions as a function of
time-weighted fuel-air equivalence ratio from Figure 24 and four current
production TCM engines resulted in the generalized curves presented in
Figure 25. Data from four TCM engines (IO-520-D, GTSIO-520 -K, 0-200--A,
and Tiara 6-285 -B) operating at three mixture strength schedules, were
utilized in developing the rich end of the curves. Emissions from all
open-chamber four -stroke Otto cycle engines evaluated adhered very closely
to these trends. Note that only a narrow band of seven-mode, time-weighted
equivalence ratios, 1.03 to 1.13, exists where all three regulated pollut-
ants are at or below the EPA limits.
Conclusions which have been made from these analyses are:
• Conventional automotive engines exceeded aircraft NOx limits
(50% to 120%); HC and CO were below limits
• The four-stroke open chamber diesel engine exceeded aircraft
NOx limits (up to 90^.); HC and CO were below limits
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• Thermal Fuel Vaporization (Ethyl TF'S) reduced HC 39%,
with insignificant effects on CO and NOx.
• The two-stroke diesel (McCulloch) produced less NOx
than any other concept evaluated and was well below
aircraft NOx and CO limits. Hydrocarbons exceeded
the limit.
• Texaco CCS, operating on gasoline or diesel fuel.,
produced CO and HC emissions well below the EPA
Aircraft Standard; NOx limit was exceeded (20% and
30%, respectively).
• Honda CVCC met all EPA emission standards and was the
best Stratifi,d Charge Concept evaluated on overall
emission reduction.
• Ford PROCO exceeded NOx limits but was well below CO
and HC standards.
• The NOx emissions for all concepts evaluated, except
the two-stroke diesel, exceeded those for the I0-520-D
operating at fuel-air ratios from baseline to safety
butt-line.
• Generalized plots of open chamber four-stroke Otto
cyc?e engine emissions as a function of time-weighted
equivalence ratio are possible, Figure 25.
• Only a narroh, band of seven-mode time-weighted equiva-
lence ratios exist where all three major pollutants
are below EPA limits, Figure 25.
Table T presents the percent of EPA exhaust emission standards
assigned to each of the fourteen concepts ane the resultant concept
ranking for emissions. Values in the table were based on the previously
discussed raw emission data analyses, assumptions, and considerations
and reflect minimum projected levels without tolerance band consider-
ations.
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6. DECISION MODEL
	6.1
	 DECISION SITUATION
It is desired that the Necessary technology be developed to
effectively and safely reduce general aviation piston engine exhaust
emissions to meet the EPA 1980 emission standards. Major engine exhaust
emissions being discharged are unburned KC, CO, and NOx. Further, it is
desired to reduce these pollutants in such a way that they have minimum
adverse effects on aircraft and engine cost, weight, fuel economy, and
performance. Secondary emission reduction design considerations must be
defined and analyzed to ensure that they do not penalize aircraft per-
formance or significantly affect equipment configuration. The decision
situation is:
s Develop a set of cost--effectiveness criteria for
evaluating and screening 14 emission reduction
concepts so that three candidates may be chosen
for further development.
	
6.2	 OBJECTIVES AND THE DECISION CRITERIA
The primary objective is to reduce intermittent combustion air-
craft engine exhaust emissions consistent with the EPA exhaust emission
standards as indicated in Section 87.31 of Reference 20. The secondary
objective is to reduce engine specific fuel consumption (SFC) without
incurring a loss of engine rated horsepower. The decision criterion is:
• Select the alternative concepts that effect the
maximum opportunity to reduce engine emissions
and SFC while minimizing adverse consequences to
critical aircraft system design and performance
characteristics.
	
6.3	 DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA AND ATTRIBUTES
Cost and design emission reduction criteria were selected after
extensive documentation review (21 through 50) and internal discussion.
Further, the criteria (defined as "decision factors") are traceable to
the NASA Request for Proposal (LeRC RFP No. 3--499786Q). A list of solution
attributes (indicating a further breakdown of policy, monetary, and tech-
nical issues pertinent to the criteria) were generated and used for eval-
uating the merit and usefulness of emission reduction concepts. A solution
attribute is defined as a subset of knowledge, considerations, and thoughts
(sometimes intangible or ill defined) that identifies, particularizes, or
^^ YT.
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supplements the meaning of the criteria. Solution attributes actually
drive the definition of criteria elements. Table IV depicts a listing
of the criteria used in this study. Sample listings of the attributes
for each of the criteria elements are shown in Table V. These tables
present a summary of attributes that played an important role in buttress-
'	 ing our understanding of the criteria and how they are related to emission
reduction requirements. The assignment portion, to be used during the
evaluation of the concepts, is also shown. 'fable VI presents a correlation
of the number of attributes that were actually generated and used for a
Given criteria element as opposed to the partial listing shown iz Table
V.
6.4	 EVALUATION AND RANKING OF DESIGN CRITERIA
Four evaluators were asked to make critical value judgments con-
cerning the relative importance of the criteria as they would be used to
assign merit to the emission reduction alternative concepts. A total of
42 years of industrial experience in combustion analysis, equipment design,
reciprocating and turbine engine development, and systems engineering is
noted for the evaluation team. Tl,e criteria were ranked according to
their importance as perceived by each evaluator. The method for accomplish-
ing this task is explained in Reference 1. A model of the procedure, as
used in the NASA Apollo-Skylab Space Program, is presented in Figure 26.
Some liberty was taken to relate the emission reduction problem situation
to the original decision model. These changes are depicted in Figure 27.
Each evaluator reviewed the criteria and the associated attributes. The
evaluators were then asked to choose between sets of criteria as to their
relative importance. For example, given any pairwise combination of
criteria elements, which ones are preferred? Are cost criteria more
important than emissions criteria? What criteria should be ranked first
and those last? Figure 28 shows a sample worksheet provided to each
evaluator. The criteria choices were denoted by rows and columns. Criteria
comparison choices were numerically recorded in each cell for the attend-
ing row and column. By distributing a value whose interval lies between
(0, 1) among criteria ith, criteria jth, and the associated uncertainty
ijth, the evaluator logically orders the criteria to emphasize its impor-
tance to him. Thus, the equation below illustrates a formal statement
of the value assignment procedure between any pair of propertie,3 and the
associated uncertainty:
RELATIVE	 RELATIVE	 ASSOCIATED
IMPORTANCE	 = 1 - IMPORTANCE	 - UNCERTAINTY
OF PROPERTY j	 (OF PROPERTY i
	
(OF PROPERTY ij
Property ith value assignment is recorded in the upper left-hand portion
of the matrix cell, property jth value assignment is calculated as the
complement of the matrix cell, and the associated uncertainty between the
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properties is recorded in the lower right-hand portion of the cell as
shown in Figure 29. Hence, by substituting arbitrary values for cost,
reliability, and the associated uncertainty, it follows that
RELIABILITY ( j = I - COST i ) - UNCERTAINTY 
(
ij
1 - 0.6 - 0.1
I - 0.7
0.3
were the specific values assigned according to Figure 30. A total of
105 pairwise choices were made. A simple logic check, based on the
theory of transitivity, was made on the evaluator ' s choices to ensure
consistent pairwise value judgments. Once the evaluator's value judgments
were assigned and consistency established, a second computer program.was
used to rank his multidimensional complex criteria set. The criteria
ranking emphasis coefficient is based on the theory of combinations as
used to normalize the relative importance and uncertainty scores. An
emphasis coefficient is associated with each criterion and it is defined
as the sum of the importance scores for that criterion normalized by the
total number of pairwise comparisons made. Table VII presents each
evaluator ' s ranked criteria set.
	
6.5
	 SYNTHESIS OF THE SOLUTION ALTERNATIVES
The synthesis and description of the design concepts, designated
as solution alternatives, actually began at contract initiation. Selection
of the 14 alternatives occurred after the completion of a literature search,
review of concept performance characteristics, and an implementation feasi-
bility assessment. A comprehensive description of each design concept is
presented in Section 5.
	
6.6
	 EVALUATION AND RANKING OF THE SOLUTION ALTERNATIVES
Each evaluator was asked to make a value j udgment concerning the
choice among selected pairs of design concepts when traded off against
a criteria element. It is desired to order the solution alternatives
according to one ' s preference based on a weighted merit score that accounts
for his value judgment and gives an indication of his confidence level.
Each evaluator answered the questions and followed the a8g ignment instruc-
tions shown in Table V. The answers were scored on worksheets, Figure 31,
to obtain a preliminary ordering of the solution alternatives with respect
to the criteria elements. Seven worksheets were supplied to each evaluator
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so he could record his notions and make a'preliminary assessment of the
alternatives. Other columnar schemes were used by some of the evaluators,
but they are actually a variation of Figure 31. 	 Where clusters of solution
alternatives occurred and appeared to be ranked at the same level, they
were reassessed and reordered within the ranking. 	 The preliminary order-
Ing was used to logically organize facts, crystallize ill-defined notions,
and recognize intangible ideas about the design concepts and the criteria
elements.	 This procedure forced the evaluator to recognize his knowledge
weakness and expertise strengths.
Actual ranking of the concepts began after the above task was com-
pleted.	 Its procedure is identical to that of ranking the criteria, except
that the concern is now with selecting a concept with respect to a criteria
element, as shown in figure 32. 	 That is, given the choice among alternative
a
concepts, when traded off against the criteria, which ones are preferred?
Is the Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber concept preferred over the Air
Injection concept when considered from emission benefits, advantages, and j
disadvantages?
	
These were the fundamental questions answered by each
evaluator.	 The choices among pairwise solution alternatives were depicted
numerically.	 By distributing a value among alternative ith, alternative
jth, and the associated uncertainty ijth, the evaluator logically ordered
the concepts to emphasizes• the importance to him. 	 A total of 1,365 pair-
wise choices (91 decisions for each of the 15 criteria elements) were made
by each evaluator.	 Agzin, a consistency check was made to ensure a logical
ordering of the evaluator's preferences. 	 A second program that calculates
the evaluator's merit scores (associated with his comparison of solution
alternatives and criteria elements) was used after consistency was estab-
lished.	 The procedure for the ranking of alternative solution approaches
is similar to that of the criteria, as explained above. 	 The calculation
of the merit coefficient is simply a summation of the product of criteria
emphasis coefficients multiplied by the concept merit scores. 	 The merit
coefficient yields the statement of preference.	 An example of a concept
comparison tradeoff evaluation for an evaluator is shown in Figure 33.
6.7	 SELECTION OF AN OPTIMUM SOLUTION ALTERNATIVE PREFERENCE DATA SET
After each evaluator had established his individual criteria set
and design concept preference ranking (and associated merit scores), he
was directed to meet with his colleagues and select an optimized criteria
and concept data set that reflects the consensus of the group. This was
accomplished by arguing in favor of a generalized or explicit interpre-
tation of the attributes/criteria elements, amalgamating ideas, compromis-
ing individual differences, and forming an opinion that was tolerated by
the evaluation group. The optimized criteria data set was selected first
and then the group assembled an optimized concept data set.
i
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Consider the individual criteria emphasis ranking in Table VII.
The criteria are listed in order of highest ranking (largest numerical
emphasis coefficient). The uncertainty coefficient is a measure of the
evaluator's level of confidence in his value judgments (the larger numeri-
cal value indicates less confidence). Summation of the emphasis and
uncertainty coefficient equals unity. Each evaluator rated Emissions and
Safety in the top 3 ranking. The remaining criteria are ranked consider-
ably differently, however. Table VIII depicts the criteria ranking based
on the consensus of the evaluators and is used as part of the input data
to form an optimized solution approach. The formulation of the consensus
involved three discrete tasks: 1) fine-tune the selected criteria data,
i.e., make slight changes in value assignments, 2) input the selected
criteria data into the computer program to determine the optimized emphasis
coefficients, and 3) ensure that the criteria data really represent the
i E	 group's attitude. Table IX shows an ordering of the criteria based on a
simple arithmetic average of each evaluator's criteria ranking. However,
after subsequent discussion, it became apparent that the group reordered
its pil.:.rities and assigned a new criteria ranking as shown in the optimized
case of Table VIII.
A set of solution alternatives were arrived at in the same manner
as the criteria set. Table X presents a summary of individual design
concept preferences with associated merit and uncertainty coefficients.
It should be realized that the individual preferences are a summation of
7	 the comparisons of concepts as a function of criteria tradeofF merit scores.
Where possible, a consensus was reached to select an individual's data
set that best satisfied the decision criterion. The Emissions and
Performance tradeoff merit scores were slightly modified to meet the
group's considered value judgment. The merit scores, together with the
criteria emphasis set, formed the optimized input data for the solution
approach. The rank order of the solution approaches shown in Table XI
represents the consensus of the evaluators. The optimized preference
listing of emission reduction design concepts was generated by the
decision algorithm. Table XII is submitted as supportive data showing
the optimized ranking for each concept as a function of the criteria.
6.8	 EXAMINATION OF THE DECISION CRITERION AND DESIGN CONCEPT CHOICE S
The optimized emission reduction criteria ranking and concept
prefe-ence selection was evaluated for a reasonable fit to the decision
criterion. Inspection of Table VIII shows that Emissions, Performance,
and Fuel Economy rank within the top 40 percentile of 15 criteria elements.
Emissions is ranked first; Performance, third; and Fuel economy, sixth.
The above criteria elements are considered congruent with respect to the
decision criterion since they are explicitly stated in the primary and
secondary objectives as the needs to be satisfiel. Safety, ranked second;
Cooling, fourth; and Weight and Size, fifth, are important criteria design
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considerations that are also included in the upper 40 percentile. The
first seven criteria elements are considered the dominant requirements
that have the greatest influence on the selection of solution alternatives.
The Reliability requirement was considered marginally important in-
sofar as two evaluators thought it should be placed in the upper 40 per-
centile. However, Engineers l and 3 could not justify or substantiate a
strong rationale that favored such high esteem for it. The consensus rele-
gated Reliability to eighth position while the order of the first seven
criteria elements prevailed.
In most cases, the evaluators considered Technology, Operational
Characteristics, and Maintainability and Maintenance moderately important
but lacking In authority. This can be attributed to either the evaluator's
ignorance and unfamiliarity of how the criteria requirement relates to the
emission reduction problem or the realization that they are coupled to a
higher ordered criteria element that has already been satisfactorily
answered. The same rationale is used for expressing the consensus for
the last four ranked criteria. They do not significantly influence the
selection of the solution alternatives at this time. This does not mean
that Integration, Materials, Producibility, and Adaptability are to be
totally ignored. Most evaluators considered the above criteria of minor
importance when selecting a design concept. However, the evaluators may
indeed be forced to reassess their initial criteria ranking as subsequent
tasks are pursued.
Inspection of Figure 34 shows the optimized correlation matrix
for each concept as a function of criteria rank ordering. The concepts
are listed in order of their final ranking for the optimized preference
analysis. The numbers shown at each intersection point represent the
order of concept ranking based on the merit scores when compared with
the criteria element. The Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber design
concept is ranked first because it scores well among the dominant criteria
elements, i.e., first for safety, cooling, and weight and size, and
moderately well among the remaining four dominant criteria. The Improved
Cooling Combustion Chamber ranked ninth with the emissions criteria, but
the influence of the remaining dominant critc_--a elements forced this
design concept to be the top ranked candidate. The Impi:avtd Cooling
Combustion Chamber candidate was also ranked within the top three design
concepts for each evaluator.
The Improved Fuel Injection Systems and Air Injection design con-
cepts are ranked second and third, respectively. Inspection of the
dominant criteria (Figure 34) shows a relative high rank scoring for
these two candidates when compared against the remainder of design con-
cepts. Again, the Improved Fuel Injection Systems candidate was ranked
within the top three design concepts for each evaluator. It becomes
apparent that the further one proceeds down the list of design concepts,
f
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the corresponding numerical ranking values increase in magnitude for the
criteria elements, thus indicating lower utility.
Table XI shows that the first four concepts offer considerable
promise at meeting the decision criterion. When considered from the
perspective of what is now known about small aircraft reciprocating
engine emission reduction methods; the state-of-the-art for emission
reduction technology; current industry in-progress emission reduction
efforts; and the likelihood of meeting present and future EPA air quality
standards, it is envisaged that the first six concepts offer a good
chance of successful exploitation. The evaluators believe that the rank
ordering of the design concepts, merit coeficient scores, and uncertainty
coefficients are realistic and represent a true a.:d accurate estimate of
	 ti
their judgment.
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NOTES:
HC	 - Total hydrocarbons in ppm Cx Hy by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of Cx fly
NDx
	
-
Total oxides of nitrogen in ppm by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of NOx
00	 - Carbon monoxide in ppm or S by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of CO
CO2	 - Carbon dioxide in ppm or % by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of CO2
02	- Oxygen in ppm or S by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of 02
if volumetric data is provided, please designate whether concentrations are wet or dry
(water vapor removed) values.
(define x and y)
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ENGINE CONDITIONS DATA REQUIRED ACTUAL ENGINE
REQUIRED CONDITIONS
MASS INDUCTION AIR UPSTREAM MANIFOLD INDICATED
PPESSURE SPECIFICFUEL AIR	 FUEL- PRESSURE ENGINE ENGINE N,P. OR
140DE ENGINE FLOW
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FLOW	 AIR TEMPERATURE (in.WA HUMIDITY (in. TORQUE SPEED FRICTION
NAME SPEED {lb/hr} (lb/hr)	 RATIO (°F) Hg abs) (lb/lb) HC r10x CO CO2 02 Hg abs) (ft/1b) ; .rpm) H.P.
Idle -- 600 rpm
Taxi -- 1200 rpm
Take-Off 100
Maxi of	
pMaximum S eed
Climb 90 ;: o fMaximum Speed --
Approach 40 871; of
Maximum Speed
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U
2.	 Is the E 311 design approach protected a.	 If ,L,
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'J 1irh
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I Honda Compound Vortex Controlled Combustion i i If
2 Texaco Controlled Combustion System i i i •^ • { i^ ^^; • EMISSIONS
3 Ford Programmed Combustion i i i ^' ^^
4 Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber ^.
5 Four-Stroke Diesel, Open Chamber
6 Two-Stroke Diesel - McCulloch
COST
SAFETY
COOLING
7 Variable Camshaft Timing
81 Improved Fuel	 Injection System
9 Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization - Autotronic System ^/
10 Thermal	 Fuel Vaporization - Ethyl Turbulent Flow System
it Multiple Spark Discharge System - Autotronics
.01 •
12 Variable Timing Ignition System
13 Hydrogen Enrichment - Jet Propulsion Laboratory (15 UNITS)
14 Air Injection
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MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.03253 0.00386
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FIGURE 33. SAMPLE OUTPUT OF CONCEPT COMPARISON TRADEOFF EVALUATION FOR ENGINEER NUMBER 2
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TABLE I. CONCEPT RANKING FOR EMISSIONS
oaW
RANK. CONCEPT
PROJECTED MINIMUM EMISSIONS
PERCENT EPA STANDARDS
CO HC NOx
1 Hydrogen Enrichment, JPL 68. 43. 30.
2 Honda CVCC 36. 22. 76.
3 Improved Fuel Injection Systems 90. 55. 58.
4 Air Injection 97. 65. 34.
5 Texaco CCS 8. 58. 128.
6 Ford PROCO 4. 7. 132.
7 Two-Stroke Diesel, McCullc.h 10. 140. 54.
8 Four-Stroke Diesel, Open Chamber 3. 47. 163.
9 Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber 106. 95. 44.
10 Variable Camshaft Timing 127. 48. 33.
11 Thermal	 Fuel Vaporization, Ethyi 125. 59. 30.
12 Ultrasonic Fuel Atmoization, Autotronic 126. 59. 30.
13 Variable Timing ignition System 116. 86. 35.
14 Multiple Spark Discharge System 126. 97. 30.
^C * ^	 ]^	 ^	 ^:	 ^	 ^	 SAC	 ^t	 S[
- I4-520-D Case 1	 (Exhaust Emission Reference Level) 126. 97. 30.
L
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TABLE H. I0-520-D POWER REQUIREMENTS BY OPERATING MODE
00
MODE rpm BHP FHP -dP REMARKS
Idle 600. 1. 5. 6. BHP per test data
Taxi 1200. 9. 10. 19. BHP per test data
Take-off 2850. 300. 46. 346. Maximum rated power at speed
Climb 2565. 240. 39. 270. 80% maximum power/90% speed
Approach 2480. 120. 37. 157. 40% maximum power/87% speed
M1.v^.v.^..v^::tY^t^.....^n...a..	 +.. _...n _z ..c^^.._.::r.^l.^}.^xY^—	 ..-3S.iv.,.t« wc.... ^....i... ....._^
TABLE III- EXHAUST EMISSIONS FOR ENGINE WITH HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT
00
Ln
EMISSION RATE POLLUTANT PRODUCED/MODE
TIME
(7bm/IHP	 •	 hr)	 X 10 3 (lbm)
MODE hr IHP NOx HC CO NOx HC CO
Idle, Out 0.0167 6. 0.6 2.65 8.82 16.31 0.0003 0.0009 0.0016
Taxi, Out 0.1833 19. 0.6 2.65 8.82 16.31 0.0092 0.0307 0.0568
Take-off 0.0050 346. 1.23 2.08 4.73 361. 0.0044 0.0082 0.625
Climb 0.0833 279. 1.20 1.81 3.23 447. 0.075 0.06 7.6
Approach 0.1000 157. C.6 2.65 8.82 16.31 0.0416 0.1385 0.2561
Taxi,	 In 0.0500 19. 0.6 2.65 8.82 16.31 0.0025 0.0084 0.0155
Idle,	 In 0.0167 6. 0.6 2.65 8.82 16.31 0.0003 0.0009 0.0016
Total Pollutant
Produced/Cycle, lbm 0.1333 0.2476 8.56
Total Pollutant Produced/
Rated HP/Cycle,	 (lbm/BHP) X 10 3 0.444 0.825 28.5
Percent Allowable Standard 29.6 43.4 67.9
TABLE IV. SELECTED COST-EFFECTIVENESS CRITERIA USED TO EVALUATE THE ENGINE
EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION DESIGN CONCEPTS
• COST	 • MATERIALS
• RELIABILITY	 • INTEGRATION
00
SAFETY
I • TECHNOLOGY
1 • PERFORMANCE
COOLING
. • ADAPTABILITY
• PRODUCIBILITY
• FUEL ECONOMY
!	 WEIGHT AND SIZE
k
I	 MAINTAINABILITY AND MAINTENANCE
o EMISSIONS
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
k^t
TABLE V. CRITERIA ELEMENT WITH A PARTIAL
LISTING OF SOLUTION ATTRIBUTES
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CRITERIA:	 Cost
DEFINITION:
Cost is the dollars paid by an organization for an end item or service.	 Cost is the
expected expenditure of money for p3lanning, engineering, manufacturing, and supportive
services to realize an effective E R design solution approach.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Will	 the expected cost,
	
to produce the a. Give a ROM cost estimate range per
design approach, be high (H), moderate concept unit:
(M), or Tow	 (L)?
If ROM cost estimates cannot be made
ARBITRARY COST SCALE
then indicate L, M, H per concept.
Score (1) to the concept that has low
SCALE	 RANGE(S) cost indication and (0)	 to moderate
Low	 0 to
	
9 or high.
Moderate
	
100 to	 999
High	 7,000 to 9,999
2.	 Will	 the concept require considerable a. If yes,	 score (0);	 if no,	 score	 (I).
engineering analysis, tradeoff study,
and evaluation to gain design adapta-
bility/flexibility?
3.	 Can the concept be developed and a. If optimistic (developed before or by
integrated into a manufacturer's product 1979),	 score	 (1).	 If pessimistic,
line by 1981,	 T985, or 1986	 (pessimistic score (0).
cases)?	 If the concept can be developed
before or by 1979 (optimistic case) then
indicate the date.
4.	 What test equipment is needed (large a. Itemize mechanical and electrical/
capital expenditures) to verify the electronic equipment required. 	 Esti-
E3 R design approach? mate the range (L, M, or H) of capital
outlay to acquire, rent, lease, and
fabricate such equipment.
PAGE 18
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CRITERIA:	 Reliability
DEFINITION:
Reliability is the probability that a system will perform satisfactorily for at least a
given period of time when used under stated conditions.	 This notion can be reduced to
the question:	 Will it work?	 A reliability function is the same probability expressed as
a function of the time period.	 Reliability relates to the frequency with which failures
occur.	 Failure means "unsatisfactory performance", usually representing a judgment of
an operator or a maintenance man. 	 This does not preclude the .........
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Is equipment design complexity a.	 Score (1)	 if design concept is simple,
minimized? or (0)	 if complex.
2.	 Will standardized processes, components, a.	 If answer is ,2s to all elements, score
and materials be used to manufacture (1).	 If answer is no to any element,
the OR system? score (0).
3.	 Can OR equipment mean life (opera- a.	 Score (l) for predicted (R0M) E3R
tional hours} be predicted for the mean life, or (0) for no E 3R mean life
design approach? estimate.
4.	 Can the E 3R system/equipment wear- a.	 Score (1) for predicted (ROM) OR
out period, expressed as operational wearout period, or (0) for no estimate
hours, be predicted (warranty available.
implications)?
5.	 Can OR equipment and/or system failure a.	 If either MT8F or MTBM can be pre-
rates be predicted in terms of MT8F dicted for a concept, then score (1).
and MI8M? If MTSF or Mi'8M cannot be established,
sco n3	 (0).
6.	 Can OR failure modes and effects, a.	 Score (0) for the concept that contains
i.e., what can fail, and what are the 5 or greater quantity of FMEA.	 Score
consequences if it does fail, be (1) for the concept with fewer than
identified or predicted? 5 FMEA.
7.	 Does the design approach lend itself a.	 Score (1) for as and (0) for no
to at least univariate life testing
(i.e., vary one stress load at a time,
or step-stress the load condition until
failure occurs)':
.... s
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CRITERIA:	 Safety
DEFINITION:
Freedom from those conditions that can cause injury or death to personnel, damage to
or loss of equipment or property.
	 Safety also implies crashworthiness, freedom from
hazards, and fire prevention.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Are "fail-safe" principles
	
incoporated a.	 If yes,	 score	 (1),	 if no score	 (a).
into the design approach where failures Score (1) to the concept that has
would disable the system or cause a better "fail-safe" design features.
catastrophe through injury to personnel, Score (0) for concept that has
damage to equipment, or inadvertent minimal safety features.
operation of critical equipment?
2.	 Is the E 3R design approach protected a.	 If yes,	 score (1).	 If no, score
	 (0).
against "backfire"?
3.	 Ooes the design approach tend to a.	 If yes,
	
score (1).	 If no, score (0).
minimize severe damage or injury to
personnel and equipment in the event
of an accident or misuse?
4.	 Does the OR method or equipment a.	 If yes,	 score	 (0);	 if no,	 score (1).
impose operating constraints on
either the engine anti/or aircraft?
5.	 Have equipment components been a.	 If ,ryes,	 to most safety attributes,
	 then
located so that access to them by score (1).	 If not yes to most safety
personnel during ground operation, attributes, then score (0).
maintenance, repair, or adjustment
shall	 not require exposure to hazards
such as burns, sharp points, cutting
edges, or toxic atmospheres?
 IS
r
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CRITERIA:	 Technology
DEFINITION:
A technological state may be defined as a given storehouse of hardware; physical man-made
systems; human knowledge and skills; methods and standards of performance that exist in
time, and are constrained by acceptance and limited by cost.	 The technology needed to
reduce engine exhaust emissions is probably within the state of the art.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Is all	 necessary basic scientific a. If new developments are needed, then
knowledge available, or are new indicate (0), of if new developments
developrnents needed to realize the are not needed,	 then indicate (1).
desi;n approach (R&D implications)? Indicate what new developments are
needed,
2.	 Can basic materials be used or must a. Indicate (1) for basic materials to be
fundamental research be initiated to used, or (0) for research required.
improve or develop new materials for
application to the concept?
?.	 What technologies (welding, machining, a. Give the name of each discipline.
turbine manufacturing, pressure Indicate (1)	 for the fewest;	 (0) for
vessel, combustion, etc.) are implicit the largest.
in the concept?
4.	 Are advanced manufacturing methods a. Indicate (1) for needed or (0) for not
needed to fabricate an OR system? needed.
5.	 Are the technology disciplines well a. Indicate (1) for "understood" or (0) if
understood, or are they new within any are new.
the state of the art?
6.	 Does TCM have the skill, desire, money, a. Score (1) for "will pursue" and (0)
and tooling to pursue advanced manu- for "be constrained".
facturing methods or must we be con-
strained to use available equipment,
facilities, and resources?
y.
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CRITERIA:	 . Performance
OEFINlTION:
The ability of an aircraft engine to meet the minimum propulsion requirements for a
given airframe application.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Which concept has the greater engine a. Score (1) for greater hp/1b ratio, and
horsepower-to-weight ratio? (0)	 for less hp/lb.
2.	 For a given rated hp, which concept a. ror smaller, score	 (1); for larger,
has the smallest engine frontal area? score (0).
3.	 For a given rated hp, which OR con- a. For larger, score (0); for smaller,
cept has the smallest engine volume? score	 (1).
4.	 Which concept has the greatest a. Indicate (1)	 for greater potential
potential	 for engine acceleration off and (0) for less potential
idle. taxi, and approach?
5.	 Which concept has the greatest a. If greater potential, score
	
(I).	 if
potential for easy starting in cold less potential, score
	 (0).
and hot weather?
6.	 Which concept has the greatest a. If greater potential, score 	 (1);	 if
potential	 for turbocharging? less potential,	 indicate	 (0).
7.	 Which concept has the minimum fuel a. Indicate (1) for concept with lower
octane number or performance number, requirement and (0) for concept with
and cetane number requirement? greater requirement.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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CRITERIA:	 Fuel Economy
DEFINITION:
The fuel economy of an aircraft may be defined as the amount of useful work derived
(i.e., moving the mass of the aircraft through a distance) per unit of fuel consumed.
The assumption is that in a given airframe, a new concept engine is required to have
the same brake horsepower output as the standard piston engine it replaces.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 For concepts of the same bhp and a. Score (l)	 for leaner, and (0) for
weight does one concept run leaner- not as lean.
than another?
2.	 For concepts of the same bp!i does one a. Score (1)	 for smaller engine frontal
concept have a smaller engine frontal area and (0) for a larger engine
area than another? frontal area.
3.	 Does one concept have the potential a. Score (1)	 for "shows potential" and
for further reductions in fuel economy (0) for "does not show potential"
with advancing tec,.nology over another
concept.
4.	 Can one concept use a larger variety If larger variety of fuel types are
of fuel	 types than another? apparent, score (1); if not apparent,
score	 (D).
i
qm^• s
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CRITERIA:	 Emissions
DEFINITION:
Each concept must be evaluated on its projected potential to reduce HC, CO, and NOx
per the EPA aircraft cycle regulations.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 What is the projected emissions in a.	 Indicate percent of emissions.
percent of EPS Standard for each
pollutant?
2.	 Based on the above percent of emissions, a.	 Indicate greatest potential	 (1), and
which concept has the greatest potential less	 potential	 (0).
for meeting the EPA Standards?
a^ a UACfE
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CRITERIA:	 Weight and Size
DEFINITION:
Weight is defined as a unit mass (kg or lb) of a functional subsystem (body) added to
any airworthy aircraft system.
	 Sizers defined as any increase or decrease of "flat
plate" and "wetted" area attributed to aircraft structure growth; addition of fittings,
wire, and tubes that influences aerodynamic drag.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Does the design approach lend itself a.	 If response is no, score (0).	 If
to specifying an estimate of weight response is xes, score (1) and estimate
(lb) (±25% error), or can the growth weight.
weight be predicted over a three-year
period?
2.	 floes the OR design concept imply a.	 If ,±s, indicate (0).
	 If no, indicate
that additional equipment must be added M.
to the aircraft system?
3.	 Is it necessary to redesign the a.	 If	 score (0).	 If no, score (1).,2s,
engine mounts to facilitate the
design approach?
4.	 Is it necessary to increase frontal a.	 If yes, score (1) to the smallest size
area of the engine cowling, and/or ram increase, or no increase in size.
air scoop so that the OR equipment can Score (0) for the concept that has an
be accommodated? increase in size as compared to a
concept that has no increase in size.
5.	 Does the design approach extend the a.	 Ifes, indicate (0), and if no, indi-
engine cylinder head into the air- cate7l
stream.
TABLE V - Continued
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CRITERIA:	 Maintainability and Maintenance
DEFINITION:
Maintainability ( M) is a characteristic of design and installation which is expressed as
the probability that an item will conform to specified conditions within a given period of
time when maintenance action is performed in accordance with prescribed procedures
and resources.
	
Maintenance is the consequence of design. 	 Properly applied, maintain-
ability forestalls the requirement of maintenance and alters the course of design to
eliminate or reduce the effect. 	 Maintenance (M*) is all actions necessary for .......
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Does the concept lend itself to the a.	 If +yes or relatively better, then
principle of frequency -of-use, i.e., score ( 1), and if no or not as good.
positioning the OR equipment in score (0).
preferred locations so that it can be
easily maintained?	 (M)
2.	 Does the conceit require spares during a.	 Indicate what you think the primary
its life cycle?	 (M) hardware spares might be.	 Score (1)
to the concept that is best defined.
Score (D) to the concept that is least
defined.
b.	 Score (0) to the concept that has the
most spares, and (1) to the concept
that has the fewest spares.
3.	 Can you write a comprehensive state- a.	 Assign a ( 1)	 •o the concept that has the
ment concerning the maintenance policy greatest number of definable maintenance
for each concept?	 If an E 3R unit policy characteristics.	 Indicate (0)
experiences equipment failure does the for ill-defined maintenance policy.
mechanic " remove and replace", or
"remove and reinstall"? 	 If he "removes
and replaces? what does he do with
the old equipment ;return to vendor,
return to manufacturer, scrap, repair,
etc.)?	 (M,)
4.	 Is the adjustment/alignment automatic a.	 Indicate type of adjustment /alignment
(self adjusting), semiautomatic, or and score relative to each other, i.e.,
manual?	 (M,) (1)	 for manual as opposed to (0)	 .....
3
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CRITERIA:	 Operational Characteristics
DEFINITION:
Operational characteristics as used in this study are those responses, changes,
and additions that affect pilot ground and flight action.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Is the starting procedure different a. Score (1) for. less of a change. Score
from a conventional horizontally (0) for greater change.
opposed and radial engine?
2.	 Is personnel	 training required to a. If ,mss, score (0).	 If no, score (1).
properly use the concept?
3.	 Is additional monitoring of tempera- a. Score (1) for less monitoring, and
tures, pressures, rpm, etc., required? (0) for greater monitoring.
4.	 Has the engine's controls (throttle, a. Score (1) for no, or less of a change;
mixture, and propeller pitch) signifi- (0) for a greater  change.
cantly changed from conventional engine
equipment designs?
96
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CRITERIA:	 Cooling
DEFINITION:
Cooling of a cylinder head is presently accomplished by ambient air flowing around the
cylinder head, and I.y rich F/A ratios in the combustion process. 	 In order to reduce
CO and HC emissions,
	
it is essential to reduce F/A ratio. 	 However, this reduction
could cause cooling pro,')lems.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 What is the projected F/A ratios for a.	 Estimate F/A ratio data.
each mode of operation?
2.	 Based on the above F/A ratios in a.	 Estimate temperature data.
question number 1, what are the
theoretical flame temperatures (°F)
of these mixtures?
3.	 Based on the above temperatures in a.	 Score (1) to indicate greatest
question number 2, which concept has potential; (0) to show less
the greatest potential for running potential.
cooler?
97
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CRITERIA:	 Adaptability
DEFINITION:
Adaptability is the quality for a design approach, system. and equipment to be used
favorable, in some sense, to continue the functional operation of a system, even
though it was not intended for that purpose.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Is the design concept applicable to: a.	 If y1s to ail, score (1).
	
If relative
o New TCM engines? for pairwise comparison, score (1) to
e Existing TCM engines? the concept that has the greater applica-
a Competitor's engines? tion, and (0) for the lesser application.
b.	 If possible, name engine manufacturer
and models.
.K
Sheet: 	 o f
CRITERIA:	 Materials
DEFINITION:
A substance that can be classified as either metallic or non -metallic, and whose
physical acid mechanical properties can be observed and measured. 	 It i!^ desired to
address the types of materials to be used in each concept, i.e., metals (ferrous
and non-ferrous), and non-metals (wood, plastic. etc.).
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Are further developments in materials a.	 If further developments are needed,
required, such as increasing the score (0).	 If not needed, score (1).
mechanical property of strengths to
meet concept design needs?
2.	 Are exotic materials (e.g., boron fiber a.	 If y1s, score (0); if no score (1).
3
reinforced metals, beryllium alloys,
etc.) required?
3.	 Is the availability of materials used a.	 If likely to decrease, score (0).	 If
for the OR equipment and concept, likely to increase, score (1).
likely to decrease?
s.
4.	 Are the materials to be used easy to a.	 If yjs to both processes and fabricate,
process and fabricate? score (1).	 if no to either or both,
score (0).
S.	 Are additional materials required for a.	 If ,des, list what the materials are,
one concept over another?
-A
and score (0).	 If no. score (1).
TABLE V Continued
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CRITERIA:	 integration
DEFINITION:
Integration is the combining of different equipments into subsystems so they work together
harmoniously.	 Integration implies that various skills will be addressed for design,
test, manufacturing, and organizational direction.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNNE;T
1.	 Can the design approach subsystems a.	 Identify the likely subsystems that
be interchanged, e.g., an induction are interchangeable.
system from one concept applied to a
stratified charge concept, and still b.	 Score (1) for the concept that shows
be workable? the greater interchangeability and(0) for the least interchangeability,
2.	 What OR design interfaces are a.	 Identify interfaces in terns of:
expected to occur per concept, and
ELEMENT	 RANKhow do you consider their relative
Importance? • Mechanical	 (	 )
e Electrical	 (	 )
• Fluids
• Instrumentation
• Support Equipment	 (	 )
b.	 Score (l) to the concept that has the
least amount of interfaces and (0) to
the concept that has the greatest
number of interfaces.
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CRITERIA:	 Producibi I ity
DEFINITION:
The ability of resources to be technologically converted into functional end items so
that needs can be fulfilled.	 We are concerned with the ease of manufacture and assembly
of an end item, including access to its parts, tooling requirements, and realistic
tolerances.
VALUE
ATTRIBUTES ASSIGNMENT
1.	 Do you expect that the design approach a.	 If no, score (0); if y.Ls, score (1).
would use a greater number of standard
parts, rather than specialized parts?
2.	 Does the concept imply the need to use a.	 Score (1), if the concept does not
close fitting manufacturing allowances require rigid manufacturing dimen-
and rigid true dimensional	 tolerances? sional constraints.	 Score (0) if it
does.
3.	 What retooling is envisaged to a.	 Identify and list standard tooling.
manufacture the OR equipment? b.	 Score (1) for the concept that has the
most identifiable machine tools.
Score (0) for the least identifiable
machine tools.
4.	 Are standard fabrication and assembly a.	 If	 e5 to both concept and E3R
procedure applicable for the concept equipment, score (1).	 If no to either,
and the E R equipment? score (0).
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TABLE VI. NUMBER OF SOLUTION ATTRIBUTES USED FOR
DESCRIBING A CRITERIA ELEMENT
CRITERIA
NUMBER OF
ATTRIBUTES USED
Cost 15
Reliability 14
Safety 14
Technology 10
Performance 6
Fuel Economy 3
Weight and Size 9
Maintainability and Mainterance 14
Emissions 2
Operational Characteristics 4
Cooling 3
Adaptability 1
Materials 5
Integration 2
Produci bi I i ty 12
i
10Z
CRITERIA EMPHASIS COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Emissions 0.08000 0.01599
Reliability 0.07429 0.01695
Safety 0.07238 0.01019
Cost 0.06857 0.01842
Fuel Economy 0.06286 0.01390
Materials 0.05810 0.01610
Producibility 0.05333 0.01089
Performance 0.05238 0.02031.
Integration 0.04857 0.01371
Maintainability and Maintenance 0.04762 0.01022
Operational Characteristics 0.04381
i
0.01503
Technology 0.04286 0.01146
Cooling 0.03619 0.01157
Weight and Size 0.03048 0.00986
Adaptability 0.02857 0.00543
a
w
TABLE VII. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CRITERIA EMPHASIS
COEFFICIENTS AND RANK FOR ENGINEER NO. 1
Y^	
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TABLE VII. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CRITERIA EMPHASIS
COEFFICIENTS AND RANK FOR ENGINEER NO. 2 - Continued
Sheet 2 of 4
0
CRITERIA EMPHASIS COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Emissions 0.09257 0.01485
Performance 0.08400 0.01910
Safety 0.08219 0.01337
Cooling 0.07524 0.01516
Weight and Size 0.07419 0.01033
Cost 0.06286 0.01484
Reliability 0.06267 0.00976
Fuel Economy 0.05667 0.01046
Technology 0.05238 0.00772
Maintainability and Maintenance 0.04428 0.00896
Operational Characteristics 0.03990 0.00825
Producibility 0.03476 0.00903
Integration 0.02876 0.00918
Materials 0.02581 0.00606
Adaptability 0.01981 0.00673
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GTABLE VII. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CRITERIA EMPHASIS
COEFFICIENTS AND RANK FOR ENGINEER NO. 3 - Continued
Sheet 3 of 4
c
ta
CRITERIA EMPHASIS COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Emissions 0.08343 0.01181
Safety 0.07733 0.01410
Reliability 0.07257 0.01410
Fuel Economy 0.06981 0.01971
Operational Characteristics 0.06552 0.01638
Performance 0.06505 0.01495
Weight and Size 0.05867 0.01657
Integration 0.05771 0.01467
Technology 0.05171 0.01495
Adaptability 0.04771 0.01610
tooling 0.04086 0.01629
Producibility 0.03876 0.01171
Maintainability and Maintenance 0.03676 0.00610
Cost 0.02657 0.00581
Materials 0.01229 0.00200
TABLE VII. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CRITERIA EMPHASIS
COEFFICIENTS AND RANK FOR ENGINEER NO. 4 - Concluded
Sheet 4 of 4
o^
CRITERIA EMPHASIS COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Emissions 0.10952 0.00138
Safety 0.09667 0.00746
Perform an ce 0.08724 0.00705
Cooling 0.07695 0.00707
Weight and Size 0.07229 0.01152
Fuel Economy 0.06981 0.01019
Cost 0.06781 0.01198
Reliability 0.05933 0.00903
Technology 0.05457 0.00659
Operational Characteristics 0.04200 0.01059
Maintainability and Maintenance 0.04029 0.00924
Integration 0.03324 0.00295
Materials 0.03029 4.00305
Producibility 0.02933 0.00210
Adaptability 0.02781 0.00267
1	 1	 i	 1
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CRITERIA EMPHASIS COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Emissions 0.10952 0.00138
Safety 0.09676 0.00750
.Perfomance 0.08714 0.00701
Cooling 0.07695 0.00707
Weight and Size 0.07238 0.01159
Fuel Economy 0.06990 0.01020
Cost 0.06771 0.01192
Reliability 0.05933 0.00903
Technology 0.05548 0.00658
Operational Characteristics 0.04200 0.01059
Maintainability and Maintenance 0.04029 0.00924
Integration 0.03324 0.00295
Materials 0.03029 0.00305
Producibility 0.02933 0.00210
Adaptability 0.02781 0.00267
M
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TABLE VIII. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CRITERIA
EMPHASIS COEFFICIENTS AND RANKING - OPTIMIZED
TABLE IX. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CRITERIA ORDERING
BASED ON A SIMPLE ARITHMETIC AVERAGE OF
THE EVALUATORS' FINAL RANKING
CRITERIA RANK
Emissions 1
Safety 2
Performance 3
Reliability 4
Fuel Economy 5
Cost 5
Weight and Size 7
Cooling 8
Operational Characteristics 9
Technology 10
Maintainability and Maintenance 11
Materials 12
Integration 13
Producibility 14
Adaptability 15
^f
i
-1
i
,i
3^
a
.c
CONCEPT RANK MERIT COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Thermal Fuel Vaporization, Ethyl 1 0.06404 0.03004
Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber 2 0.05618 0.02778
Improved Fuel Injection Systems 3 0.05443 0.03083
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, Autotronic 4 0.05264 0.03017
Multiple Spark Discharge System 5 0.05199 0.02832
Texaco CCS 6 0.04931 0.02932
Ford PROCO 7 0.04655 0.02889
Variable Timing System 8 0.04278 0.02735
Air Injection 9 0.04037 0.02452
Two-Stroke Diesel, McCulloch 10 0.03913 0.02425
Honda CVCC 11 0.03853 0.02040
Four-Stroke Diesel, open Chamber 12 0.03823 0.02291
Variable Camshaft Timing 13 0.03269 0.01890
Hydrogen Enrichment, JPL 14 0.03177 0.01766
TABLE X. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CONCEPT PREFERENCE,
MERIT SCORE, AND RANK FOR ENGINEER NO. 1
Sheet 1 of 4
CONCEPT RANK MERIT COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber 1 0.06195 0.02917
Air Injection 2 0.05478 0.02845
Improved Fuel Injection Systems 3 0.05416 0.02544
Thermal Fuel Vaporization, Ethyl 4 0.05300 0.02726
Hydrogen Enrichment, JPL 5 0.04922 0.02226
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, Autotronic 6 0.04915 0.02525
Multiple Spark Discharge System 7 0.04779 0.02532
Texaco CCS 8 0.04710 0.02186
Variable Timing System 9 0.04553 0.02353
Var-4 3ble Camshaft Timing 10 0.04528 0.02287
Ford PROCO 11 0.04402 0.02022
Two-Stroke Diesel, McCulloch 12 0.04303 0.01969
Honda CVCC 13 0.04014 0.02260
Four-Stroke Diesel, Open Chamber 14 0.03451 0.01641
TABLE X. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CONCEPT PREFERENCE,
MERIT SCORE, AND RANK FOR ENGINEER NO. 2 -- Continued
Sheet 2 of 4
TABLE X. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CONCEPT PREFERENCE,
MERIT SCORE, AND RANK FOR ENGINEER NO. 3 - Continued
}
Sheet 3 of 4
M
r
CONCEPT RANK r	 MERIT COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Improved Fuel Injection Systems 1 0.06759 0.03360
Air Injection 2 0.06530 0.03127
Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber 3 0.06402 0.03455
Multiple Spark Discharge System 4 0.05953 0.03096
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, Autotronic 5 0.05852 0.03060
Variable Timing System 6 0.0J,i 0.03189
Thermal Fuel Vaporization, Ethyl 7 0.04695 0.02785
Hydrogen Enrichment, JPL 8 u.U4527 0.02627
Variable Camshaft Timing 9 0.03605 0.02434
Honda CVCC 10 0.03024 0.01965
Twp-Stroke Diesel, McCulloch 11 0.02898 0.01910
Four-Stroke Diesel, Open Chamber 12 0,02681 0.01684
Texaco CGS 13 0.02518 0.01849
Ford PROCO 14 0.02513 0.01795
CONCEPT RANK MERIT COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber 1	 i	 0.05961 0.02425
Texaco CCS 2	 +	 0.05791 0.02657
Multiple Spark Discharge System 3	 !	 0.05668 0.02721
Improved Fuel Injection Systems 4	 0.05629i 0.02337
Ford PROCO 5	 '	 0.05219 0.02453
Variable Timing System 6	 I	 0.05112 0.02668
Air Injection 7	 0.05057 0.02369
Thermal Fuel Vaporization, Ethyl 8	 0.04799 0.02215
Variable Camshaft Timing 9	 0.04722 0.02542
Two-Stroke Diesel, McCulloch 10	 0.04582 0.02532
Honda CVCC 11	 0.04083 0.01962
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, Autotronic 12	 0.03782 0.01985
Four-Stroke Diesel, Open Chamber 13	 0.03732 0.01837
Hydrogen Enrichment, JPL 13	 0.03410 0.01751
rN
TABLE X.	 ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CONCEPT PREFERENCE,
MERIT SCORE, AND RANK FOR ENGINEER NO. 4 - Concluded
Sheet 4 of 4
G
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rTABLE XI. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CONCEPT PREFERENCE,
MERIT SCORE, AND RANK - OPTIMIZED
CONCEPT RANK MERIT COEFFICIENT UNCERTAINTY
Improved Cooling Combustion Chamber 1 0.07294 0.02391
Impproved Fuel Injection Systems 2 0.07084 0.02165
Air Injection 3 0.06540 0.02096
Multiple Spark Discharge System 4 0.06485 0.02201
Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, Autotronic 5 0.05822 0.02018
Variable Timing System 6 0.05761 0.02024
Thermal Fuel Vaporization, Ethyl 7 0.05390 0.01986
Hydrogen Enrichment, JPL 8 0.04974 0.01641
Texaco CCS 9 0.04397 0.01657
Two-Stroke Diesel, McCulloch 10 0.04374 0.01691
Ford PROCO 11 0.04210 0.01549
Variable Camshaft Timing 12 0.04081 0.01659
Honda CVCC 13 0.04057 0.01548
Four-Stroke Diesel, Open Chamber 14 0.03471 0.01432
TABLE XII. ENGINE EXHAUST EMISSION REDUCTION CONCEPT COMPARISON
TRADEOFF EVALUATION MERIT SCORES - OPTIMIZE€}
Sheet 1 of 15
*EMISSIONS
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.09848 0.01072
HONDA CVCC 0.09143 0.01016
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.08659 0.00962
AIR INJECTION 0.08165 0.00907
TEXACO CCS 0.07538 0.00967
FORD PROCO 0.07066 0.00900
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.06560 0.00865
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.06066 0.00796
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.05582 0.00729
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.05187 0.00576
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.04692 0.00521
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.04209 0.00468
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.03714 0.00473
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.03220 0.00358
TABLE XII - Continued
*SAFETY
3
CONCEPT MERIT SCOPE UNCERTAINTY
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.09901 0.01857
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.09824 0.01604
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.09451 0.01429
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.08934 0.01396
AIR INJECTION 0.08308 0.01143
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.07582 0.01319
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.05747 0.01176
TEXACO CCS 0.03626 0.01868
FORD PROCO 0.03582 0.01692
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.03495 0.01890
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.03484 0.01901
HONDA CVCC 0.02813 0.01143
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.02176 0.00901
HYDROGEN ENRICHMEMT, JPL 0.01187 0.00571
M
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TABLE KII - Continued
Sheet. 3 of 15
*PERFORMANCE
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.09703 0.01078
TWO.-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.09132 0.01092
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.08604 0.01022
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.08000 0.01081
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.07015 0.00903
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.06945 0.01020
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.06560 0.00858
AIR INJECTION 0.06088 0.00792
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.05462 0.00783
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.04989 0.00714
HONDA CVCC 0.04582 0.00645
TEXACO CCS 0.04022 0.00632
FORD PROCO 0.03549 0.00561
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.03209 0.00357
TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 4 of 15
*COOLING
a
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.08769 0.01931
TEXACO CCS 0.08264 0.01892
FORD PROCO 0.07835 0.01761
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.06802 0.01165
FOUR-STROI:E DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.05934 0.03154
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.05582 0.02958
MULTIPLE SPARK. DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.04637 0.02785
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.04286 0.02595
AIR INJECTION 0.04077 0.02246
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.03538 0.02229
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.03099 0.02105
HONDA CVCC 0.02901 0.01202
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.02769 0.01915
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.02055 0.01512
TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 5 of 15
*WEIGHT AND SIZE
M
1.4
Go
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.10286 0.01143
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.09890 0.01099
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.09494 0.01055
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.09099 0.01011
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.08703 O.CO967
AIR INJECTION 0.08308 0.0;;23
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.07363 0.00989
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.04956 0.01198
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.04692 0.01462
TEXACO CCS 0.03011 0.01275
FORD PROCO 0.02835 0.01011
HONDA CVCC 0.02813 0.00923
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.02648 0.00978
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER
	 1 0.01615 0.00253
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TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 6 of 15
*FUEL ECONOMY
.v
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.09648 0.01072
TEXACO CCS 0.09143 0.01016
FORD PROCO 0.08648 0.00961
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.08154 0.00906
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.07653 0.00851
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.06989 0.00972
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.06516 0.00895
HONDA CVCC 0.06176 0.006$6
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.05692 0.00532
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.05198 0.00578
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.04703 0.00523
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.04209 0.00468
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.03714 0.00413
AIR INJECTION 0.03220 0.00358
4-1
TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 7 of 15
*COST
N0
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE
-
UNCERTAINTY
AIR INJECTION 0.09648 0.01072
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.08681 0.01480
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.03231 0.01394
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.07758 0.01302
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM I	 0.07308 0.01216
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER I	 0.07275 0.00808
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.06440 0.00990
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.05923 0.00909
FORD PROCO 0.05516 0.00792
TEXACO CCS 0.05033 0.00724
HONDA CVCC 0.04484 0.00719
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.04209 0.00468
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.03714 0.00413
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.03143 0.00349
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*RELIABILITY
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.09011 0.01538
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.08714 0.01615
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.08319 0.02780
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.08154 0.01407
AIR INJECTION 0.08088 0.01363
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.07967 0.01593
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.06308 0,01604
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.05154 0.01440
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.04747 0.00967
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0,04088 0.00857
FORD PROCO 0.03571 0.00714
TEXACO CCS 0.03220 0.00736
HONDA CVCC 0.02692 0.00824
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.01945 0.00582
N
TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 8 of 15
n
kTABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 9 of 15
*TECHNOLOGY
NN
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.10110 0.01648
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.09736 0.01363
AIR INJECTION 0.09473 0.01516
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.08879 0.01451
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC ;	 0.07857 0.01374
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.07637 0.01374
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.06165 0.00978
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.05231 0.01473
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.04407 0.01418
HONDA CVCC 0.03582 0.01363
TRIO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.02516 0.01000
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.02275 0.01022
TEXACO CCS 0.02275 0.00912
FORD PROCO 0.02165 0.00802
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TABLE XII - Continued
*OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
N
w
CONCEPT
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM
AIR INJECTION
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS
HONDA CVCC
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM
TEXACO CCS
FORD PROCO
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER
MERIT SCORE
0.07494
0.07099
0.06703
0.06330
0.05956
0.05571
0.05198
0.04802
0.04418
0.04055
0.03670
0.03275
0.02912
0.02515
UNCERTAINTY
0.03212
0.03042
0.02873
0.02713
0.02553
0.02388
0.02228
0.02058
0.01893
0.01738
0.01573
0.01403
0.01248
0.01078
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.11769 0.01308
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.08527 0.01802
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.07725 0.02055
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.07121' 0.02000
AIR INJECTION 0.06769 0.02022
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.06319 0.02912
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.06253 0.01989
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.04187 0.01637
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.03407 0.01538
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.03132 0.01264
HONDA CVCC 0.02934 0.01901
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.02560 0.01396
TEXACO CCS 0.02440 0.01407
FORD PROCO 0.02352 0.01275
N
TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 15 of 15
*MAINTAINABILITY AND MAINTENANCE
TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 12 of 15
N
*INTEGRATION
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.09593 0.01136
AIR INJECTION 0.08066 0.02099
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.07846 0.01780
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.07242 0.01840
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.06110 0.02407
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.06099 0.01859
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.04978 0.02441
HONDA CVCC 0.04747 0.02125
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.04396 0.01913
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.04110 0.01645
TEXACO CCS 0.03934 0.01288
FORD PROCO 0.03429 0.01215
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0:03418 0.00713
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.02955 0.00616
TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 13 of 15
N
o^
*MATERIALS
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.10483 0.01275
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.09769 0.01440
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.08967 0.01253
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.08396 0.01165
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.08165 0.01176
AIR INJECTION 0.06934 0.00978
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.05912 0.01341
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.04044 0.01670
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.03879 0.01615
HONDA CVCC 0.03868 0.01297
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.03440 0.01396
FORD PROCO 0.03143 0.01363
TEXACO CCS 0.03033 0.01253
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.02055 0.00692
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TABLE XII - Continued
Sheet 14 of 15
*PRODUCIBILITY
.rN
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
AIR INJECTION 0.08571 0.02143
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.08132 0.02033
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.07692 0.01923
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.07253 0.01813
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.06813 0.01703
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.06374 0.01593
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.05934 0.01484
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.05495 0.01374
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.05055 0.01264
HONDA CVCC 0.04615 0.01154
TEXACO CCS 0.04176 0.01044
FORD PROCO 0.03736 0.00934
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, MCCULLOCH 0.03297 0.00824
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.02857 0.00714
TABLE XII - Concluded
Sheet 15 of 15
*ADAPTABILITY
N
00
CONCEPT MERIT SCORE UNCERTAINTY
AIR INJECTION 0.08571 0.02143
MULTIPLE SPARK DISCHARGE SYSTEM 0.08132 0.02033
VARIABLE TIMING SYSTEM 0.07692 0.01923
IMPROVED COOLING COMBUSTION CHAMBER 0.06945 0.02058
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION, ETHYL 0.06560 0.01938
IMPROVED FUEL INJECTION SYSTEMS 0.06154 0.01813
ULTRASONIC FUEL ATOMIZATION, AUTOTRONIC 0.05747 0.01688
HYDROGEN ENRICHMENT, JPL 0.05330 0.01560
VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING 0.04703 0.01590
HONDA CVCC 0.04330 0.01469
TEXACO CCS 0.03879 0.01327
FORD PROCO 0.03484 0.01201
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL, OPEN CHAMBER 0.03066 0.01067
TWO-STROKE DIESEL, McCULLOCH 0.02659 0.00938
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HONDA COMPOUND VORTEX CONTROLLED COMBUSTION
DATA SOURCE: Southwest Research Institute (Ref. 5, p. B-16, Table B-19)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: Honda Motor Co.
Cylinder Arrangement: I-4
Displacement (in'): 95.2
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 63 hp at 5500 rpm
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP (%) rpm BHP rpm
Idle,	 In and Out - 600.T - 1000.Taxi,	 In and Out - 1200. - 1000.
Take-Off 100. 100.% 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.% 75. 100.%
Approach 40. 87.% 50. 1003
ASSUMPTIONS:
• Equilibrium values of CO2 and 02 used for all modes.
• Fuel hydrogen-to- carbon ratio assumed to be 2.0.
a
A-1
O95 CID HONDA COMPOUND VORTEX CONTROLLED COMBUSTION
PSARGAV
	 FVkL HYDRGGEN-	 TANd	 RATED
	
CID	 EXHAUST	 AVG H2O IN AIR
IN NG ABS
	
CARBON RATIO
	 J1EG F	 HP	 INCH**3	 G -- H iFOKMULA 	 PERCENT
14.700	 2.040E	 76.00	 63.09
	
95420	 1.000 1.850
	 0.720
	
uNITS
	
MODE 1
	 MUDS 2	 Kiwi 3	 MOOS 4	 MODE 5	 MDOt 6
	
MODE 7	 TOTAL
FIRE/N NUDE	 MINUTES	 1.00	 ALOUD	 0030	 5000	 6.00	 3.00	 1.00	 27030	 ^-,.--
FUEL FLOP	 L84fHR	 1.72	 1.72	 30.83	 25.53	 20024	 1.72	 1072
AIR FLOW	 L8/HK	 27 . 78	 27.78	 367.79	 316.20	 276.51
	
27.78	 27078
HYDRGCARBUh CONC.	 PPM-G	 636.00	 436.u0	 1472000	 150440	 100.00
	 289.00	 280.00
OXIDES OF KITRUGEN CLING PAM 	 96.G0	 86.UO	 801 .00	 461000	 962'.00	 82.00	 82".00
	
GARBCh MCNGXIUE CONC. PEKCEN] 	 0.26	 0.26	 2.84	 20 54	 0046	 JO Z5	 0.25
	
;.ARBGN DAIJA Wt GONG. PERCENT 	 12.13	 12.13	 9.45	 10.20	 11.58	 12013	 12.13OXYGEN UNC.	 P6RCEJ,iT	 1.20	 1.20	 000	 0.0	 -000	 1.20	 1.20
t:	 PROP. TORi^Uk	 FT-L8	 60.23	 45017	 30.11
PROP. SPIEL	 RPM	 1004 . 1110	 1000.00	 55UO . 00	 5!POoOOD	 5500.00	 1000.00	 10iv0.00
DRY BULB TthP	 aL6 F	 68000	 68*UU	 15.10	 75.70	 80.20	 82.00	 82000
E	 YET BULB TEMP	 ut 6 F	 66.(010	 60. 66	 b0.00	 60.00	 60000	 60.00	 60000
FUEL AIR KATIU	 Ld/LB	 0+60C48	 O.Ub248	 0. 08445	 0 . Od134	 0.07367	 0006229	 0.06229 0.06861 TAN	 FUEL AIR k6U4WALEhGE KATIU --	 0 . i2	 0 092	 1.145	 1.20	 1.09	 00 92	 0.92	 1.01 TA
kNGlrrt ubSkftvkQ pUMER	 HP	 63.07	 47.30	 31.53
UBS UALP	 PSI	 95.41	 71.55	 47.70
OBS 85FC	 L8MJbHP-HR	 0.4dY	 0.540	 0.642
	
EXHAUST MULE. ME * LB/LB-MULE	 26.91	 28.91	 27.51	 27.90	 2B.t1
	 2$091	 411091
MET 1.uRkECflUN"FACT;Jk	 --	 0.85066	 0.85066	 0.909d5	 0.89910	 0.89113	 0085581	 0.85582
N1. EMISS1Uh RATE
	
Lb/HR	 0.009010	 J.009Ju	 0.375!i7	 0.25648	 0 .01449	 U000396	 0.00396
NG MASS / NOUE	 LB	 O.OUO15	 0.J0165	 0.00108	 0 . 02137	 O.OJ145	 0.00320	 0.00007	 0.02677
NC MASS Of RATED !iP	 LB/HP	 0.00042
	HC - PERCENT DF EPA STANDARD	 22.36
GO EMISSION KATE	 LB/HM	 0.07466	 0.07466 11.51486	 4.76120	 1.34572	 0.07005	 0.07005
GO MASS / MOUE	 LS	 U.60124	 0.01369	 O.05757	 0.73010	 0-13457	 0.00350	 0.00117	 0.94185
Cu MASS / RAItO JW	 LB/HP	 0.01495
	
CO - PtkGENT OF EPA STANDARD	 35.60
NOX tM1SS1LN RATE	 LB/HR	 0.004C4	 0.00404	 0.53287	 0.26068	 0.46237	 0.00385	 0.00385	 ^^---^
NOX MASS / 14UUE 	 LS	 0.60007	 0.00074	 OoOO266	 0.02172	 0.04624	 O.UJO19	 0000006	 O.D7169
NUA MASS / RATED HP	 L81HP	 0.00114
	
NQX- PERC•J:ht OF EPA STANDARD	 . 75.86
-	
CALCULATIV FULL Alk RAT1U FROM EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS
GAL. FULL AIR RATIO 	 LB/LB	 0.06465	 0.06465	 0.07747	 0.07594	 0.06904	 0.06438	 0.06438 '0.06178 TA
	
D1FF, MEAS G GAL. F/A PERGkN? 	 3.47	 3.47	 -d.27	 -6.64	 -6.28	 3.37	 3.37	 -1:20 TA
j.
E'
l'.
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FORD PROGRAMMED COMBUSTION
DATA SOURCE:	 Southwest Research Institute (Ref. 5, p. B-10, Table B-13)
ENGINE DESCRIPTON:
Manufacturer: Ford (Capri}
Cylinder Arrangement: I-4
Displacement (W): 141
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 73 hp at 4000 rpm
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP rpm BHP	 % _rpF	 m
Idle,	 In and Out - 600. - 900.
Taxi, In and Out - 1200. - 900.
Take-Off 100. 100.% 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.% 75. 1003
Approach 40. 87.% 50. 1003
• Equilibrium values of CO2 and 02 used for all modes.
• Fuel hydrogen-to-carbon ratio assumed to be 2.0.
L
a
1i
i	 ,^
A-3
b
L^
RATED CIJ EXHAUST AVG H2O IN AIR
HP 1NCH**3 G - H FORMULA
	 PERCENT
73.40 14L.00 1.u0U	 1.850
	 0.917
nuDE 3 MUUt 4 iiuut 5 MOOS 6 MODE 7U.3,3 5.u0 6.00 3.00 1.0041.41 33.67 26.46 0053 0.53504.00 4517.45 3ad.96 J8.21 58021
"64.uu 2u.Gu 40.00 140170 14.00
364.uu lllu.ou 944.00 08.00 68.00
4.41 u.0u U.00 0.00 0.00
9.15 12.75 12.76 1.88 1.88
O.U1 0.01 O.Oi 17.75 17.75
96.44 86.51 14.91
4000.uu 4uuu.0u 4000.00 900.00 900.00
DO. 5U 00.5J 65.UU 65.uu 65.00OU.uu 4613.00 60.00 6U.00 60.00
TOTAL
27.30
4.06293
L.23
73.47
1133.17
0.564
27.b8
O.ts6b3L
1.548.j4
U.kiU714
O.U667b
1.0"1
63.94
92.59
U.514
,
b .61
U. dU604
0.012153
u. 0u 107 0.00981
0.00013
7.04
0.123980.00169
4.02
0.14519
0.00198
131.61
u.06a7U
1.02
57.u5
80.12
u.464
28.81 28696 2869b
U.86511 0096049 0.960490.00400 0000039 0.00039
u.uU06u 0400002 0.00OU1
	0.009 	 0.00918 0.03397 TA
	
0.14	 U. 14	 0.50 TA
0.01J90	 0.00136	 0.00136
U.OU1J9	 O.U0007	 0.00002
0.62623	 0.00635	 0.00635
u.k36262
	
0.00;!32
	 0.00011
24.32472 O.U1065
0.12162 u.uu09J
0.3481 U.9%696
L.U0174 U.U7891
0.08347
	
0.06771	 U.06170	 0.00931
	
U.0U931 0.03367 TA
	
1.13-1.4d	 -1.45	 1.40	 1.40	 -0.89 TA
tr
241 CID CAPki WITH FORD PROCO
PHAOCAV FUEL HVuALGEN- 1AMkk
IN hG ABS GAnbLN RAIIU uLu F
29.04;U 4.GGGG 00.0u
ONIIS NULIt 1 M13uc 2
hilt IN M4Ct MINLTES 1. LC i1.04JFULL i•LUiv LIi/HR 0.53 0.51
Alit	 FLLW L6/hK 5n.11 5d.41
HYOKGLAKbE;h GuNL. PPM-G 407.CU 67.uuUX1k►LS OF	 A1TJt iA;kk LLLkaL PPM W.00 t$u.uu
CARbGN MG1%j.X1UE LuWL. PiRLENT U.LO U.uuLARb[t% UluAlut LL W.. Pcm eiv7 1.8€ 1.86
UXVGLH C1NL. Piliik:: WT 47.15 17.75
PROP.	 TuKGut k-T-Lu
PKLP.	 SPELL KPA 9sut;. CL y0u.uu
iukV
	 cLLts l tiu' utb	 11 tlY.tlu o9.UU
WET	 iii.Lb TtitV utu r 6u.GG 00.iiO
tutL Alk KATIU Ld/LO U.$Jjvil 0.00917
FUEL AIR t66IVALkNLc KAIIU -- U.14 J.14
thGlht w6$LkkYtu ouwkK fie
085 ISMEP PSI
LbS bbK	 LbM/ ukP-HK
EXhAubi	 M[GLE. wi.	 Lb/Ld- MOLL- 28.96 28.9to
xtl CuK1tECT1.i.Y FALTuk -- 0.y6us4 G.VuW4
hL tM1SSIGA KAfk: Lb /Hk U.u1^LES 0.Uu189
hC MASS / J4LUt L6 U. "I' J.JOU35
HG MASS / AAT Eij hP Lrs/NY
hl. - PtKLitif OF EPA SlAtiLAKki
CU tM1SSIuN il.ATc LdIHM U.OUL36 C.uu130
CL MASS / MuL3t Lu U.u1.u02 O-JJU29
LO MAbS / itATi u hP Ld/Hk+l:0 - PtHCEN F 13F kPA aJ&N :AriU
NLX LM1SSiCN nAlk Ld/Hkc u.UG747 U.4JO747
NOX MASS / MU LL Ld u.uuul[ u.UJ137
NUX MASS / RAT kU He Ld/HP
NGX- PERLtNT OF EPA SIANLAKU
LALLULATtL FUk:L	 41K KxTIu Fkk..4 rAHALSF 6A.S ANALYSIS
CAL. tUtL AlK KAkIU LtJ /L0 u.t+USrSs U.U0533
UlFk-. MtAS 6 LAL. F/A E tKLtnf 1.75 1.79
r
i
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TEXACO CONTROLLED COMBUSTION SYSTEM
CASE 1
DATA SOURCE: Texaco, Incorporated (Ref. 54)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Type: Military Engine,
Cylinder Arrangement: I-4
Displacement 00): 183
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 82 hp at 3500 rpm
Fuel: Gasoline
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP (%) rpm BHP rpm
Idle,
	
In and Out - 600. - 725.
Taxi, In and Out - 1200. 13. 1500.
Take-Off 100. 100.% 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.% 78. 86.%
Approach 40. 87.E 39. 86.%
a;
t .^
i
None
A-5
4---.
Engine Description:	 Stratified Charge, Multifuel, 4-Cylinder, Water Cooled, 4 Cycle, In Line, OHC
Engine Displacement:	 183 CID
Engine Rated Brake H.P.: 82 at 3500 rpm
Fuel Hydrogen-Carbon Ratio: 0.757 (by weight)
MODE
NAME
ENGINE CONDITIONS
REQUIRED DATA REQUIRED	
WET ACTUAL ENGINE
CONDITIONS
ENGINE
BRAD
HORSEPOWER
(3)
ENGINE
SPEED
FUEL
FLOW
(]b/hr)
MASS
AIR	 FUE!-
FLOW OR AIR
(lb/hr)	 RATIO
INDUCTION AIR UPSTREAM
HC
(PPm )
NOx
(ppm)
CO	 CO
ppm
	 N 0N)
MAtIIFOLD
PRESSURE
:in.
Hg abs)
ENGINE
POWER
(H.P.)
ENGINE
SPEED
(rpm)
INDICATED
H.P.
TEMPERATURE
(*F)
PRESSURE
(in.
Hg abs}
SPECIFIC
HUMIDITY
(lb/lb
Idle - 600 rpm 1.00 132 0.0076 78 29.85 0.00857 224 46 lOOC 1.45 19.0 0 725 2.6
Taxi - 1200 rpm 5.63 305 0.018 78 29.95 0.00914 329 166 120	 3.55 16.0 11 1500 18.8
Take-Off 100 1007 39.3 643 0.061 80 29.99 0.00572 2 1420 100(13.8 1.6 82 3500 107.2
Climb 80 908 of Max. 29.4 539 0.0_55 78 29.22 0.07021 8 1300 200(12.0 5.2 64 3000 83.2
Approach 40 878 of Max. 16.0 575 G. 028 78 29.22 0.01021 100 340 140	 6.3 12.5 32 3000 52.7
*Engine operates unthrottled
NOTES:
HC	 - Total hydrocarbons in ppm Cx Hy by volume - Undiluted ((or	 gm/hr of Cx Hy
(or) gm/hr of NOx
(define x and y) x = 6, y - 14
NDx	 - Total oxides of nitrogen in ppm by volume - Undiluted (define x)	 x = 2
CO	 - Carbon monoxide in ppm or % by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of 00 PPM
CO2	 - Carbon dioxide in ppm or Y by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of CO2 % Volume
02	 - Oxygen in ppm or S by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of 02 % Volume
O
^ O
^d
183 CID MILITARY ENGINE WITH TEXACO CC5
PBARLAV FUEL. HYUROGLN- IAMB RATIO CIO EXHAUST AVG H2O IN AIR
IN HG ASS CARBON RATIO DEG F HP INCH**3 C - H FORMULA	 PERCENT
29.720 1.87UQ 78.30 82.00 183.00 10000
	
1.850 0.867
UNITS MOUL 1 MOUE 2 MODE 3 MODE 4 MUDS 5 MODE 6 1400E 7 TOTALTIME IN MII&E MINUTES 1.00 11.01} 0.30 5.00 6.00 3.00 1.00 27.30	 -,^-
FUEL FL06 LBJHR 1.00 5.63 39.30 29.40 16.00 5.63 1.00
AIR	 FLOk LBJHk 132.00 305 . 30 643.00 539 .00 515.00 305 . 00 132.00
HYCRCLARbON LUNC. PPM-L 1344.00 1974.OQ 12.00 45.00 600.00 1974.00 1344.00
UXIOES OF NITRU1 ;tN CUNC PPM 40.00 166.00 1420. 00 3300 .00 340.00 166, 00 46.00
CAR6Gh MGNLXIDE CONC. P&A CENT O.IO 0.12 0.10 0 . 20 0.14 0.12 0.10
CARBGN UIUXI0E GUNC. PERCENT 1.45 3.55 13.80 12.00 6.30 3.55 1.45
OXYGEN CONC. PLKCENT 14.G>; 10 . 00 1.60 8.20 12.50 16. 00 19.Ou
PROF.	 TLRLU& FT-L8 38.51 123.05 112.04 56.02 38.51
PROP.	 SPIED RPM 725.00 1500.J0 3500.00 3000.00 3000.00 1500.00 725.00
DRY BULB TtMP DEG F 7d.04 76.00 80.00 78.00 78.00 78000 78.00
WET BULB TtMP UEG F 63.1.0 63.90 59.00 65.10 65.10 63.90 63.00
FUEL AIR RAT10 L1i/LS u.00764 0. 01863 0.06118 0.05511 0.02811 0 .01863 0 .00764 0.02706 TA
FUEL AIk EQUIVALENCE RATIO -- 0.11 0.27 0.90 0.80 0 .41 0.27 0.11 0.40 TA
ENGINt: u9StkVEU ftwEk HP 11.00 B2.00 64.00 32.00 11.00
0135 SMkP PSI 31.74 101.40 92.33 46.16 31.74
O85 BSFL	 LBM/BHP-HR 0.512 0.479 0.459 0.500 0.512
EXHAUST MOLL. wt.	 LBJLB-MULL 28.96 28.95 28.91 28.92 28.94 28.95 28.96
rET CORRECTILIN FACTUA -- 0.95206 0.96010 0.84575 0.88462 0.89411 0.96310 0.95206
HC 1:MLSSI0h RATE L B/HR 0.08564 0.29386 0.00393 0.01309 0.17000 0.29388 0.08564
HC MASS ! MOUE LB 0.00143 0.0538d 0.00002 0.00109 O.OL700 0.01469 0.00143 0.06954
HC MASS / RATED HP LB/Hr 0000109
HG - PERCENT OF EPA STANDARD 57.47
GO kMISSIUN RATE LB/HR 0. 128E4 0.36065 0.66103 1.10114 0.80077 0.36J65 0.12864
GO MASS / MODE Ld 0.00214 U. 06611 0.00331 0.09176 0.08068 0.01803 0.00214 +1.26358
CO MASS / RATED hP L81HP 0.00321
CO - PERCENT OF EPA STANDARD 7.65
NOX EMiSSIGN RATE LS/HR U.00972 O.OSL95 1.54180 1.17564 0.31943 0.08195 0.00972 r"
NUX MASS / !LODE LB 0.00016 0.01502 O.UO771 0.09797 0.03194 0.00410 0.00016 0015707
NOX MASS J RATED HP L8/HP 0.00192
NCX- PERCENT OF EPA STANDARD 127.70
CALCUL4r ju FUEL Alk RATIO FROM EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS
CAL. FUEL AIR RATIO LB/LB 0 .00805 0.01833 0.06381 0 . 05352 0.03002 0.01833 0.00805 0. 02709 TA
OIFF. MtAS & CAL. F/A PFk/CENT 5.31 -1 .64 3.80 -2 .87 6.77 -1.64 5.31 0.10 TA
FeI
t
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TEXACO CONTROLLED COMBUSTION SYSTEM
CASE'2
DATA SOURCE: Southwest Research Institute (Ref. 5, p. B-14, Table B-18)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: Plymouth (Cricket)
Cylinder Arrangement: I-4
Displacemcnt 00): 141
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 67 hp at 3000 rpm
Fuel: Gasoline
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP	 % rpm BHP rpm
Idle,
	 In and Out - 600. - 900.
Taxi,
	
In and Out - 1200. 17. 1800.
Take-Off 100. 100.E 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.% 75. 100.%
Approach 40. 87.E 50. 100.%
ASSUMPTIONS:
• Equilibrium values of CO2 and 02 used for all modes.
• Fuel hydrogen to carbon ratio assumed to be 2.0.
A-8
RATtU
HP
b7.lu
MUUE 3
0.30
24.48
612.55
17.00
924.UU
O.UU
d.00
8.10
117.57
3u00.u0
70.10
65.00
b4.OU
bw.UJ
0.04044
0.00
61.16
L25.74
0.365
28.93
0.90097
0.60519
U.U0003
0.022112
O.UOOli
CID EXHAUST AVG H2O IN AIR
INCH**3 L - H FUItMULA
	 PERCENT
141.00 1.000	 1.850 1.039
MOUE 4 MOUE 5 MOUE 6 MOOS 7
5.0u 6.00 3.00 1.00
151.98 15.48 7.54 1.46
563.60 550.37 316.20 101.87
17.00 65.00 270.00 1808.00
66U.00 4U6.JU 231.00 98.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04
7.18 5.71 4.85 2.94
9.55 11.85 13.15 16.10
88.12 58.90 33.58
300U.00 3000.00 1800.00 900.00
63.00 63.00 63.00 63.00
60.OU bu.u0 6u.00 60.Ou
64.00 64.00 64.00 64.00
64.00 64.00 64.00 64.00
U.03582 O.U2842 0.02409 0.01448
0.53 0.42 0.36 0.21
50.34 33.64 11.51
94.25 61.99 35.91
0.397 0.460 0.655
28x93 28.94 28.94 26.95
0.91219 0.91715 0.93317 0.92044
0.00476 0.01763 0.04190 0.08953
0.00040 0.00176 0.00210 0.00149
0.01977 0.015811 0.00470 0.04348
0.00165 0.00159 0.00023 0.00072
TOTAL
27.30
0.02666 TA
0.39 TA
0.01464
0.00022
11.49
0.00575
0.00009
0.20
U.936U9 0.61245 0.36522 0.111187 0.01609
O.uU468 0.05104 0.03652 0.00594 0.00027 0.12054
0.00180
119.76
0.04058 0.03992 U.U2846 0.02428 0.01574 0.02687 TA
0.34 0.29 0.17 0.71 8.72 0.79 TA
.D
` 141 CID PLYMOUTH CRICKET WITH TEXACO CCS (GASOLINE)
PBARuAV
	 FULL JiY0R46EN- 	 TAMS
IN HG AhS
	 CARBON RATIO
	
lltiv I-
29.000 	 1.Uuui:	 44.UO
U]
	UN 11y 	 HOUL 1
	
MOUt 2
TLNt IN MOOt	 MLNUIES
	 1.60	 ll.uu
FUEL FL[ir	 LB/HR	 1.46	 7.94
AIR FLUW
	 L81HR	 101.87	 316.20
HYURGLARBUN CONC.	 PPM-L	 1440.CJJ	 210.Uu
U%IDES OF NITRDGEN GONG PPM	 108.60	 G31.U0
CARBGN MLN1;X10E CUNC. PERCENT
	 U.G3	 0.00
LAKSLN UluxiUt C ;.1,4L• PeRCLNT	 2.54
	 4.85
OXYGEN CONC. 	 PLRCENI
	 16.10	 13.15
PROP. TORLUE
	 FT-L8	 33.1+8
PROP. Sp ttLi	 RPM
	 906. GG	 180U.: U
URY auLb TEMP	 UL6 r	 63.00	 03.0u
iott BULB I EMP	 UtG F	 6U. 1U	 aU.UO
COOLING AIR TEMP	 ULG F	 o4.GO	 o4.UU
1NJIULTIGN AIR TEMP	 UEG F	 64.00	 b4.0u
FUEL AIR RATIO	 L8103
	
O.U1-*48
	
0.02409
	
FUEL AIR t4UIVALtNLt JRATiO -- 	 0.21	 0.30
kNGINE UdSEBVEC PU)Atk	 tip	 11.51
USS 814EP	 PSI	 35.9t
u8S 8SFC	 LbAlSNP-lilt	 u.bSS
E%hAUST MOLE. WT. LdlLd-MOLE 	 28.95	 28.94
wET LORKE[.TION FACTOR	 --	 0.91702	 0.93317
HC EMISb10N RATE	 L8/HR	 0.07130	 0.04190
HC MASS / MOUE	 Ld	 J.Ou119	 U.UU76d
HC MASS / kATE17 hP 	 LB/HP
HC - Ptkl:Eh] OF tPA SIAlw1JARU
Gu EMISSIs N ►LATE	 LbIHK	 0.03459	 0.0047U
Cu kAbS / kuuE	 Lki	 0.06056	 0.000do
CO MASS / RATEG hY	 L8/HP
LL - PEkLEnT CIF EPA STANDAiiii
NOX EMISSICN KATE	 LB /HR	 0.01173	 0.11867
N"X MASS / MOUE	 L8	 O.GG030	 0.02119
NUX MASS-/ RAItU HP	 Ld/HP
NUX- PkACEN? OF EPA STANZAKO
LALGULATEU FUEL AIR 1cATIU FKGM L)CHALST GAS ANALYSIS
CAL. FUEL AIR RATIO	 L8/L8	 0.01550	 0.U24L8
RIFF. MEAS E CAL. F/A PERCENT	 I.G2	 0.71
i	 i	 1	 l	 l!
F
TEXACO CONTROLLED COMBUSTION SYSTEM
CASE 3
DATA SOURCE: Southwest Research Institute (Ref. 5, p. B-12, Table B-16)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: Plymouth (Cricket)
Cylinder Arrangement: I-4
Displacement (in 3 ): 141
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 76 hp at 3000 rpm
Fuel: Diesel Fuel
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHA	 % r m BHP	 % rpm
Idle, In and Out - 600. - 900.
Taxi,	 In and Out - 1200. 19. 1800.
Take-Off 100. 100.% 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.% 75. 1003
Approach 40. 87.% 50. 100.%
ASSUMPTIONS:
• Equilibrium values of CO2 and 02 used for all modes.
a Fuel hydrogen to carbon ratio assumed to be 2.0.
A-10
	0.01701
	 0.02962 TA
	
0.25	 0.44 TA
2d.950.91008
0.09770
0.00163 0.04905
0.00064
79
0.04684	 u.03771
0.J0023
	 0.30314
1.20141	 u.81165
0.uubuL
	
0.00847
	0.0301 	 U.ULd15	 0.12959
	
0.00301
	 0.00091	 0.00216
	
0.55250	 0.Lld22	 O.Oi811
	
0.05525	 0.0U591.	 0.00030
0	 t94
.020
0.47
0.157810.00207
137.71
O O
F
141 CID PLYMOUTH CRICKET WITH TEXACO CCS (DIESEL FUEL)
PBAR1iAV FUEL HYORLGEN- TAMB
y^ IN HG AbS LAicdUN RAT41U ul:G F
29.0u0 2.00UC 13.00
UNITS MODE 1 MOOt 2
TIAL IN MJUt ML+YUTtS 1.40 L1.00
FUEL FLUN L 13114 1.85 8.47
AIX	 FLO% LS /HR 101.83 314.87
-,j HYORCCARbUh CCNG. PPM-G 1624. OD 1144.00
uX1UFl OF biTRUGtW "NL PPM 73.60 230.00
{,AkOLN MGNLX1UE LUNL. Pu1LtNT 0.13 U.O1
CARSON ULUA10E LGNC. PrHLkNT 3.11 5.47
OXYGEN LLNC. PERCENT 14.90 12.20
PRLP.	 TukuUt FT-Lb 42.3a
PREP.	 SPtEG NAM 9LO.LC 1800.00
UKY BULB TtMP UEu F 10.60 11.00
•tT t'ULd TEMP ut6 F 60.00 60.00
FUEL Aik kAllU LB&B U.U^634 U.u2111
FUEL AIR ELVIVALENLL RATIO -- 0.27 0.4u
LNUlhE	 PumtH Op 14.52
ubs BMEP PSI 45.31
085 SSFL
	
LbMIBHP-rest 0.583
tXHAUST MULE. wT.	 LB/Ld-MUL-- 28.95 26.94
ktT GORkEG l ION FAL Tilts -- 0.90483 0.92153
HC EMISSION RATt Lb/HR U. 13044 U. Ldl 63
HC MASS / MOUt La U.GO217 U.033b5
HC MASS / HATEV HP LbiHP
HC - PthLEhT OF keA STANVAkD
GO EMLSSIi .N kAir Lt! /Hk u. 1292C J.GL815
CO MASS / XUUt Ltl J.uJ215 O.JJ333
CO MASS / RATE4 hP Ld/HP
LO - PtkLENY OF EPA STANLAKU
NOX EMISSLLh RATt L8/HR 0.4J12L3 U. 11822
NUX MASS / MUJt Lb J.Uuu20 0.O21b7
ir1iX MASS / RATEU HP LB/HP
NUX- PERCENT Ur EPA STANOAKU
GALCULATtU FULL ALR kAT1U FROM i-,OiALST GAS ANALYSIS
CAL. FUEL AIR kAT111 LN/LB J.02045 0.0275W
DLFF. MkAS L LAL. F/A PFkCtNT 11.50 2.6b
RATED CID EXHAUST AV;i H2O IN AIR
HP INCW.so C - H FORMULA	 PERCENT
76.40 141.00 1.000
	 1.850 0.794
MIJUE 3 MODE 4 MODE 5 MODE 6 MODE 7
0.30 5.00 6.00 3.00 1.00
28.84 22.49 16.93 8.47 1.72
633.12 586.09 549.04 314.87 101.87
72.OU 37.00 52000 1184.00 1968.00
1140.00 849.00 814.00 230.00 110.00
0.41 J.01 0.01 0.01 0.13
9.LU 7.74 6.25 5.47 3.48
6.15 8.60 10.95 12.20 15.30
13.88 iJU.38 66.94 42.36
3000.00 3000.00 3000.00 180J.00 900000
12.00 74.90 74090 71.00 75070
6u.00 00.00 60.00 60.00 60.00
0.04589 0.03867 0.03108 U.04!712
U.bd 0.57 U.46 0.40
16.44 57.34 38.24 14.52
143.19 107.35 71 59 45.31
U.371 0.392 0.443 0.383
2d.92 28.93 28.94 28.94
0.69044 0.90919 6:92401 0.92153
u.022b8 0.01080 O.U14si 0.18353
U.0U011 0.00090 J.OUL41 0.00918
	
U.J4676
	 0.03895
	
0.03129	 0002190	 0.01889 0.03027 TA
	
1.d9	 0.74	 0.69	 2.88	 1i.08	 2.21 TA
TOTAL
27.30
j.UAY _	 [.t,..iL	 ..:,,4 ^F Y wi.6.	 rv.^.-J.<._.	 _.	
- 	
rst+[L'a•1 -T_s-i:^F^y
ai
i
'IE
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL
CASE I
DATA SOURCE: Southwest Research Institute (Ref. 10, pp. C-20 and C-25)
(Ref. 52)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: International Harvester Company
Cylinder Arrangement: I-6
Displacement 00): 407
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 112 hp at 2400 rpm
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE I
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP	 % r m BHP	 % rpm_
Idle,
	
In and Out - 600. - 700.
Taxi, In and Out - 1200. 11. 1800.
Take-Off 100. 100.% 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.% 73. 92.%
Approach 40. 87.% 47. 84.%
ASSUMPTIONS:
None
i
A -1'4
Imo-'
407 CID INTERNATIONAL FOUR-STROKE DIESEL
P6AkuAV
	 Futl HYU1LuLi Lfv-
	TAMu
J
Its hG Ab5 4.44kbW9
 f1A 116 Uwa F
r' 29.2Uu 1.0004 7w,Uu
UNITS r1UuE 1 MUUt 2
°= wn TIME In MUOE	 M ( ^uLTtS 1. 1:4 il.uu
G^ FUtL FLLM	 Ld/rift 1.10 9.1U
r+.^ AIR	 FL&W	 L6 /hX 2b2.i; G 71d.Uu
}
HV&kGCAR6C:N CCjWC.
	 PPM-L 515. U4. 5i5.u0
UX1ULS U- NITkU6kN (;tjNC PPA 116. GU 177.UU
CAk12CA MLNLAiUL WNC. PtkLENT U.C3 U.04
(.ARd4h L1i XluE LtiidL.	 Yt1KLk4il 1.41 2.51
UXYGtk CLNL.	 PLKLENT 115.10 11.!^U
PXCP.	 FUk%Ut	 FF-Ld 350ui
estop.	 SPEED	 RPM 7406.CC 1d0u.u0
UkY tULb IkMP	 UtLi t 74 . 00 14.0u
wtT tULd T kPW	 L)tG F 65.G a 6s.uu
ihGUCTI[ltr'AIK	 Ttt(P	 UtG F 14.60 74.UU
(-UEL ALK kAT14j	 LB/Lis (J.u0610 +3.01264
FUEL ALK EiLIVALeaLE kATIU -- U.C'r U.19
LNGINk ubSkkYrL Pumtk	 rip 14.00
G135 BMLP	 PSI 12.97
UES BSkL	 LdM 1bhF-HR U.756
kXhAL, SI	 M1.LL:.	 ail .	 Lbii b-K4LE 18.96 2d.96
a E1	 LL o Aatf; :l luN FALTuk	 -- U.E7436 U.90DI6
HL kPiSSWh RATt	 Ld/r[k u . u7d15 6.19601
HL MA» 1 MLSUt	 Ld 0.00130 0.03594
HL MASS l FATEU i-P	 Ld/HP
hC - PkhLrNT uF cPA STANDARD
C0 EM15S1Gh kAlc 	 Lb/ Hk O.Ubb98 U.2b454
LL) MASS / 14L+Ut	 Ld u.Uu145 u. 041150
LL MASS / kATED 17'0	 L1S/HP
LC - P"L LNT OF iPA STANUAKU
NUX LMISSILN RATE	 L131r1t 0.1)5228 ii.2073u
NUX MASS 1 MUUt	 Ld J.OUubl 4).J3801
NOX 14A55 / RATkU HP	 L,$/Hp
nrjA- PtKL:tNT 6F EPA STAN13AKO
CALCULAILU FUEL AIA RAT1Lh FRuA LXHAUST GAS AiVALYSIS
CAL.	 FULL Alk KATI .s	 L1i/Lis O.U0751 0.01243
RIFF. MLAS E CAL. F/A Pb(t<Ei1T 13.29 -1.6.3
KATEU CIG EXHAUST AVG H2O IN AIR
HP 414i;h**3 L - H FURNULA PFRGi=N1
113.Lu 40.UU 1.000	 1.850 1.161
MIJUE 3 MLidt 4 MUuk 5 MUUc 6 M11DE 7 TOTAL
u.1u 5.uu 6.00 3.00 1.00 27.30
46.60 34.10 22.40 9.10 1.70
945.LU 891.00 545.00 72d.00 282.00
1U41J.UU bou.OU 630.0u 555.00 575.00
144U.Uii 1154.OJ 538.00 177.00 116.00
U.[1 U.01 U.04 U.U4 0.03
6.7.z fdbd 5.40 2.51 1.41
o.3U 9.10 12.50 11.50 18030
131.39 1119407 131, i0 35.01
2huu.0u 21Ju.Ou 210U.U0 1800.UJ 700.00
74.u4j 75.Uu 15.00 74.01) 74.00
05.0u b7.00 6T.UU 65.00 65.00
74.uU 75.00 75.0 74.00 74.00
u.u4986 0.u3d70 U.UL6d4 0.01264 0.00610 0.020" TA
0.14 0.57 0. 40 0.19 0.09 0.30 TA
1L3.UU 62.8u 52.50 12.uU
ts7.96 70.05 44.65 12* 97
U.412 J.412 0.41? 01758
id. V2 21S.93 28.94 2d. 96 1d.96
0.92018 0.91042 0.91117 0.96516 0.87436
U.49414 U.2'4313 0 .26197 0. 14603 0.07S15
0.00141 J.J1443 0.01b2U O.U0980 u.0u130 0.101440.130090
47.25
t.U9646 0.63121 0.34151 0.26454 0.08698
U.Uij4a 0.051bu 0.0iL15 0.01323 0.00145 0.15986
0.00141
3.37
2.27151 L.69953 U.74183 0020730 0.05228•
U.u113 b 0.14163 u.07418 0.01031 0.00087 0.27728
O.QU245
163.59
0.04707 0.03833 U.01713 0.01243 0.00751 0.02043 TA
-5460 -0097 1.U9 -1.63 23.29 -0.18 TA
fFOUR-STROKE DIESEL
CASE 2
DATA SOURCE: Southwest Research Institute (Ref. 10, pp. C-48 and C-55)
( Ref. 52)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: Perkins Engines, Incorporated
Cylinder Arrangement: I-4
Displacement (in 3 ): 236
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 76 hp at 2500 rpm
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED
-	
ACTUAL
BHP rpm BHP rpm
Idle, In and Out - 600. - 600.
Taxi, In and Out - 1200. 9. 1450.
Take-Off 100. 100.E 100. 100.E
Climb 80. 90.% 67. 88.%
Approach 40. 87.E 45. 88.%
ASSUMPTIONS:
s Airflow for climb and approach modes determined as function
of rpm.
• Equilibrium values of 02 used for all modes.
A-I4
f236 CID PERKINS FOUR-STROKE DIESEL
PBARLAV FUEL HYORCGEN-	 TAMB RATED CID EXHAUST AV5 H2O IN AIR
IN HG A8S CARBON RATIO UEG F HP INCH**3 C - 04 FORMULA	 PERCENT
29.3u0 2.0000 72.30 75.60 236.00 1.000	 1.850 1.161
f; UNITS MODE i 800E 2 MODE 3 MODE 4 MOVE 5 MODE 6 MODE 7 TOTAL
tr TIME IN Mu DE MINUTES 1.00 11.00 0.30 5.00 6.00 3.00 1.00 27030.
C^ FUEL FLOW LBIHR 0.70 4.20 30.20 18.60 12.80 4.20 0.70
tY! AIR	 FLOP LB/Hk 157.00 385.00 580.00 522.00 522.00 385.00 157.00
HYDROCARBUN CONG. PPM-G 280.GO 194.00 38.00 180000 210.00 194.00 280400
UAIUES uF AITRLGEN CGNG PPM 74.00 177.00 1793.00 1618.00 814.00 177.00 74.00
GARBGA MLNLXLUk LUNG. PERCENT 0.02 0.03 0034 0.01 0.02 0.03 0,02
GARBCh UlLUX40E CONC. PERCENT 1.18 2.10 9.99 7.51 5021 2.10 1.18
OXYGEN CONC. PERCENT 19.20 17.20 4.56 9.54 13.01 L1.20 19020
PULP.	 TGRLUE FT-L8 24.99 165.44 127.30 85.28 24.99
PROP.	 SPEED RPM 600.06 1450.0x,1 2400.00 2100.00 2100.00 1450.00 600.00
URY BULB TEMP DtG F 75.04 75.00 MUD 73.00 73.00 75.00 75.00
WET EULb 'TEMP OEG F 67.00 67.00 61000 65.00 65.00 67.00 67000
1NOUCTION AIR TEMP OEG F 75.00 15000 75.u0 73.00 73.00 75.00 75000
>
1 FUEL ALK RATIO L8/L8 0.00451 0.01104 0.05271 0.03604 0.02480 0.01104 0.00451 0001862 TA
twn FUEL Alk E16UIVALLNCE RATIO -- 0.01 0.16 0.78 0.53 0.37 0.16 0.07 0.28 TA
tNGlht LBSERVEU POWER HP 6.90 75.60 50.90 314.10 6.90
085 BNEP PSI 15.97 105.11 81.34 54.49 15.97
OBS BSFC
	
LBM/BHP-HR 06609 0.399 0.365 0.315 0.609
EAHAUS7 MULL. WT.
	 LB/LB-MOLE L8.56 28.96 211.92 2de93 28494 26.96 28096
WET CORRECTION FACTOR -- 0.83060 0.97354 0.117917 0.89975 U.91705 0.97354 0.83060
HC EMISSION RATE LB/HR 0.02115 0.03616 0.01113 0.04666 0.05384 0.03618 ^=02115
HC MASS / MODE LB 0+00035 0.00663 u.00U06 0.00389 0.00538 0.00181 0.00035 0.01847
HC MASS / RATED HP LB/HP 0800094
HC - PtiLGENT OF EPA STANDARD 12.8&
CO EMISSiuN RATE LB/HK 0.02791 0.10090 1.98881 0.06542 0.10972 0.10090 0.02191
CO MASS / MOUE Ld 0.00047 0.01850 0.00994 0.00545 0.01097 0.00504 0.00047 0005081
GO MASS I RATEfl hP L81HP 0.00067
GO - PERCENT OF EPA STANDARD 1060
NOx LMISSIEN RATt LB/HR 0.01854 O.LO945 L.74064 L.39085 0.69197 0.10945 0.01854
NOX MASS If MOUE LS 0000031 0.02007 0.00870 0.11593 0.06920 0.00547 0.00031 0.21996
NOX MASS / RATLD HP LB/HP 0.00291
NOX- PERCENT OF EPA STANDARD 193.97
CALCULATED FUEL AIR RAIIU FROM EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS
CAL. FUEL AIR RATIO LB/Lb 0.00598 0.01,071 0.05305 0.03682 0.02562 0.01371 0.005911 0.01889 TA
OIFF. MEAS a CAL. F/A PERCENT 32.56 -3.01 0.64 2.17 3.31 -3.01 32.56 1.42 TA
Si
FOUR-STROKE DIESEL
CASE 3
DATA SOURCE: Southwest Research Institute (Ref. 5, P. B-2, Table B-3)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: Nissan Motors - Datsun
Cylinder Arrangement: I-4
Displacement (in 3 ): 132
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 70 hp at 4000 rpm
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP M rpm BHP (	 ) r m
Idle, In and Out - 600.	 - 1150.
Taxi, In and Out - 1200.	 - 1150.
Take-Off 100. 100.E	 100. 100.E
Climb 80. 90.x'	 75. 100.E
Approach 40. 87.;	 50. 100.E
ASSUMPTIONS:
• Equilib, •ium values of CO2 and 02 used for all modes.
• Fuel hydrogen to carbon ratio assumed to be 2.0.
A-lb
	i.090*2	 0.28918
	
0.00545	 0.02410
	
U.39980	 0.42688
	
0.00200	 0.03557
0.15294	 0002288	 0.02288
0.01'529	 0.00114	 0.00038
0.38654	 0.01941	 0.01941
0.03865	 0.00097	 0.00032
0.05018
0.00072
1.71
0.082350.00118
78.43
0.0b100 0.05249
0.90 0.78
70.04 52.56
!04.74 78.600.4o5 0.518
28.91 28.92
0.86024 0.88111
0.04374 0.03377
714.0001:0 0.00281
	0.012 3
	
0.01203 0.02599 14
	
0.18	 0.18	 0.38 TA
0.00576
0.00008
4.33
0.04087
,+.60
35.02
52.37
0.620
28093 28.96 28.96
0.90502 0.95887 0.95887
0.02134 0.00360 0000360
0.00213 0.013018 0.00006
F^
132 CID DATSUN FOUR-STROKE DIESEL
PBARUAV FUEL HVUROGEN-
	 TAMB
IN HG ABS CAR3UN KATI17 DEB F
14.700 2.0001; 8U.60
UNITS MOUE 1 MODE 2
11IlE	 1114	 044472 MINUTES 1 . 00 II.UU
FUEL FLAW L864HR 1.72 1.714
AIR	 FLOW LB/Hk 153.47 153.47
HYDROCARbou CONC. PPM-L 24.00 24.00
OXIDES OF NITROGEN CONL PPM 96. GC 98.00
CARBIih NLJvLX,14Jki CUNC. PERCENT U.01 0.01
CARSON UIUXIOE LuNG. PEKCtNT 14 . 30 2.30
OXYGEN GLNE. PERCENT 17.10 17.10
PROP.	 TOki.UE FT-LB
#Rap .	 SPkcl7 RPM i150.00 il's0.00
URY i!;ii-b TEMP Utb k 40-1560 80.50
H rl bUL8 104P uEG F 60.104 60.00
FUEL AIR RATIO L6 1LB u.011Z8 0.01124
FUEL AIk E4;U1VALENCt kATtu	 --- 0.17 0.17
tNGINE ObSLkVEu PI)WEK HP
085 BMEP PSI
085 d5Fc	 LdM/BIsP-HR
EAhAUST MOLE. ITT.	 Lb/1411-MULL 2.N.96 28.96
rEi CURRECTIUN FACTOR --- 0.96163 0.96163
HC LMISSIUN kATL LB)HR 0.00178 0.00116
HC MASS I MOUE LB U.ODUU3 0.[30033
H6 MASS / SATf@ hP LB/HP
HG - PERCENT 13F 6PA SIANOARu
CO tHISSIUN KATE L81HR 13. 01903 0.019177
Gu MASS I MOUL Ld 0.00032 0.00350
GO MASS / R ATEW HP L8/HP
GO - PkALIENT UJF EPA STANOARO
NOX E341SSICM RATE LB/HA 0.02416 0.0241a
NUX MASS / MU43L LS 0.00040 0.00443
NOX MASS i RATfU HP L8/HP
NOX- PERCENT OF EPA STANGARO
GALCULAIEU FUEL + 4R RATIO FROM EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS
CAL. FUEL Alit NA3IO LB& B U.U1144 0.01144
DIfF. MEAS S GAL. F/A PERCENT 1.47 1.47
RATED Gil} EXHAUST AVG H2O IN AIR
HP INCH**3 C - H FORMULA PERCENT
70.00 132.40 1.000	 1.850 0.621
NUDE 3 MODE 4 MOUE 5 N00E 6 MOUE 7
0.30 5.00 6.00 3.00 1.00
32.55 2725 21.70 1.85 1.85
537.1.4 522.59 534.49 154079 154.79
i60.bo 128.00 80.00 48.00 48.00441.00 488.00 437.00 711.00 78.00
0.20 0.05 0.03 0.62 O.OZ
11.90 10.35 8.18 2.46 2.46
1.65 4.30 7.95 16.90 16.90
91.96 69.01 45.98
4000.00 4000.00 4000.00 1150.00 1150.00
79.10 79.10 79.10 80.30 80.30bu.00 b43.00 60.00 60.00 60.00
	0406265	 0.05328
	 0.04125	 0.01223	 0.01223 0.02633 TA
	
2.70	 1.50	 0.92
	
1.72	 1.72	 1.34 TA
TOTAL
27.30
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP (Z) rpm BHP (%) rpm
Idle,	 In and Out - 600. 1. 770.
Taxi, In and Out - 1200. 6. 1800.
Take-Off 100. 100.% 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.% 75. 100.E
Approach 40. 87.E 44. 72.E
ASSUMPTIONS:
• Engine rated at 180 hp at 2500 rpm but emissions data taker
only up to 116 hp at 2500 rpm; assumed 116 hp at 2500 rpm
as 100% BHP/100% rpm take-off mode.
• Equilibrium value of 02 used for all modes.
TWO-STROKE DIESEL
DATA SOURCE: McCulloch Corporation (Ref. 53)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: McCulloch Corporation
Cylinder Arrangement: Radial-4
Displacement (in'): 180
Aspiration: Turbocharged
	
..••
Rated (Maximum) Power: 116 hp at 2500 rpm
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
A-18
10	 180 CID MC CULLOCH TWO-STROKE DIESEL
alb
c^
PbAkD
	 TfjkY	 T.4 i: T	 FUFLL HY;^kut;L,%-
	 TqMu	 RATLJ	 LIL,	 EXHAUST	 li2L Iii Ain
L14 HG ABS DEi. F	 3EG F	 C b ON ..T I 	 OEO r	 HP	 I NcH**_l	 L	 H FuKPAULA	 PLKL&J
30.050	 72.00	 56. uo	 1. (suoll
	 72. V%A	 lib. ")u	 16U. i;u	 I.Oui	 1. b-iu	 do 700
	
Ui, IT S	 4.:.-U,- 1	 i^LDE Z	 va-Liz :3	 4	 .,Iuuc tj	 r•.LJL)Z 6	 Muvr. 7	 TOTAL
TIME IN .4JOE	 ml;qu FE S	 1. cc	 11. J,)
	 u. 3 0	 5.Ou	 13 . J u	 3.uu	 1. Ju	 27.30
FULL FLOW	 Lb/HR	 2.1-1	 8.67	 55.20	 4U .4U	 24.30	 3.07	 2. L1
AIR FL Gh	 LuiriP.	 145.00
	
43 0 . u,)	 Ze- 5,;.. ..) 0 	 17.3 uu	 Iuub.uu
	 4sJ.JU	 114b. 0ij
HYDROCAR6 .JN (;Uf,;C.	 PPA-C A
	 42. t;(j	 336U.Lju	 IOU. Ju	 tj-*u.0j	 1.0^U.jo	 33(j0.00	 42. uu
UX IL) ES Ui- NITKU6rN ;;ON VVM n	 66. 60 	05.uu	 le-, u . %) il	 4,)9 .00
	 179.04	 a5.U0	 ao. Uu
C-Akbaiq MuNUXIOL Ljwt;. PLKUL,it	 U.03	 J.I_>	 U.uu	 J.03	 0-56	 0.15	 U. U3
LARijbN U16XIUE LUN(;. P L k (, c;,'q F	 3.600	 3 . lj,)	 :).Uu	 4. 15 	no.bu	 3.vij	 3. ou
OXYGEN cri-i c .	 PLK(;6l'J1	 15. 60 	 15.00	 i_S.Ou	 14.45	 12 . ,, U	 15.00	 15. du
PRLP. TLRQUE	 FT-L3 	 b.ct)	 19.uu
	
.:44. ;}0
	161;.iju	 L!>u.UU	 19.JO	 c'. Uu
PRO. SPLEU	 Apm	 770.00	 ldoo.ju	 Z7Wj.jv	 a50u.()u	 Li3uij.uu
	 1u0u.00	 1711. Ou
COULIviG AIR TEMP	 1) E Lp F	 72. GO	 72.4)u	 72.00	 12.07	 72.00	 IZ.UG	 12. Uu
INDUCTION AIR TkMP	 uucl F	 72. 44 	72.,)u	 irz.uu	 12.UL)	 71.UO	 71.00	 72.06
FULL A19KATI_	 03IL6	 J. ul d 13	 0.01uju	 u . 0L4L -t	 U.ut-itid	 U.02iJ33	 0.0i6,)G	 (D.ui413	 0.07174 TA
FUEL AIR EQUIVALEN4,E RATIU --	 0.26	 0.27	 U. J	 0.'33
	 6.41	 0.47
	
U. cu	 0.32 TA
ENGINE UBSERWLU PuviL-K	 hp	 U. ci ki	 6.51	 II".1S	 47.I1	 5I.41
	 1:.51	 U. klzi
LBS Btf.LP	 PSI	 2.51	 7 . ,it,	 104.21	 7&.bb	 02.83	 7.96	 2.51
aas BSFC
	 La.11iukiP-lik	 2.,iL7	 1.13"1	 u.415	 J . 'tb d+	 11.550	 1.239 	 2.9 u7
EXHAUST MULE. WT. LniLo-FOLE	 28.95	 Zd.97
	
2u.94	 2b.95	 Zoo 94	 26.95	 Zi. 9:;
Wk:r CUKRCCTIUN FA(;TLJP.	 0.9591) 7	 0.91if ui	 U.•j!)jj	 ,^
	
j	 J.557-t	 41.9.5133	 0.91,iva	 J.'Y:)Yij7
HC EMISSION RATE
	
Lj/.ii(	 U.00297
	
0. 70_247	 U.6t.415
	 0.131.:1
	
U.tj2ll4	 u. 1u;45	 U. uu.::91
HC MASS I MOVE	 Lis	 0.00UO5	 0. 12S3:j	 u.uu4.;l.,_	 L). 1Gj94	 i.u,;zll	 11	 7	 ij. uJiub	 0.3120e
HL 14ASS / KATED W	 Liabip	 0. 00269
HC - PERCENT OF EPA STANDAKU	 141.60
CO EMISSION RATE	 LtJAK	 0.04112	 0.561el	 I.z 15 v4	 0. u UO3u
	
3.35.;01	 u.:^o427	 U.U4!,LL
CU MASS I NUJE
	 Lb	 U. ou()W4	 0.1071Z	 U.uOuzu	 U.0417ii	 0.33580	 0.02,421	 c.uUuby	 U. 52158
LU MASS / RATt;U tiP	 LahiP	 0.00450
CO - PkkCLNI OF tPA STANuAk6	 10.7L
t4fiX EMISSION RATE	 L6/HP.	 0.02017
	 0. 0452}	 O.,Wd 21	 0.595U6	 J.2v4ZSZ	 U.U452J	 U. U2 J1 I
NOX MASS J tq[jl)E	 Lb	 U. OUOs 4	 G. GO `s.2 u	 U.Uu4J4	 J . J-4 992	 O.UZ1143	 u.uQz2rj	 (;.uuu.:s-&	 0.09463
NOX MASS I RATED HP	 Lb/HP	 0.00082
NOX- PERCENT OF EPA SIANDAKL)	 54.3E
CALCULATEU FULL AIR RATIU FR;:A cXHAUST GAS ANALYSE;
CAL. FUEL AIR RATI[j	 LB/L6	 5. 01 1100	 0. 02 069	 O.U4441	 U.%)1272	 0.0.'o97	 V.UZU69	 u.ulduu	 0.02272 TA
RIFF- HEAS L CAL. 1-/A PERt:EIJ	 -C. 70	 9.45	 -0.95	 -1.5!;	 4.Z6	 v.45	 -u.7U	 4.51 TA
I
THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION
CASE 1
DATA SOURCE: Ethyl Corporation (Ref. 51)
ENGINE DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: Chevrolet
Cylinder Arrangement: V-8
Displacement On'): 350
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 176 hp at 3600 rpm - standard induction system
183 hp at 3600 rpm - Ethyl TFS
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP ( q ) r m BHP M rpm
Idle,	 In and Out - 600. 2. 600.
Taxi, In and Out - 1200. 3. 1200.
Take-Off 100. 100.% 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.E 80. 90.%
Approach 40. 1	 87.E 40. 78.%
ASSUMPTIONS:
f NOx emission data not provided for take-off mode - used
approach mode value.
9 No data provided for climb mode - used take-off mode emission
data and fuel-air ratio. Calculated climb mode air and fuel
flows based on engine horsepower.
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Engine Description:	 1975 Chevrolet - 8.5 C.R. -Standard 4-Barret Induction System
t	 Engine Displacement: 350 CID
Engine Rated Brake H.P.:
Fuel Hydrogen-Carbon Ratio: 1.855 - Indolene + 3 g-n/gal TEL
s
N
w
MME
MAME
ENGINE CONDITIONS
REQUIRED
DATA REQUIRED ACTUAL ENGINE
CONDITIONS
ENGINE
BRAKE
HORSEPOWER
(3)
ENGINE
SPEED
FUEL
FLOW
(76/hr}
MASS
AIR	 FUEL-
FLOW OR A]R
(lb/hr)	 RATIO
INDUCTION AIR UPSTREAM
^HC
%ppmj
Nox
;ppm}
CO
(.)
CO
{_ 2}
02
(`:}
MANIFOLD
PRESSURE
(in.
H	 abs}
ENGINE
TORQUE
(ft/1 b}
ENGINE
SPEED
{rpm}
INDICATED
H.P. OR
FRICTIONAL
H.P,
TEMPERATURE
(	 F)
PRESSURE
(in,
Hq abs}
SPECIFIC
UMI01TYlb
Idle - 600 rpm 5.0 17.11 97 29.46 48 299 50 0.09 12.80 3.60 15.1 29.7 596
Taxi - 120D rpm 7.6 17.63 103 29.33 62 228 85 0.12 12.10 4.05 10.8 24.0 1204
Take-Off 100 100% 98.4 12.46 94 29.22 Sp 396 - 5.35 11.85 0.18 27.8 257.1 3600
Climb 80 9DA of Max.
Approach 50 77% of Max. 38.0 15.89 106 29.34 58 164 2525 0.28 13.50 2.15 18.4 113716 2800
. 	 µi	 ^	 ^	 e	 ! 	 , 	 r	 a	 . 	 o	 i 	
1	 t 	 3	 a	 +	 r
	 A-i	 r....:,.i
NOTES:
HC	 - Total hydrocarbons in ppm Cx Hy by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of Cx Hy {define x and y)	 x = 6
NOx	 - Total oxides of nitrogen in ppm by volume - Undiluted (o r) gm/hr of NOx (define x)	 x = 1
CO	 - Carbon monoxide in ppm or Z by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of CO
CO2	 - Carbon dioxide in ppm or Y by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of CO2
02	 - Oxygen in ppm or % by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of 02
350 CID CHEVROLET WITH STANDARD INTAKE MANIFOLD
PBAkU	 Iu1tY TMtT	 FUEL HVUkLGF5h-
1N HG A"	 4LG F JEG t LARBON kA31O
190300	 1GU.DU 7D.10 1.8550
UNITS MODL 1
1IMt Ih MULF MiNUTks 1. LC
FUEL fLOk LBJHk 5.L0
AIR	 FLOW L$JkW 85.55
NVUROCARWN C(JNL:. PAM-G 1794.00
uX1lJtS Uf h1iNU6t1i (;W*L PPM 1bO.00
GAAdCh MONGXILE LUNL. PkkCkN7 U. CS
CAjtBLN UIUXIUt CLING. PkRi;LNT 12.80
OXYGFh cbkc . PtKLtNT 3.6D
PRUP.	 ILKGut FT-LB 154:1.0
PROP.	 SPtkL RPM 596.L4
MFLU PKtSS URL	 IN r1G AbS Dk Y 15.10
IAMB HATED CID EXHAUST H2O IN AIR
JEG F HP INCH**3 C - H FORMULA PERCENT
IU0.40 176.20 350.00 1.000	 1.850 00890
MOUE 2 MOUE 3 MOUE 4 MODE 5 MODE 6 MODE 7
1L.00 0.30 5.00 6.00 3.00 1.00
7.60 98040 61.96 38.00 1.60 5.00
133.94 12-'6.0b 1021.00 603.82 133.99 85.55
1368.00 2376.UO '2376.00 984.00 1368.OU 1794.00
85.00 1525.00 2525.00 2525.00 85.00 50.00
0.1e. 5.35 5.35 0.28 0.12 0.09
12.10 11.85 11.85 13.50 12.10 12.80
4.05 U,18 0.18 2.15 4.05 3.60
24.OU 257.10 228.53 137.40 24.00 29.70
1104-UU 3600.u0 3240.00 2b00.00 1204.00 596000
LJ-BU 27.80 27.8u 18.40 10.80 15.10
TOTAL
27.30
0.06335 TA
0.92 TA
0.14942
0.00085
44.63
4.78710
0.02717
64.69
0.58769
0.00334
222.36
INQUCTIUN A1il TtMP uEG F luu.ua :Uu.uu
N	
FULL Alk kAILU Lb. J.05d57 0.05723
	
FUEL Alit &6UivALENGk kATIU -- 0.66 0.b3
E1uG1hE i.B.%k&VkL POoER	 HP -j.37 5.50
08S BMtP PSI 11.80 10.3%
OBS SSfC	 LbMidHP-Hk 1.464 1.IPl
rtAHAUS7 MULt. ail.	 LiJiLd-MLLL 211.91 28.92
MiJ CUKktC11UN FALiOk -- O.C16391 0.H8957
HC kM1SSIUN RATL LbJHK U.Libasu J. 08268
HL MASS J NGUt Lb 0.00115 0.01516
HC MASS J MATED hP Ltl/HP
HC - PtkLEhl OF tPA STANUAItu
CU tMiSSit+N KATE LB/HK 0.06978 0.14641
CU MASS J MuOE L8 U.LlUllb 0.02684
LO MASS it UATtL hP LBJHP
LU - PtkL.tbll	 UN tPA SIANUAkU
NUA &XISSPCN RAIL Ltl/HK U.uijb.27 0.01701
NuX MASS J W OL Ltl U.000LI 0.00311
NUX MASS / RATED HP LB/HP
NOX- PtJIGENT 9F kPA SIANOAKU
LALLULATLU FULL Alk kA1l1J FkUM 6AHAUST GAS ANALYSIS
LAL. iUtL AIR 1tAllu L8/L ii U.0-'I862 0.05082
UIFF. MLAS 6 CAL. F/A PEKCtNT -0.55 -0.12
100.00 LUO.Ou 100.00 100.00 100.00
U.OifU98 U.ut1099 U.Ub350 0.05723 0.05897
1.16 1.16 0.93 0.83 0.86
176.23 140.96 73.36 5.50 3.37
110.77 90.46 59.29 10.34 12.B0
U.558 J.581 0.518 1.381 1.484
27.92 27.92 28.91 28.92 28.91
U.66911 0.865119 U.88U59 0.88957 0.88391
1.35925 1.13208 0.2bb91 O.U8268 0.06890
U.00660 U.U9434 0.02669 O.U0413 0.00115
61.78664 51.46022 1.53327 0-14641 0.06978
0.30893 4.28635 0.15333 0.00732 0.00116
4.78986 3.98933 2.27112 0.01703 0.00637
0.02395 0.33244 0.22711 0.00085 0.00011
	
0.08051	 0.08051
	 U.06300	 0.05682
	 0.05862 0.06291 TA
	
-0058	 -0.60	 -0.78
	 -0.72
	 -0.59
	 -0.69 lA
y
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Engine Description:	 1975 Chevrolet - 8.5 C.R. - TFM with 4-Barrel Carburetor
Engine Displacement_ 350 CID
Engine Rated Brake H.P.:
Fuel Hydrogen-Carbon Ratio: 1.967 - IndDlene + 3 gm/gal TEL
1
N
ENGINE CONDITIONS DATA REQUIRED ACTUAL ENGINE
REQUIRED CONDITIONS
MASS INDUCTION AIR UPSTREAM MANIFOLD INDICATED
PPESSURE
si^El[CITYBRAKE
7EP
FUEL AIR	 OR FUEL- PRESSURE ENGINE ENGINE H.P. OR
FADE  ENGINE FLOW FLOW	 AIR TEMPERATURE (in • (grains/ HC f;Or. CO LO2 0^ (in. TORQUE SPEED FRICTIONAI
NAME SPEED (lb/hr) (lb/hr)	 RATIO (°F) Hg abs) lb_ ( ppm ) (p pm) (.) ..) Hg abs) (ft/lb) (rpm) H.P.
Idle - 600 rpm 5.1 17.26 96 29.18 37 228 60 0.10 2.50 3.50 14.7 29.8 602
Taxi - 1200 rpm 7.7 17.62 94 29.18 21 141 83 0.11 2.25 4.00 10.7 24.3 1202
Take-Off 100 100% 96.5 12.26 98 28.98 28 275 - 5.9 1.60 0.10 27.9 266.2 3603
Climb 90 90% of Max.
Approach 50 77% of Max. 36.8 1fi.06 104 29.60 14 77 1 2800 10.13 3.40 1 2.00 1	 18.8 1137.3 2800
HC -	 Total hydrocarbons in ,:am Cx Hy by volume - Undiluted {or) gm/hrof Cx Hy (define x and y)	 x = 6
NOx -	 Total oxides of nitrogen in Rpm by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of NO', (define x)	 x = 1
OD -	 Carbon monoxide in ppm or E by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of CO
CO2 -	 Carbon dioxide in ppm or % by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of CO2
02 -	 Oxygen in ppm or % by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of 02
i350 CID CHEVROLET WITH ETHYL TURBULENT FLOW MANIFOLD
P8AR4
	
IURy 1wrT FULL NYURLSGEN-
1N NO ASS	 UtCs F ULG F GAKSUN RATlu
19.2uu	 id .430 02.00 1.9[x70
UNITS MOUE 1
I1ML IN MULiE MINUILS 1.00
FUEL FLO w LS INK 5.10
AIR	 FLUYI Ltl/Hid 86. G3
NVORGCARBUN CUNC. PPM-C L36ts.JO
UAIOLS OF NITKU60d LGn1L PP14 60.GiO
CARSGN MGNOx1UE WNL. PtKGkNT u. LO
GARHGA ULOAtat GONG. PkKGtNT 12.513
uAv&vkts LurC. Ptx'ENI 3.50
PMW.
	 ToRwit FT-Ltl 29.641
Paw .	 SPEEQ App 6U2.G0
RF1611 PRES$W* 	 IN HG ASS UAW 14.743
TAMS RATED CIO) EXHAUST H2O IN AIR
Ilk  F HP INCH**3 C - H FORMULA	 PERCENT
98.00 182.60 350.00 1.000	 1..850 0.365
NUDE 2 "WE 3 MOUE 4 MODE 5 MOUt 6 MUDE 7
11-u0 0.30 5.UO 6000 3.00 1.00
7.10 96.50 80.85 36.80 7.70 5.10
L35.61 1183.U9 991.00 591.01 135.67 88.03
846.00 16JO.U0 1050.00 462.00 846.00 1368. 00
83.00 2800.00 2duu.00 1800.00 63.00 60.000.11 50 90 5.90 0.13 0.11 0.10
12.25 11.6u 11.60 13.40 12.25 12.50
4.00 0.10 0.10 2.00 4.00 3.50
14.30 266-20 236.62 137.30 24.30 29.80
1202400 3603.00 3244.70 2800.00 1202.00 602.00
10.70 27.90 27.90 Ld.80 10.70 14.70
TOTAL
27.30
0.06310 TA
0.93 TA
0.094950.0005227.37
5.068290.02776[x6.09
0.6379L
0.00349
232.90
INDUCT IGN •lit TEMP ukit F 98.00 98000
tv fta AIR RATIO Lkl/LS U. 058L5 0.05096
xP FUEL Alk EGOIVALENLt RATIO -- U. d6 O.LS4
tNfilht uSSt8VE13 Pii*LR HP 3.42 5.56
085 dMLP PSI 12.84 10.47
USS SSFL	 L8M/8NP-Hw L0493 1.305
txnAUll ROLE. MT.	 Lis/Ltl-MOLk 26.91 28.91
rET GURR"T1UN FAI:TUR -- U.68012 0.89110
HC LHISSlUh #LA'fk Ld/HR O.Ob411 0.05186
HC MASS I MGOt LO U.oQuil0 0.0095L
HC MASS • BATED HP LS/LIP
HG - PERCENT uF EPA STANDARD
L,O EMISSIUM KATE L84HK U.07994 0.13614
Cu MASS / xGUt Lts O.LLU133 0.02496
Ca MASS / AATEU HP L8/HP
CO - PtxLFNl uF EPA SIANuARU
NUX EMISS149iN RAIL LS/HR 4000788 0.01687
NOX MASS / MOUE Lss 0.00013 0000309
N1AX MASS I KATEO HP L8/HP
N"- PtOLE013 LIf LOA STANOAKU
LALCULATEU FULL Alit RATIO ERGM FXHAUSi GAS ANALYSIS
LAt. kUtL AIR RAILU LS/LS u.J5806 O.U5638
L11FF. MEAb G CAL. F/A PEKi6tNI -0. 15 -L.02
98.00 98.00 98.00 98000 90000
0.08186 U.08188 0.06249 0.05696 O.U5815
1.11 1.21 0.92 0.84 0.86
181.62 146-09 73.20 5.56 3.42
114.69 LO1.95 $9.16 LO.47 12.84
0.526 u.553 0.503 1.385 1.493270731 27.78 28.91 28.91 28091
U087178 0.87186 0.88202 0.89110 0.68612
0.91919 0.77001 0.12278 0.05186 0.05417
0000460 0.06417 0.01228 0.00259 0.00090
bb.35297 5a.56820 0069745 001361; 0.07994
0.33176 4.63235 0.06975 0.00681 0.00133
5.17234 4.33320 2.46745 0.01687 0000788
0.02586 0.36110 0.24675 0.00J04 0600013
	U.0807 	 0.08076	 O.J6225
	 0.05638
	 0.05806 0.06253 TA
	
-1.35	 -1.37	 -0.39	 --1.02
	 -0.15	 -0.91 TA
^.4
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THERMAL FUEL VAPORIZATION
CASE 2
DATA SOURCE: Ethyl Corporation (Ref. 51)
ENGIN€ DESCRIPTION:
Manufacturer: BMW
Cylinder Arrangement: I-4
Displacement (in 3 ): 121.3
Aspiration: Natural
Rated (Maximum) Power: 100 hp at 5200 rpm - Standard induction system
103 hp at 5200 rpm - Ethyl TFS
OPERATING CONDITIONS:
MODE
REQUIRED ACTUAL
BHP rpm BHP (%) rpm
Idle,	 In and Out - 600. 1. 950.
Taxi,	 In and Out - 1200. 6. 1600.
Take-Off 100. 100.% 100. 100.%
Climb 80. 90.% 80. 90.%
Approach 40. 87.% 31. $9.%
ASSUMPTIONS:
• NOx emission data not provided for take-off mode - used approach
mode value.
• No emission data provided for climb mode - used take-off mode
data and fuel-air ratio. Calculated climb mode air and fuel
flows based on engine horsepower.
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Engine Description:	 1973 BMW 4-Cylinder - 9.0 C.R. - Production Intake System with Staged 2-Barrel Carburetor
Engine Displacement:: 	 121.3 CID (1988 CC)
Engine Rated Brake H.P.:
Fuel Hydrogen-Carbon Ratio:
	
1.853 - Indolene } 3 gm/gal TEL
MODE
NAME
ENGINE CONDITIONS
REQUIRED
-	
DATA REQUIRED ACTUAL ENGINE
 CONDITIONS
ENGINE
BRAKE
HORSEPOWER
M _
ENGINE
SPEED
'UE'_
FLOW
(lb/hr)
MASS
AIR	 FUEL-
FLOW OR AIR
(lb/hr)	 RATIO
INDUCTION AIR UPSTREAM
HC(ppm} NOx
(pp"')
CO
{	 }
CO
(
02
C )
MAN IFOLD
PRESSURE
(in.
Hg abs)
ENGINE
TORQUE
(ft/lb)
ENGINE
SPEED
(rpm)
INbICATED
H.P.	 OR
FRICTIONAL
H.P.
TEMPERATURE
(°F)
PRFSSURE
(in.
Hq abs)
FIC
HUMIDITY
(grains/
Idle - 600 rpm 2.5 13.98 89 29.17 38 561 90 2.00 13.65 0.70 10.17 2.5 950
Taxi - 1200 rpm 5.0 j 13.35 89 29.7 3B 604 245 2.90 13.90 0.30 11.17 16.0 1600
Take-Off 100 1001. 49.2 12.93 92 26.81 46 407 - 4.05 12.80 0.15 27.01 101.4 5200
Climb 90 90% of Max.
[Approach qp 691. of Max. 17.3 14.48 95^ 29.40 1	 22 414 1950 1.30 13. 80 0.95 16.$0 45.6 3600
NOTES:
	
HC - Total hydrocarbons in ppm Cx Hy by volume - Undiluted
	 (or) gm/hr of Cx Hy
	
(define x and y) x = 6
	
NOx - Total oxides of nitrogen in ppm by volume - Undiluted
	 (o r) gm/hr of NOx	 (define x)
	
x = 1
% by volume
	 - Undiluted	 (or) gm/hr of CO
by volume	 - Undiluted	 (or) gm/hr of CO2
Me	 - Undiluted	 (or) gm/hr of 02
L^"rr
f.
i
121 CID BMW WITH STANDARD INTAKE Mr1NIFOLD
PnAkU	 I URY IWL7	 FULL HYUK66k1v-
1N hG ABS
	
LLG F ytG F CAKdUjr KAt1U
29.14U
	 5r1 .3U bl.t0 1.0370
UNITS MOOL L
11Mt IA MuLk 111NtA1ES l.Uu
FULL FLGM L t1/H1t 1.51:
AIR	 FLOr Lti/HR 34.95
HYi)kGCAABUN CURL. PPM-C 33G6.i:L
uAIUtS uF A11R1U6L1* LoWL PPM 9U.4JU
CAKdUN MLNLAIOL CUNC. PEKLtNT 1.LG
CARSON UIUXIUt CONC. PEKCENI 13.E5
UXYGEN C(jNC. PtxLENT U. 711
PAQP.	 TLRiUt FT-Lb 2.50
PROP.	 SPttL RPM 95u.GL
MFLU P1tESSURt	 IN HG AdS UKY 1U.17
TAMS KATtU GIU EXHAUST H2O IN AIR
UE6 F HP INCH** 3 L - H FURMULA	 PERCENt
91.341 IUU.4U 121.30 L.UUu	 1.850 0.528
motif 2 !k(il)t	 3 MOUL 4 MOOS 5 Nuut 6 MOUE 7
11.UU U.Jo S.OU 6.UO 3.00 L.UO
5.00 49.20 41.81 17.30 5.GG 1.50
oo.75 636.16 541.OU 25U.50 bb.15 34.95
3b24.JU 2442.00 2442.UU 2484.00 367.4.00 3366.00
245.UU 195tr.0U I95U.J0 1950.UO 241.00 90.00
C.90 4.U5 4.05 1.30 2.90 2.00
12.90 L2.SU 12.64 13.60 12.90 13.65
U.30 0. L5 U.15 U.95 0.30 0.70
Ld.00 101.40 913.14 4-5.60 16.00 2.50
1600.00 5ti3U.O0 468U.OU 3600.00 L600.00 950.00
L1.17 27.01 27.01 16.80 L1.L7 10.17
i	 1
TOTAL
27.30
1h&,UCT10k Alft TfMP utc 1• S1.3rr 91.30
iV }UEL Alk RATIU LB/LB 0.07191 0.U753U
FUEL AIR OGLIYALENLE kA110 -- 1.C5 L.IU
ENG1At Ubstkvili PUWLK HP U .45 5.411
085 04" PSI 2.11 22.36
UBS SSFL	 LbM/SHP-HK 54521, 0.912
EXhAUS1 MULL. at.	 Lb/LB-MGLL 28.63 28.36
rt1 CUKittL1I0N FAL.FUK -- U.87063 0.87227
HL JMIS51Lh AAtt Lb/tsk U.U5320 0.11097
HL MASS / MCwt Lb O.ODU89 U.OZ034
HC MASS / RAILL hP Lb/HP
HC - Pt"khii Aif tPA STANOAKU
Cu 0415SIfJ" KA 1t LS/HK U.63d14 1.792bb
Cu MASS / H wt LB 0.01064 0.32665
CU MASS / -KAI L,. HP L 8/HP
LU - PEki:EN1 uF tPA STANOA"
Nux tMISSIL& RATE LS/HK U.Ou472 0.024bb
N11X MASS / MU41t Lb U.G0UG8 0. 00456
N1,X MASS / RATtL HP L8/HP
NOX- Pt+tLEK uF tPA STANOAkU
LALLLLATtIU	 Ali( AA11D FRUM EXHAUST 6AS ANALYSIS
CAL. FULL A1K KA110 LS/LS U.071_131 0.01544
U1FF. MLAS C CAL. F/A PtRLtNt 0.13 O.Lb
9i.tu 9L.3U 91.3u 91.30 91.30
U.01775 U.u7769 0.06943 U.U7530 0.07191 0.07423 TA
1.13 1.13 1.UL 1.10 1.05 1.08 TA
LU0.4u 60.32 31.26 5.48 0.45
126.06 11.2.06 56.69 22.38 3.11
0.454 0.521 0.553 0.912 5.528
24.17 20.17 28.83 28.36 28.63
0.87036 U.670L1 0.87495 0.87227 0.87053
U.T1755 U.6U991 0.28U11 U.11U97 0.05320
0.00359 U.05083 U.02601 0.00555 U.00089 0.11009
U. U0110
57.71
24.02402 20.42UJU !.95937 1.79266 0.63814
U."012 1.70169 0.29594 0.08-563 0.01064 2.55730
0.02547
60.65
1.59996 1.!1496 0.725114 U.02488 0.00472
U.JU95U 0.13456 U.07291 U.00124 0.00008 0.22296
0.00222
148.04
u.07760 0.0776U 0.06943 O.U1544 0.01201 0.07429 Tit
-0.19 -0.12 O. U1 0.18 0.13 0..08 TA
^s
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Engine Description:	 1973 BMW - 4-Cylinder .. 9.0 C.R. - TFM with Staged 2-Barrel Carburetor
Engine Displacement:	 121.3 CID (1968 CC)
Engine Rated Brake H.P.:
Fuel Hydrogen-Carbon Ratio: 1.855 - Indolene + 3 gm/941 TEL
N
GD
MODE
NAME
ENGINE CONDITIONS
REQUIRED
DATA REQUIRED	
-
ACTUAL ENGINE
CONDITIONS
ENGINE
BRAKE
HORSEPOWER
(^}
ENGINE
SPEED
FUEL
FLOP!
(lb/hr)
MASS
AIROR FUEL-
FLOW	 AIR
(lb/hr)	 RATIO
INDUCTION AIR UPSTREAM
HC
(ppm)
r10x
; ppm)
CO
(:.)
COZ
(;.)
02
(:}
MANIFOLD
PRESSURE
(in.
Hg abs)
ENGINE
TORQUE
(ft/1b)
ENGINE
SPEED
(rpm)
INDICATED
H.P. OR
FRICTIONAL
H.P.
TEMPERATURE
(°F)
PRESSURE
(in.
Hg abs)
NUM	 TY
(grains/
lb
Idly - 600 rpm 2.5 15.86 93 29.40 25 190
135 0.17 13.3 2.00 12.10 3.2 950
Taxi - 1200 rpm 5.0 15.18 94 29.40 25 360 620 0.30
14.25 1.25 12.20 16.4 160D
Take-Off 100 1001. 49.5 12.88 83 29.30 34 372
- 4.15 12.10 2.30 27.00 03.5 5200
Climb 80 90% of Max.
Approach 40 87% of Max. 17.5 18.19 96 29.39 
v
53 243 630 011.75 4.60 1	 20.89 44.6 3600
NOTES_
HC	 - Total hydrocarbons in ppm Ex Hy by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of Cx Hy (define x and y)	 x = 6
NDx	 - Total oxides of nitrogen in ppm by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of NOx ldefine x}	 x = 1
CO	 - Carbon monoxide in ppm or % by volume - Undiluted (or) gm/hr of CO
CO2	 - Carbon dioxide in ppm or S by volume - Undiluted or) gm/hr of CO2
02	- Oxygen in ppm or S by volume - Undiluted (or) gWhr of 02
121 CID BMW WITH ETHYL TURBULENT FLOW MANIFOLD
PBAKG	 IUitV Irtl	 FUEL HVOKLGtild-	 TAMtl RATLU Elu EXHAUST 020 IN AIR
IN HG Ab$	 GIG F UEG F LARbUN KAIIU LIE  F HP INCH**3 C - H FORMULA	 PERCENT
29.400	 41.bu o2.(0 1.8550 91.5(1 102.50 L23.30 1.000	 1.850 0.511
UNITS 140111	 1 mUUE 2 MODt 3 MUDI; 4 MUDS 5 MOUE 6 MODE 7 TOTAL
TIME 16 Mube nuNOItS L.LO 1L.uU 0.313 5.00 6.00 3.00 1.00 27.30
FUEL. FLUIN L it/HK 2.50 5.UJ 49.50 *6.33 17.60 5.00 2.50
AIK	 FLGr Lfs/HR 39.65 75.90 637.56 597.00 320.14 75.90 39.65
HVUKJ.CAKbOh GUNC. PPM-L 114G.00 2100.00 1232.00 2132.00 1458.00 2160.00 1140.00
uxiut5 uF hiTKUtith t;uki- PNM 135.i;o 040.Uu e20.00 620.00 600.00 620.00 135.00
LAKBLN MLN4XIUt LONG. PtK+.tNT 0.11 J.3U 4.LS 4.15 0.16 0.30 0.17
CAP.SLN UIUXILt CQNC. PEBLENT 13.$0 14.16 L2.10 12.10 11.75 14.25 13.80
uXVGEN CONE. PtkLENT 1.L0 1.25 2.30 2.30 4.150 1.25 2.00
PRUP.	 T4k4Uk FT-Lb 3.2D 18.40 iO3.50 92000 44.60 18.40 3020
P6tIW.
	
SPIEL i1PM 950.G0 1600.uu 5200.00 4660.00 3600.00 1600.00 950.00
NkLD PNtSSUItt
	
IN HG Atib Lilt V 11.10 L2.2J 27.4j0 27.00 213089 12.20 12.10
INDUCTION AYR TkMP Dtb F 91.50 91.50 91.50 91.50 91.513 91.50 91.50
uEL AIR "TAU L8/L6 0.0633$ 0.06621 0.07dJ4 U.U7800 U.0552b O.u6621 0.06338 0.06589 TA
.O f-UtL AIR h4u1VALCNCE RATIU -- 0.91 0.91 1.14 1.14 0.81 0.97 0.92 0.96 TA
thGlbt LbSERVi g PNKEK HP 0.58 5.61 L02.48 111.98 30.57 5.61 0.58
abs BMEP PSI 3.52 22.50 126.58 112.52 54.55 22.50 3.91
OBS d5kc	 LbM /BHP-Hk 4.31S 0.892 0.483 0.565 0.576 U.892 4.319
EAHAUSI MOLt. Wf-	 LB /LB-MULE 28.51 28.91 28.14 28015 28.92 28.91 28.91
llti I.uKktLILUN tAt.lGk -- 09iII942 0.67496 0.90142 0.90226 U.89490 0.87496 0.87942
HC EMISS3Uh KATE Lb/HR 0.02028 (1.07339 U.bbb01 U.64217 0.21144 0.07339 0.02028
HL MASS / MLUt Lb 0.00034 U.01345 U.OU343 0.05351 0.02114 0.00367 0.00034 0.09589
HL MASS / RATIO i'1' LS/HP 0.00094
HG - PEAL W uF IPA STANUARLP 49.24
Cu kNISSIUM RATE LS/HK U.u6Y05 0.20576 25.74953 14.10400 0.46842 0.20576 0.06105
LU MA" / ML#UE LB U.uu1117[ 0.03174 0.12875 2.00861 (1.0468.0 0.01029 0.00102 2.23430
CL MASS / RAT&& HP L81HP 0.02180
C0 - PtkL tNT QF EPA STANDARD 51.90
NOX EMISSIGN kATL LS /HR 0.0L796 0.06985 U.631rist 0.59150 0.28853 0.06965 0.00196
NOX MASS / MUUE L8 0.00013 0.01281 0.00316 0.049X9 0.02885 O.UO349 0.00013 0.09787
NUX M455 / RATEO HP 4.61HP 0.00095
Nux- PtatC.tlll uF kPA STANOAKL+ 63.65
GALLULATFLI 1044 Atli RATYU FROM kAHAUST "S ANALvzLS
I.AL.	 rutL .AIK 6LA1110 L8/Ld 0.06337 0006639 0.07095 0.07095 0.05526 0.06639 0.06337 0.06461 TA
D1FF. MtA1 L CAL. F/A POLCENI -u.41 0.26 --9.08 -9.04 -0.00 0.26 -0.01 -1-9? TA
Additional firms were contacted (Refs. 55 through fib) but were unable to
provide emissions data due to proprietary reasons or lack of suitable
data.
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APPENDIX B. EXHAUST EMISSIONS
CALCULATION PROCEDURE
E
I	 I	 i	 I!	 I
f I.	 THE COMBUSTION EQUATION
Y	
The chemica l.
 equation for the combustion of a hydrocarbon fuel
s
in air can be represented symbolically by:
Fuel + Air	 Products of Combustion
To be able to deal mathematically with the combustion equation, it must
be written in a form such that the coefficients, representing the quanti-
ties of each constituent, are known by virtue of measurement or are
calculable using the principles of mass conservation or chemical equilibrium.
7	 The combustion equation used as the basis for the emissions
`	 calculations is:
Atmospheric
7	
F^ uel	 Air	 Humidity
...,. 	 (Mf)	 Cx Hy + ( Ma) [02 + (3-72744) N2 + (0.04451) Ar ] + (Mw)
	
1120 ---^
(M 1 )	 H2O + (M2)	 CO 2 + (M 3 )	 CO + (MO • NO + (M 5 )	 02 +
.s
+ (MO
	 Cp Hq + (M7 )	 H2 + (Mg)	 N 2 + (Mg)	 Ar + (M lp) NO2 +
+ 
(M11)	 C
where
.; Mi is the number of lbm-moles of the i th constituent. One
lbm--mole (pound-mass mole) of a substance is a quantity of
that substance in pounds -mass, numerically equal to the
j	 molecular weight of the substance in atomic mass units.
One 1bm-mole of water 020), therefore, would have a mass
of (2) (1,008) + 16 = 18.016 1bm.
Cx Hy - a pure hydrocarbon fuel containing x atoms of
carbon and y atoms of hydrogen ip each molecule
OZ	
- oxygen
N2	 - nitrogen
Ar	 - argon
H2O
	 - water (vapor)
CO2	 - carbon dioxide
l
CO	 - carbon monoxide
NO	 - nitric oxide
s-1
A
NO2	 - nitrogen dioxide
Cp Hq -- unburned hydrocarbon exhaust product containing
p atoms of carbon and q atoms of hydrogen in
each molecule
H2	 -- hydrogen
C	 - solid carbon
TCM represents the fuel, CxHy, as a pure hydrocarbon molecule.
Fuel additives containing elements other than hydrogen and carbon such
as antiknock agents, deposit modifiers, detergents, etc. are ignored in
the combustion equation since they are deemed negligible. The fuel
molecule, CXHy, then is representative of a nominal or average hydrocarbon
molecule with a ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms of y/x. Although the
actual values of y and x for the gasoline vary considerably and no specific
values can be assigned to them in our simplified fuel molecule, the ratio
of hydrogen to carbon atoms in 100/130 octane aviation gasoline can be
measured and remains relatively constant at a value of about 2.125.
Likewise, the unburned hydrocarbon constituent in the exhaust_
may contain several species of hydrocarbons, but a ratio of q/p of 1.85
has been suggested to represent the average ratio of hydrogen to carboi,
in the exhaust hydrocarbon pollutant. This value, however, for the
purpose of this analysis will be considered unknown.
11.	 BALANCING THE COMBUSTION EQUATION
By the principle of conservation of mass, we know that the atomic
quantities introduced into the engine induction system must also be present
in the exhaust even though they are rearranged into different molecules
by the combustion chemical reaction. Hence, all the carbon atoms entering
the engine in the form of hydrocarbon fuel molecules must be present in
the exhaust in the form of CO, CO2, and Cp Hq. This atom-balancing tech-
nique provides us with a system of equations by which we may solve for
unknown quantities.
Going back to the original combustion equation, we eliminate solid
carbon, C, and nitrogen dioxide, NO2 (it has been found that NO2 does not
exist in any significant quantity for our engines), and then divide each
molar value on both sides of the equation by the sum of the molar values
on the right-hand side. The equation them becomes
(m f) • Cx Hy + (ma) 102 + (3-72744) N2 + (0.04451) Ar] + (mw) • H2O ---->
(m l ) ' H2O + (m2) • CO 2 + (m3) - CO + (MO ' NO + (m5) - 02 +
(m6 ) • C  Hq + (m7 ) - H2 + (MO • N2 + (mg) • Ar
B-2
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j
1
where
Mi	 }
mi	
M1 +M2+M3+M4+Mg+M6+M2+M8+M9
Thus, every molar coefficient on the right--hand side of the equation is
now expressed in mole fractions such that
	
3
MI +m2 +m3+m4 +m6 +m6 +m7 +ma+mg = 1.0.
This is done for convenience, and the reason for it will be demonstrated 	 pi
later.
The nine products of combustion represent an estimated 99.998%
of the chemical composition of an equilibrium mixture at exhaust gas
temperatures below 3,000°R.
An oxygen balance results in Equation (1):
2ma+mtr =
 m l +2m2+m3+m4+2m$
or
m l = 2ma + mw " 2m2 -- m3 _ m 4 _ 2m5 (1)
A carbon balance gives Equation (2):
x	 mf =
 m? +m 3 + P . m6
or
mf	
mz+mg+p . m6
(2)
X
Since our measurement of C 	 Hq is in parts per million carbon equivalent,
we can represent C 	 Hq as CHq / p .	 Equation (2) then becomes
m	
m2 + m 3 + m6
f	
`
(2)x
The remaining atomic balances are as follows:
Hydrogen Balance:
	 y•mf + 2mw = 2ml + P m6 + 2m2 (3)
Nitrogen Balance:
	 (3.72744)	 (2) ma = m4 + 2mg (4)
Argon Balance:	 (0.04451) ma = mg. (5)
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III.	 THE WATER CORRECTION FACTOR
Since, CO, CO 2 , and 02 are measured on a dry volumetric basis
(the water vapor being removed from the exhaust sample before measurement),
and HC and NO are measured on a wet volumetric basis, we must determine
the amount of crater vapor removed from the dry sample in order to correct
all measured values to either a dry or a wet volumetric basis for cal-
culative purposes. In doing this, we are solving for one of the unknowns,
i.e., ml (H20).
We can define the fuel to dry air mass ratio as
f	 mf (12.011 x + 1.008 y)
A	 ma (138.2689)	 (6)
where
(12.011 x + 1.008 y) = fuel molecular weight
and
138.2689 = pounds-mass of air
per lbm-mole of oxygen.
The specific humidity, or water vapor to dry air mass ratio is
W	 mw (18.016)
A	 ma (138.2689)	 (7)
By substituting Equations (2), (6), and (7) into Equation (1)
and rearranging the terms, we have
W 
(m2 + m3 + m6 ) (12.011 + 1.008 X)
	m
.J
l	 ^2 + 7.67478 A^ 138.2689 (f/A)
- 2m7 - m3 - m4 - 2m5	 (8)
For clarity, Equation (8) may be rewritten using chemical symbols to
represent the mole fraction for each constituent
	
W	 (CO2 + CO + HC) (12.011 + 1.008 Y)
H2 O =	 2 + 7.67478 A
	 138.2689 (f/A)
- 2CO2 - CO - NO - 20 2	(9
Equation (9) then represents the total water vapor (humidity plus water
of combustion) contained in the exhaust gas with each constituent measured
on a wet basis.
. n
. ;
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Refining the water correction factor as
Cw = 1.0 - H 2O
	
(10)
we can convert the entire Equation (9) to dry basis measurements by
dividing by (1.0 - H20)
	
1 20	 W	 ^CO2dry 
+ COdry + LCHZOI 12.011 + 1.008 
x)
1-H 0 r	
2 + 7.67478 ^	 -	 —	 -
	2 	 138.2689 (f/A)
-- 2CO2dry - C-dry - 10H20 - 202dry	 (11)
where
CO2wet
CO2dry -	 , etc.1 - 1120
The solution to Equation (11) may be obtained iteratively by
assuming a value for H 2O on the right-hand side of the equation, solving
for H 2O on the left-hand side, using this new value for H 2O on the right-
hand side, and repeating the process until satisfactory agreement has
been obtained between the assumed and calculated values. Using this
scheme, convergence is obtained usually within four iterations, starting
with H2O equalling zero on the right-hand side of the equation.
A more expansive chemical equilibrium calculation was made over
the normal range of fuel air ratios, considering the products of combus-
tion to include: C, A, CO, CO2, H2, H2O, N2; 0 2 , 0, OH, H, NO, N, NH3, and
CH 4 . The maximum error determined in the calculation of water vapor using
our abbreviated product of combustion equation was less than one-half of
I percent.
The solution to the wet correction factor then was obtained by
using five equations [(1), (2), (6), (7), and (10)] involving five unknowns:
ma , mw, m l , mf , and Cw. The assumptions made in order to effect a solution
to the water correction factor are:
9 The combustion equation represents all of the elemental
constituents involved in the actual combustion process.
r The ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms for all 100/130
octane aviation gasolines remains constant at (y/x).
B-5
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While there are similar methods which can be used to calculate the water
correction factor, it is believed that this method involves the use of
the least number of assumptions leading to the most accurate estimate r
of Cw based on the quantities currently being measured.
IV.	 CALCULATION OF MASS EMISSION VALUES
As mentioned previously, the raw emissions are measured on a 	
_..
volumetric basis in percent or parts per miilion. In order to determine
the emissions based on the requirements of the EPA Standards, these
volumetric values must be converted to volumetric flow rate and then to
mass flow values in accordance with Equation (12).
pollutant	 exhaust
mass	 volumetric	 x Pollutant	 pollutant.
emission	 flow	 volumetric	 " density	
(12)
rate	 rate	
concentration
For this equation, the pollutant densities are specified in the
Federal Register at a standard pressure and temperature of 760 mm H g and
68°F. The values of pollutant volumetric concentrations (CO, HC, NOx)
are measured, and, in order to calculate the mass emission rates, the
exhaust volumetric flow rate must be known.
The EPA Standards state that the exhaust volumetric flow rate
"shall be calculated in accordance with good engineering practices".
TCM calculates the exhaust volumetric flow rate at the standard'.
pressure and temperature of 760 mm Hg and 68°F, using the assumption
that the exhaust gas follows the ideal gas equation of state.
__ R m T 	 R (f + A-) T
VEXH	
MEXH P	 MEXH P
where
VEXH -- exhaust volumetric flow rate, ft3/hr
R	 - universal gas constant 1545.33 	
ft-lbf
lbm-mole R
m	 -- total exhaust gas mass flow (also equal to
total induction mass flow of fuel and air
by principle of mass conservation), lbm/hr
T	 - absolute temperature, 528°R (68°F)
(13)
i
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MEXH - exhaust gas molecular weight
P	 - exhaust pressure, 2116 Lb2 ( 760 mm Hg)
f	 - fuel mass flow, lbm/hr
A'	 - humid air mass flow, lbm/hr.
j
In Equation (13), R, T, and P are given values and m is measured. The
value of the exhaust gas molecular weight can be calculated from exhaust
products as follows:
MEXH = Emi Mi	 (14)
where
MEXH - the "apparent molecular weight" of the
exhaust gas
Mi	 - the molecular weight of each constituent
Mi	- the mole fraction of each constituent
which can be determined from measured
concentrations and solution of Equations
(2) through (7).
The solution of Equation (14) further requires an assumption of exhaust
hydrocarbon hydrogen to carbon ratio, q/p. Studies have indicated how-
ever that extremely unreasonable values of calculated fuel-air ratio are
obtained when the sum of the exhaust gas mole fractions are constrained
to unity.
Therefore the method used by TCM for estimating the exhaust gas
molecular weight is based on chemical equilibrium calculations and assumes
that chemical equilibrium exists among the exhaust products for a given
measured fuel -air equivalence ratio, Figure B-1. This assumption is
reasonable since the major constituents which contribute to the exhaust
molecular weight (e.^., N 2 , CO2 , H2O, CO) do not vary significantly from
equilibrium predictions. The calculation of mass emissions of carbon
monoxide as an example would be as follows, by substituting Equation (13)
into Equation (12):
;co =	
R 
(f+ A') T
	
x	
[ p co] k [CO)	 (15)
i
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NOTE: BASED ON COMBUSTION OF HYDROCARBON FUEL
(2.0 HYDROGEN-TO-CARBON RATIO) WITH DRY AIR AT
1.0 ATMOSPHERE OF PRESSURE AND 2500°R TEMPERATURE
SOURCE: General Electric Company; Properties of
Combustion Gases/System. CnH2e-Air, Volume I.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1954.
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Since, by the ideal gas assumption
_ Mco p
pco	 RT	 (16)
substitution of l.quation (16) into (15) yields
_	 R (f + A') T	 Mco P
	 [CO]mco	
MEXH P	 xL RT	 k
or
mco -
	 MXH	
(f	 A') (CO)	 (I7)
where
;co	 - mass emission rate of CO, Ibm/hr
Mco	
-- molecular weight of CO, 28.011
	
Ibm
lbm-mole
m	 MEN	
- exhaust gas molecular weight, _ I bm
Ibm-male
(f + A') - total induction mass flow rate lbm
' hr
ti	
CO	 - wet volume fraction of CO in exhaust.
V.	 THE EXHAUST EMISSIONS STANDARDS
Once the mass emission rates of CO, HC, and NO have been determined
for the modes, the calculation of exhaust emissions relative to the EPA
standards is straightforward.
A Five-Mode Landing/Take-Off (LTO) cycle, as defined by the EPA,
is shown in Table B
-1. In each mode, run consecutively, the mass emis-
sions are calculated in Ibm/mode. The sum of these values, Ibm/cycle,
is then divided by the engine rated brake horsepower so that the final
emissions values are in Ibm/BHP/cycle. The maximum allowable values
specified by the Standards are:
• CO	 - 0.042 Ibm/BHP/cycle
o HC	 - 0.0019 Ibm/B11P/cycle
• NOx - 0.0015 Ibm/BHP/cycle.
B- 9
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TABLE B-1. EPA EMISSIONS REGULATIONS REQUIREMENTS
MODE
N0. MODE NAME
TIME IN MODE
(min)
POWER
M
ENGINE RPM
M
1 Taxi/Idle-Out 12.0 ***
2 Take-Off 0.3 100 (100)
3 Climb 5.0 75 to 100 ***
4 Approach 6.0 40 ***
5 Taxi/Idle-In 4.0 ***
TOTAL CYCLE 27.3
***Manufacturer's Recommendation
To compare emissions from different types of engines, the EPA
Five-Mode LTO cycle was expanded into a seven-mode cycle by separating
the Idle-Taxi mode and further defining the power-speed conditions.
Table B--2 presents the seven-mode cycle which was used as the standard
for all engines investigated.
TABLE B-2. TCM SEVEN-MODE AIRCRAFT LANDING/TAKE-OFF
OPERATIONAL CYCL;=
MODE
NO. MODE NAME
TIME IN MODE
(min)
POWER
M
PROPELLER
RPM
1 Idle-Out 1.0 - 600
2 Taxi-Out 11.0 - 1,200*
3 Take-Off 0.3 100 100% of Maximum
4 Climb 5.0 80 90% of Maximum
5 Approach 6.0 40 87% cf Maximum
6 Taxi-In 3.0 - 1,200*
7 Idle-In 1.0 - 600
TOTAL CYCLE 27.3
*900 RPM on geared engines
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V1.	 CALCULATED FUEL-AIR RATIO FROM EXHAUST PRODUCTS
The Environmental Protection Agency (20) requires a check on the
accuracy of measured data by calculating the fuel--air ratio from exhaust
gas constituents. The requirement is for the calculated and measured
values to agree within }5%. Teledyne Continental Motors employs a method
developed by R.S. Spindt (67) which requires the use of the fuel hydrogen-
to-carbon ratio, y/x, rather than molecular form as required by many
alternative methods investigated. The Spindt equation requires values
for 0 2 , CO, CO 2 , HC, y/x, and an assumption for the water-gas equilibrium
constant, Kp. Equation (18) is the Spindt equation.
f 	 1.0
A
FB L(11.492) FC 1.0 + E/2 + b	 120 (1-FC)^1 + E
	
+ (Kp + E)
where
f/A - calculated fuel-air ratio
FB	 -- (CO + CO2 )/(CO + CO 2 + HC)
FC	 - (12.011)/(12.011 + 1.008 y/x), the fraction
of carbon in fuel, C. Hy
E	 - CO/CO2
A	 - 02/CO2
Kp	 - (H20) (CO)/(H2) (CO2), the value of Kp was
assigned by Spindt as 3.5.
(18)
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iLIST OF DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS
Abs Absolute
Baseline An engine operating condition defined as the average
fuel flow rate (as established by the fuel system's
production tolerance band) when operated with the
mixture Control set at full rich position
Bbl Barrel
BHP Brake Horsepower
BMW Bavarian Motor Works
BTDC Before Top Dead Center
Case I The minimum allowable fuel flow rate as established by
the engine type certificate (approximately best
power for most modal conditions)
Case II The fuel flow rate corresponding to the leanest fuel-
air ratio obtainable before a safety hazard occurs
with the engine operating on a propeller test stand
CID Cubic Inches displacement
CO Carbon Monoxide
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
CO Standard 0.042 lbm/rated horsepower/cycle
CVCC Compound Vortex Controlled Combustion
EGT Exhaust Gas Temperature
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
OR Engine Exhaust Emission Reduction
FEMA Failure Effects and Modes Analysis
FHP Friction Horsepower
Fuel-Air Ratio of Fuel Mass Flow to Dry Air Mass Flow
gm Gram
L-1
LIST OF DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS - Continued
H High
H2 Hydrogen
HC Unburned Hydrocarbons
HC Standard 0.0019 lbm/rated horsepower/ cycle
Hg Mercury
HP Horsepower .^..
T Inline cylinder configuration (followed by number of
cylinders)
IHP Indicated Horsepower
I0-520-D Fuel-injected six-cylinder opposed engine, 520 CID,
D Model, with 300 Maximum Rated Horsepower
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
kHz Kilohertz or (cycles per second) x 103
L Low
1b Pound (mass)
M Medium
MTBF Mean Time Between failures'
MTBM Mean Time Between Maintenance
_	 y
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NTIS National Technical Information Service
NOx Oxides of Nitrogen
3
NOx Standard 0.0015 lbm/rated Iorsepower/cycle
Parts	 Millionppm per
rpm Revolutions per Minute
R&D Research and Development
ROM Rough Order Magnitude
SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
L-^
LIST OF DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS - Concluded
Safety butt-	 Fuel/air ratio leaned to the verge of safety problems,
line excessive cylinder head temperature or inadequate
acceleration
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption
SIN Serial Number
SWRI Southwest Research Institute
TA Time Average
TCCS Texaco Controlled Combustion System
TCM Teledyne Continental Motors
TEL Tetraethyllead
TFM Turbulent Flow Manifold (Ethyl)
Tiara 6-285--B Fuel-injected six-cylinder opposed engine, 285 Maximum
Rated Horsepower, S-Model, with 406 CID
V-8 Eight Cylinders Arranged in a V Configuration
WOT Wide Open Throttle
(0) Binary number indicating "no value" or "less value"
(1) Binary number indicating "value" or "greater value"
} and > Greater than ...
{ and < Less than ...
Equivalence Ratio. 	 The ratio of actual fuel /air to
stoichiometric fuel/air ratio.
r.
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